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The needs for highway research are many, and the National Cooperative Highway Research Program can make significant contributions to the solution of highway transportation problems of mutual concern to many responsible groups. The program, however, is intended to complement rather than to substitute for or duplicate other highway research programs.

Note: The Transportation Research Board, the National Research Council, the Federal Highway Administration, the American Association of State Highway and Transportation Officials, and the individual states participating in the National Cooperative Highway Research Program do not endorse products or manufacturers. Trade or manufacturers names appear herein solely because they are considered essential to the object of this report.
This report will be of interest to transportation officials involved in the planning, design, construction, and traffic operational aspects of the Single Point Urban Interchange. The SPUI essentially combines two separate diamond ramp intersections into one large at-grade interchange which accommodates all interchanging vehicular movements and the through traffic. A major application of the SPUI has been as a complete replacement for a major, at-grade signalized intersection of two principal urban arterials. In this application, the SPUI provides nearly twice the available traffic handling capacity as the intersection it replaces. Other significant applications include the upgrading of outdated signalized interchanges, new freeway construction, and reconstruction of urban arterials along a corridor to expressway standards.

Under NCHRP Project 3-40, research was undertaken by Texas A&M Research Foundation to (1) document current practice in design and traffic operations of existing SPUIs and (2) to develop and document guidelines for the design, traffic operational analysis, and cost-effectiveness of SPUIs.

To achieve the project objectives a nationwide survey of existing SPUIs was conducted in 1989 and some limited capacity data were obtained in 1990. An extensive database on planning issues, traffic operations and capacity, safety, geometric design, bridge design and construction costs was developed for 36 SPUIs in 17 states. Extensive analyses were performed, and summarized by the researchers, using interviews with officials responsible for existing SPUIs, on-site observations, traffic records, construction plans, video tapes, and data from plans and photographs of signing, signal control, and pavement markings.

Based on the information developed and through dialog with the NCHRP panel responsible for monitoring the project, the researchers prepared a series of general recommendations for planning and design of SPUIs. In addition, more specific, detailed application guidelines are provided in the report under the chapters on systems planning and design, interchange design, traffic control device applications, and cost-effectiveness analysis. A summary of SPUI implementation and application guidelines is provided in the closing chapter. Thus, this report will be an invaluable resource for transportation officials who are considering new or upgraded interchanges in response to urban traffic congestion.
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SUMMARY

As stated in the research project statement, the Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI) essentially combines two separate diamond ramp intersections into one large at-grade intersection which accommodates all interchanging vehicular movements and the through traffic. Signalization of the one major intersection simplifies coordination on the arterial. It has been reported that SPUIs can significantly increase traffic-carrying capacity compared with the conventional diamond interchange.

There were numerous uncertainties about the design and operation of SPUIs and, yet, many were being proposed for construction for addressing traffic congestion and safety problems. Some of these issues included: wrong-way movement potential; traffic signal, signing, and delineation requirements; sight distance; cost-effectiveness; increased capability to accommodate heavy traffic movements; safety problems; and driver behavior.

NCHRP Project 3-40 was initiated in response to the need for technical information on the SPUI in the form of a synthesis of current practices in the United States. The two main objectives of the research were specified as: (1) document current practice in design and traffic operations at existing SPUIs and (2) develop and document guidelines for the design, operation, analysis, and cost effectiveness of SPUIs.

This report addresses these broad technical objectives on the SPUI, information is provided on the historical development of SPUIs, typical geometric and bridge design, observed traffic operations, and general traffic engineering applications. In particular, the report presents a wide variety of statistical summaries of geometric and operations data collected for 36 SPUIs, most of which were observed during a field survey of SPUI operations in 13 states, which was conducted during the summer of 1989. Following a synthesis of these data, geometric and operational guidelines are provided for informational purposes, because there are no specific guidelines on the interchange in the 1990 AASHTO Green Book. Advantages and disadvantages of various SPUI design features are given. The report also contains guidelines for conducting cost-effectiveness studies of the SPUI as compared primarily to the Tight Urban Diamond Interchange (TUDI). A recommended methodology is presented and special SPUI features are identified for which local cost estimators might not be familiar. Updated operational user benefits estimation procedures are also given. The report concludes with a summary of research findings and recommended application guidelines for SPUIs as being a viable competitor to the TUDI for congestion relief in restricted urban conditions. In this context, the SPUI was found to be a safe and efficient interchange design alternative.
CHAPTER ONE

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH APPROACH

BACKGROUND

Capacity Needs

An explosive growth in population and traffic demand occurred in the United States following World War II as many people moved to urban areas where good jobs were plentiful. Highway engineers responded to this forthcoming traffic snarl by constructing one of the largest interstate highway systems known. Much of the Interstate System was built on new rights-of-way at modest cost as plenty of open land, which is mostly developed today, was available.

Most metropolitan areas continue to experience increased traffic growth, population gains, and traffic congestion on their urban freeways. Highway travel demand in urban areas is increasing about 2 percent per year, with much higher growth rates occurring in some urban areas. Suburban traffic growth on principal arterial streets also has been significant. Capacity bottlenecks and safety problems are occurring at major intersections of principal arterials and are becoming more common. Many urban freeways not only have serious traffic congestion and related safety problems, but they are also experiencing structural deterioration as these older facilities near the end of their design life.

Transportation planners are faced with a difficult challenge to find solutions that can maintain a high level of urban mobility and safety in a cost-effective manner. No longer can an engineer just "move over" into a nearby open space and build a new highway. More efficient highway facilities have to be constructed to fit present alignments basically within existing rights-of-way. To further complicate matters, high volumes of traffic must be handled safely within construction work zones. Additionally, any new construction must be done as rapidly as possible to minimize traffic delays and impacts on the local business community.

Many traditional designs are not well suited for providing added capacity within restricted urban environs. Consequently, urban highway engineers have sought new and innovative solutions to relieve traffic bottlenecks and to meet current urban mobility needs. This report presents a new form of signalized urban diamond interchange that provides significant added capacity for addressing a wide variety of arterial and freeway congestion problems occurring at existing cross arterial facilities.

Single Point Urban Interchange

The new signalized interchange form being proposed for providing added capacity in restricted urban rights-of-way is the "Single Point Urban Interchange," or SPUI as it is called in this report. Several other names are used for the SPUI depending on the locale, including the Urban Interchange. The SPUI is a recent addition to the types of grade-separated interchanges that highway engineers can use to improve traffic flow along a major traffic artery. Considerable interest in the SPUI has been shown by many states in recent years because of its claimed efficient operation, although little information is presently available on its design features or operational performance. The SPUI was not mentioned in the 1990 AASHTO Green Book (7) even though one was shown on page 559 therein.

RESEARCH OBJECTIVES

The objectives of this project were to: (1) document current practice in design and traffic operations at existing SPUIs and (2) develop and document guidelines for the design, operation, analysis, and cost effectiveness of SPUIs.

To meet these objectives, the research concentrated on the following tasks: (1) Determine the state of the art and current practice through a review of the literature and contacts with highway agencies planning, designing, constructing, operating, and maintaining SPUIs. (2) Develop guidelines to assess the cost effectiveness of SPUIs in comparison with alternative design solutions on a life-cycle basis, including first costs, continuing agency costs, user costs, and environmental costs. (3) Develop guidelines for geometric design for use with the AASHTO "Green Book". (4) Develop guidelines to analyze the functional performance of SPUI traffic operations throughout its design life. Develop criteria for the optimum placement and operation of traffic control devices. (5) Define safety considerations and develop recommendations for dealing with the impact of these factors.

RESEARCH APPROACH

Field Survey

A nationwide field survey of single-point urban interchange design and practice was conducted during 1989 followed by limited capacity studies in 1990. The synthesis of current SPUI practice was taken primarily from these field observations and is therefore somewhat subjective. As of August 1, 1989, there were 27 SPUIs operational in 14 states in the United States and more than 50 others planned or under construction. At least 10 new SPUIs have become operational since the field survey was conducted. At least 10 states have built a subsequent SPUI following successful operational experience with their first one.

In general, traffic operations and safety experience with SPUIs have been good. Motorists appear to adapt well to the somewhat novel operating environment of the SPUI when good interchange-level signing is applied. Because SPUIs are very new, motorist's driving skills at SPUIs are expected to improve with time.
Design Features

There are several distinguishing design and operational features about a SPUI that give its name and nature. The SPUI is a grade-separated two-level diamond interchange well suited for restricted urban rights-of-way. A conventional overpass SPUI recently opened to traffic is shown in Figure 1. As an indication of scale, the single-span overpass bridge is about 220 ft long. The principal operational feature of the SPUI is that it has only one signalized intersection through which all four left turns operate. As found at a conventional high-type intersection, all opposing left turns operate inside one another.

Geometry is also greatly influenced by the high-speed single-signal operations of the left turns. To provide adequate visibility and efficient direct left-turn operations, the SPUI uses large left turning radii on the order of 150 to 300 ft for the off-ramps from the high-speed mainline facility. Consequently, a clear center span of 200 ft or more is needed over the intersection of a single-span overpass. Both single-span and multispans bridges are used in SPUI design with both overpass and underpass mainline grade separations. While most SPUIs do not have frontage roads, a few do. When the freeway goes under the cross street, a wide two-span platform bridge is normally used having a median supporting pier. The thinner two-span overpass promotes retaining the existing cross street grade line which minimizes difficulties in alignment design and reduces project costs. The total cost of a SPUI interchange may range from $8 million to 14 million, or more, depending on the size of the interchange, and on local right-of-way and construction costs.

The following section presents a brief history of the SPUI in the United States. Personal interviews, correspondence, and relevant literature were used as data sources for preparing this section.

Historical Context

The field survey indicates that the SPUI was first proposed in the United States as a design alternative in the mid-1960s almost simultaneously, but independently, by at least two prominent American civil engineering firms (2, 3). Both of these proposed designs were later built in the 1970s. One SPUI was in Clearwater, Florida (2, 4) and the other was in Moline, Illinois (3, 5). In addition, an early commitment about this same time was also made to use several SPUIs along one major arterial in Huntsville, Alabama, which now has one-way frontage roads.

Other sources provide additional insight and perspective on early developments of the SPUI. One reference suggests that prior to the above actions, Caltrans had proposed an innovative “inside-left turn” interchange design for Palo Alto, California, in 1960 (6). Interchanges similar to the SPUI have been built in Germany (7) and Greece (8), to name a few. The German SPUI was built in Cologne near the Rhine River by 1975 (7). Several are programmed for construction in Edmonton, Alberta, Canada. As noted earlier, the 1990 AASHTO highway design policy does not mention the single-point urban interchange as being a viable interchange design type (1). Recent implementation and operational experience strongly suggest that the SPUI should be considered in future editions of the Green Book. This research should provide useful guidance to that effort.

The first SPUI built in the United States was completed in Clearwater, Florida, February 25, 1974. This interchange was designed by Greiner Engineering of Tampa, Florida. Greiner also proposed the added use of airport runway lights embedded in the pavement to clearly delineate the left-turn paths of vehicles at the Clearwater site. Greiner called this SPUI interchange an “Urban Interchange” (2, 4).

The term “urban interchange” is used by many engineers to describe the SPUI. This is mainly because of the national effort by Greiner to inform engineers about the features of the urban interchange. Other terms for the SPUI are used by state agencies, such as a “single-signal diamond,” a “single-point diamond,” and an “urban traffic interchange.” Greiner gave a pioneering presentation on the features of their “urban interchange” to a Florida highway design conference held in Gainesville, Florida, on March 11, 1970. They also gave a similar presentation to a regional meeting of the AASHTO Committee on Highway Design held later that year in Houston, Texas, on November 11, 1970.

Attending the AASHTO design conference was the Illinois DOT district engineer from Dixon, Illinois, responsible for construction plans being prepared for the SPUI to be built in Moline,
The second area of literature generally provides introductory material about the basic features of the SPUI and, in a few cases, the sources also contain some preliminary operational experiences and assessments of the SPUI. Most of the evaluations have used computer analyses to infer SPUI operational quality. Assumptions were usually made regarding traffic behavior although little actual field data were obtained. Examples of this type of literature are noted (9, 10).

Three recent operational studies of SPUI headway characteristics have been published by university graduate students (11, 12, 13). These provide the only known SPUI traffic data collected and formally reviewed by others. These three studies were used in this research to provide updated capacity guidelines on SPUI traffic operations. An introductory cost-effectiveness paper is also noted (14). As more design and operational experience is gained with SPUIs, additional published reports on them are expected.

**Diamond Interchange Alternatives**

Field interviews suggest that some confusion may exist in identifying viable design alternatives to the SPUI in urban design. Some highway engineers and planners, well versed in rural highway and major interchange design, may not be as familiar with the efficiency of other signalized diamond interchange options in very tight right-of-way locations likely to arise in costly urban reconstruction work. The background for this possible confusion follows.

**Rural Design**

In the early stages of the Interstate highway program, state highway departments built many conventional diamond interchanges in rural areas. In these low-volume, low-cost rural settings, cross-road ramp terminals were often separated by 1,200 ft, or more, depending on the cross-road design speed, usually about 60 mph. These cross roads were narrow (two-lane) and any needed cross-road left-turn lanes to the on-ramps were provided totally off the bridge. Total transition and storage length per bay was about 500 ft at 60 mph. Thus, a minimum ramp separation of 1,200 ft would be required for an overpassing bridge 200 ft long. These designs were called "conventional diamond interchanges" by some state highway agencies.

As highway agencies continued building the freeway network into more developed areas having more expensive rights-of-way these agencies began to compress the size of the diamond interchange used to minimize land takings. This reduction was achieved by overlapping the tapers of the cross-road left-turn lanes on the bridge. The bridge had to be widened one lane to provide the overlapping left-turn tapers. In higher speed rural designs, ramp separation distances of 730 to 800 ft would result. In lower speed urban designs, separation distances of 600 ft could result. These overlapping taper designs were called "compressed diamonds" by some highway agencies.

The traffic signal control used at the compressed diamond interchanges is often provided by two independently operating traffic-actuated signals. Traffic signal coordination needed between the two actuated signals to provide smooth cross street flow and to minimize queueing backups is difficult to attain in

---

**Figure 2. Pioneer SPUIs built in the United States: (a) Clearwater, Florida; (b) Moline, Illinois.**

Illinois. After hearing the Greiner presentation, he had runway marking lights added to the Moline construction plans, which were completed May 31, 1972. The Moline contract was let May 22, 1973 with job completion on September 9, 1975. Eagle Signal, then located nearby in Davenport, Iowa, assisted Illinois DOT in the design and signal installation of the pavement marking lights. Thus, the Moline, Illinois, site was probably the second SPUI constructed in the United States. The preliminary engineering design study on this SPUI was done by DeLeuw, Cather & Co. of Chicago (3). One of the consultants to this NCHRP study was the engineer in charge of the Moline job (5). Figure 2 presents a photograph of these pioneer interchanges in Clearwater, Florida, and Moline, Illinois, respectively. Both SPUIs are still operational today.

**Literature Review**

The literature on the single-point urban interchange deals with two areas of interest. The first and earliest literature introduced the SPUI to the profession and described its basic features. This work has been previously referenced in the foregoing historical review together with other sources. Greiner Engineering was the apparent industry leader in spreading the word about the SPUI to the profession (2, 4).
this case. Signal coordination is seldom attempted with compressed diamonds. However, the need for coordination grows with increasing traffic volumes and reduction in the distance between the signals. Queue storage space becomes more critical as the separation distance is reduced.

Urban Design

A smaller "tight diamond" from a rural design viewpoint is sometimes used in urban areas where right-of-way costs have climbed dramatically. Traffic volumes have also risen but not to the level requiring a full freeway-to-freeway interchange. In earlier times when costs were lower, a parclo interchange may have been considered as a viable design alternative. A parclo requires extensive right-of-way on two quadrants of the interchange and is now usually not considered a viable design alternative for reconstructing an existing urban facility. On the other hand, a tight diamond can be used, which has ramp separations of 500 to 600 ft, sometimes less. Coordination of the two signals is required, but it has become much more complex to achieve than in the prior cases. Providing progressive flows across the bridge in both directions is extremely difficult using two traffic-actuated signal controllers. In addition, single controller operation is not usually used here because it does not work efficiently at ramp intersection separation distances of 500 to 600 ft. To say the least, operational experience with these tight diamonds has not always been good.

Tight Urban Diamond Interchange

Even shorter "tight urban diamond" interchanges are found in most large cities in the United States. They are the rule in Texas because of their routine use of continuous one-way frontage roads in tight urban freeway design. Ramp spacings of tight urban diamonds usually range from 250 to 350 ft with known cases from 150 to 400 ft. A tight urban diamond desirably has one continuous left-turn lane per direction between the signals. In some low-volume cases, no separate left-turn lanes are provided to minimize cost and yet satisfy the traffic demand. Whereas tight urban diamond interchanges are usually located on the state highway system, their operations are routinely handled by the local city or county traffic engineering departments in most states and not by state traffic planners. Considerable operational feedback and insight can be easily missed by traffic planners regarding the true capabilities and best applications for the tight urban diamond interchange.

It may appear ironic that tight urban diamond interchanges having spacings of 250 to 350 ft can operate better than wider compressed diamonds with spacings between signals of 500 to 600 ft. This reality is believed to be not well known by some highway engineers and planners. Two requirements must be met to achieve this level of operational performance, however. One is that the ramp spacing should be in the range of 250 to 400 ft. Second is that only one traffic-actuated signal controller should be used and it must be designed and timed properly to best satisfy existing traffic conditions. With these design specifications, the tight urban diamond interchange is a viable alternative to all other interchange forms in the two-level signalized urban interchange class.

In the remainder of this report, the "Tight Urban Diamond Interchange" is called a "TUDI" for short. The SPUI and TUDI should both be considered viable design options for many types of urban traffic congestion relief projects where signalized intersections are involved.

CHAPTER TWO

GEOMETRIC CHARACTERISTICS

The following is a summary of the various geometric design attributes of 36 operational, single point urban interchanges (SPUIs) found in the United States during the summer of 1989. Data forming the basis for these attributes were obtained primarily from two sources: (1) construction plans provided by local state highway offices, and (2) observations and measurements made during the field survey portion of this project. These collective attributes have been tabulated and categorized into various subgroups as a means of focusing on the individual geometric characteristics that comprise the SPUI.

In the first section, the general features of the intersecting roadway systems are described. The thrust of this section is that there are two basic types of SPUI—those with the major road elevated over the ramp/cross-road intersection, i.e., a mainline overpass SPUI, and those with the major road depressed under the intersection area, i.e., an underpass SPUI. This fundamental difference tends to impose different design requirements and, as a result, will be discussed separately in the remainder of this chapter.

The second section focuses on the characteristics of the intersecting roadways. Specific characteristics include the cross-sectional components of the major and minor intersecting roadways. One outcome of this examination is a sense of the SPUI's right-of-way use.

The third section describes specific geometric characteristics of the SPUI. Particular attention is paid to the turning movements at SPUIs such as the number of lanes provided, the radii of the turn paths, and some operational features of these turning movements.

GENERAL FEATURES

This section describes several fundamental system characteristics of the interchange that often have a significant influence on its design and operation. These general characteristics include grade separation type, existence of frontage roads, and interchange skew in horizontal alignment. Each of these basic features is discussed more fully in the following paragraphs.
Grade Separation Type

As mentioned previously, SPUIs can be described as being one of two types with respect to grade separation of the intersecting roadways. One type of SPUI has the major roadway through movements passing above the ramp/cross-road intersection. This is termed an “overpass SPUI” or a SPUI with an overpass design as shown in Figures 1 and 2. In contrast, those SPUIs that have the major roadway through movement passing under the ramp/cross-road intersection are called “underpass SPUIs.” An underpass SPUI is shown in Figure 3. There are major differences in many aspects of SPUI design based on this one attribute. Bridge design, in particular, is significantly different between the overpass and underpass interchanges.

On the basis of the survey of 36 SPUIs, the overpass design was found to be the more common type, outnumbering the underpass design by a ratio of 3 to 1, i.e., 27 overpasses and 9 underpasses. Moreover, most overpass SPUIs were found to have an elevated major road and an at-grade cross road. A review of the 36 SPUIs studied indicates that 25 of the 27 overpass SPUIs have this “fly-over” type design. Reasons for elevating the major road include less disruption to existing property and underground utilities, and simpler structural design. It should be noted that the vertical profile of the minor cross road remained essentially unchanged at over 90 percent of all SPUIs observed, thereby minimizing impacts to the adjacent property and local street system. The principal design trade-off for overpass designs is between bridge length and resulting horizontal curve sight distance for left turning lanes. Reasonably consistent turning speeds appropriate for the site should be maintained throughout the turning maneuver.

Although the flyover overpass SPUI is used more frequently, the major road at-grade overpass SPUI was used at two locations. Reasons for depressing the cross road may be based on topography, economics, aesthetics, or other reasons. For example, one SPUI is located on the top of a hill with relatively steep grades on all mainline approaches. Rather than increase the grade of the major roadway, the decision was made to lower the cross-road alignment. Field observations indicate that intersection visibility problems may arise if the design speed of the cross road is not maintained at a reasonably high level.

The underpass SPUI usually has the major road depressed and the cross road remaining at-grade. Of the 9 underpass designs observed, 7 basically retained the original grade line for the cross road and depressed the major road. This type of interchange design has the advantages of being removed from sight, attenuating traffic noise on the major road, and making ramp grades consistent with motorist acceleration-deceleration needs. In addition, visibility of the intersection conflict area is generally superior to the overpass design when the cross road is not on a crest vertical curve. Removal of excavation material, stormwater drainage, and utility relocation are apparent disadvantages of the underpass design. Moreover, they can not be easily modified once in place. Underpass designs are more likely to be found with depressed freeways or in the eastern United States where undulating terrain exists and many major crossing streets follow the natural crown lines between local drainage basins.

A combination of site-specific constraints may require that the major road remain at-grade and the ramp/cross-road intersection be elevated above the major roadway, i.e., a cross-road flyover. Two underpass SPUIs with a cross-road flyover were found to have railroad tracks parallel to the major road. The railroad tracks probably influenced the decision to build the flyover. The cross-road flyover design has the advantage of avoiding drainage problems associated with a depressed design. Some disadvantages are that the flyover requires a relatively long and complex bridge because of the need to elevate the on-and-off ramps. The length stems from the need to provide intersection sight distance as opposed to stopping sight distance along the cross road. This complex design is further exacerbated by the transverse ramp connections that produce significant horizontal dynamic loadings on the bridge. The type of grade separation has a direct influence on almost every major design element of the SPUI. This influence is particularly obvious in the SPUI's structural features such as bridge length, depth, number of spans, and abutment type. With an overpass design, for example, a single-span bridge would probably have a span length of about 220 ft and a depth of 9 ft; whereas, for the underpass design, the bridge would likely have two spans of about 70 ft and a depth of 3 ft. The type of structure may also influence the SPUI's ramp
Frontage Road Systems

Two types of frontage road systems were observed in the field survey: the combined frontage road and the offset frontage road. Both of these are shown in Figure 4. The combined frontage road design occurs where the ramps merge with one-way frontage roads prior to their intersection with the cross road. The offset frontage road design has two-way frontage roads laterally offset from the on-and-off ramp junctions to provide nominal separation along the cross road. Figure 5 shows the distribution of frontage roads found at the 36 SPUIs studied. As indicated, 11 SPUIs were found to have frontage roads—all of which had the overpass design. Of these 11 SPUIs, 8 were found to have combined frontage roads while 3 had offset frontage roads.

The combined frontage road systems are located in three southeastern states where high volume urban arterials were being upgraded to expressway standards along a considerable length of the facility. This design appears to be applicable to narrow right-of-way situations likely to be found in urban arterial upgrades. As shown in Figure 4, the basic SPUI design is modified slightly with this option to serve the frontage road through and mainline turnarounds. Multispan (generally three-span) bridges are used to provide for the turnarounds.

Alignment Skew

The intersection of two roadway alignments generally does not occur at a 90-deg angle. This deviation from 90 deg is called the alignment skew. Skew generally has an adverse effect on SPUIs because it increases clearance distances, decreases clearance speeds, and adversely affects sight distance by making it more difficult for some off-ramp drivers to see along the cross road. Severe skew in alignments may also increase the length of the bridge and widen the distance between cross-road stop lines, i.e., increase clearance distance and lost time.

The skew angle is defined in Figure 6 as the rotation of the cross road relative to the major roadway, with a clockwise rotation of the cross road from normal indicating a positive skew angle. A positive skew can make the off-ramp right-turn and the cross-road left-turn movements more difficult, because it often results in a smaller radius turn path and a more acute angle of entry with the intersecting roadway. A negative skew can make the off-ramp left-turn and cross-road right-turn movements more difficult. In some fortunate cases, however, a designer may be able to use a small skew to favor a major traffic movement at no expense to the minor movements.

The skew angles found at each of the 36 SPUIs studied are shown in Figure 6. Skew angles at these SPUIs were found to range from —30 deg to +28 deg. The distribution of skew angles suggests that there is no trend toward smaller skew angles as might be expected. The likelihood of finding any particular skew angle appears to be about equal to that of any other within the range observed.

ROADWAY CHARACTERISTICS

This section describes the general character of the roadways that intersect at the SPUI. Specific roadway characteristics in-
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Figure 6. Skew angle observed between intersecting roadway alignments.

Table 1. Cross road average daily traffic comparisons.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Overpass</th>
<th>Underpass</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of SPUIs</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Range of ADT</td>
<td>9,000-52,000</td>
<td>28,000-30,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average ADT</td>
<td>30,500</td>
<td>29,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>13,600</td>
<td>1,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Number of through lanes on the cross road at overpass SPUIs.
Number and Percentages of Through Lanes on the Cross Road at Underpass SPUIs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Four Lanes</th>
<th>6 - 67%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Five Lanes</td>
<td>11%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Six Lanes</td>
<td>2 - 22%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 8. Number of through lanes on the cross road at underpass SPUIs.

Major Road Function

The major road classification was determined using a slightly different approach from that used for the cross road. In addition to traffic demands, route numbering classification and basic number of lanes were used to assess the likely functional character of the major road. The classification of SPUIs by route numbering indicated that about 25 percent have major roads on the Interstate System, 25 percent on the U.S. Highway System, and 50 percent on the State Highway System.

Figures 9 and 10 illustrate the distribution of the number of through lanes on the major routes. As shown in these figures, the distributions are different for the underpass and overpass designs. In particular, it was found that 50 percent of the overpass SPUIs studied have six-lane major roads while about 40 percent have only four lanes. A few have eight lanes. In contrast, the underpass SPUI had major road lane allocations more evenly split among four, six, and eight lanes.

At those SPUIs being built to upgrade existing major arterial streets to urban expressway standards, major road overpasses were used in all cases. In each case, one-way frontage roads were first provided along the major artery to serve through traffic during construction and remained following completion of the project. U-turn lanes were provided to improve access and to gain public support for the project.

Right-of-Way Use

One of the reported benefits of the SPUI design is its minimal right-of-way needs when compared to conventional diamond interchanges. Because right-of-way takings at an interchange are influenced by many factors, e.g., cross section and boundaries of adjacent property, it would be neither practical nor prudent to use the actual right-of-way at specific SPUIs to make accurate assessments of the SPUI's nominal right-of-way needs. A better means of assessing the SPUI's right-of-way use would be to use a combination of the width of the cross road and the distance between the on-and-off ramp pairs. These two measures will describe the SPUI's nominal right-of-way requirement along the cross road and major road, respectively, in the vicinity of the interchange.

Cross Road Right-of-Way

In general, the right-of-way along an urban arterial includes the width of traveled way plus a 10-ft border area on each side of the roadway. This border area typically includes 2.5 ft for curb and gutter, 2.5 ft for utility poles, and 5 ft for a sidewalk. Thus, the nominal cross road right-of-way at a SPUI should measure about 15 ft (= 7.5 + 7.5) more than the cross road’s back-of-curb to back-of-curb width. The back-of-curb widths and estimated cross road rights-of-way for 35 SPUIs have been categorized according to SPUI design type and cross section; the results are given in Table 2. Protected left-turn lanes are generally required on the arterial for safe and efficient SPUI operations. As indicated in Table 2, the cross road right-of-way at those SPUIs surveyed is generally consistent with the desirable right-of-way suggested by the Institute of Traffic Engineers (15) for similar urban arterials. Moreover, it would appear that the basic cross section within the SPUI has not been narrowed by the designer to minimize bridge expanse.
### Table 2. Estimated cross road right-of-way.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPUI Design Type</th>
<th>Thru Lanes (No.)</th>
<th>Left-Turn Lanes (No.)</th>
<th>Average Width (feet)</th>
<th>Basic Section (feet)</th>
<th>Estimated R.O.W. (feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Overpass 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>92</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>112</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>106</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>138</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Underpass 4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>89</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>104</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>93</td>
<td>na</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>141</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
1. Average cross road cross section widths measured from curb to curb for the 36 SPUI's studied.
2. Basic section widths calculated using 12-foot lanes, 2.5-foot curb and gutter, and a 4-foot median.
3. Estimated right-of-way calculated by adding 15 feet to the average width.

<p>| |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>na</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- Data not available.

**Major Road Right-of-Way**

Right-of-way use along the major road is not as easily described as is that of the cross road. Right-of-way needs may vary with the horizontal alignment of the on-and-off ramps and may be dependent on whether or not frontage roads are provided. Because of these factors, it is difficult to identify a simple measure of the SPUI's relative right-of-way needs along the freeway (within the interchange area).

For this research, a method was established for making quantitative assessments of the right-of-way needs of a SPUI. The objective of the method is to make comparative assessments among SPUIs and not to absolutely define the SPUI's actual right-of-way taking. This method is also general enough to be applicable to conventional diamond interchanges and, thereby, facilitates the comparison of different interchange design types, if so desired.

For diamond-type interchanges (such as the SPUI) the ramps are generally at their maximum separation just prior to their intersection with the cross road. The method used to estimate right-of-way measures the maximum separation distance between the SPUI's on-and-off ramps. This distance is measured between the off-ramp back-of-curb and the on-ramp back-of-curb for each ramp pair, perpendicular to the major road centerline. Four points are established in this procedure, one for each ramp, as shown in Figure 11. Any one point is found by visually offsetting the major road centerline to the most distant point on the inside curb of the ramp left-turn radius. Once the four points are located, a line is drawn through each point perpendicular to the major road centerline. Each line is then extended in both directions to the back-of-curbs outside of each on-and-off ramp pair. The distance along each line is then measured between the ramp back-of-curbs with the largest distance found being defined as the maximum ramp separation. This width represents a conservative estimate of the nominal right-of-way needed by the SPUI in the vicinity of the cross road.

The mainline ramp-to-ramp widths measured for the 36 SPUIs studied are shown in Figures 12 and 13. In general, the average width for both the overpass and underpass designs is about 300 ft. The narrowest overpass SPUIs were found to be just under 200 ft. These were measured for a state highway where the existing right-of-way was 200 ft. In contrast, three overpass SPUIs were found to have widths over 400 ft. By comparison, the tight urban diamond interchange (TUDI) is also generally designed for rights-of-way in the range of 250 to 400 ft.

The range of widths for the underpass SPUI is quite similar to that of the overpass. The narrowest underpass design had a width of 160 ft and was found at two locations. This is about 30 ft narrower than the narrowest overpass design.

Based on these overall distributions of projected right-of-way width, it does not appear that one interchange design type results in a consistently narrower design than the other. Moreover, it appears that 90 percent of the SPUIs are constructed in rights-of-way that would also be adequate for a TUDI. This suggests that many SPUI designs may have been selected for providing adequate capacity and a desirable operating environment rather than to predominately minimize right-of-way.

**Medians**

All of 36 SPUIs surveyed were found to have some type of median separation on the major roadway. In contrast, only about 85 percent of the SPUIs have medians on the cross road. The field survey also indicated that about 75 percent of the overpass SPUIs with cross road median treatments had raised medians while only 25 percent of the underpass SPUIs with medians had raised medians. The type of median along the major road varied from narrow and flush with a concrete barrier to wide with a depressed, traversable median.

The distributions of cross road median widths for 33 SPUIs are shown in Figures 14 and 15. As these figures indicate, the average median width found for both overpass and underpass SPUIs was about 6 ft, as measured at the median nose. The most frequently found median width for both designs was 4 ft.
Ramp-to-Ramp Separation at Overpass SPUIs

Figure 12. Ramp-to-ramp separation at overpass SPUIs.

Ramp-to-Ramp Separation at Underpass SPUIs

Figure 13. Ramp-to-ramp separation at underpass SPUIs.

Median Width On The Cross Road At Overpass SPUIs

Figure 14. Median width on the cross road at overpass SPUIs.

Median Width On The Cross Road At Underpass SPUIs

Figure 15. Median width on the cross road at underpass SPUIs.

Figures 16 and 17 illustrate the distributions of median widths for the major road. In contrast to the similarities noted in cross road median width, there are some differences in the average major road median width for overpass and underpass designs. The average overpass median width measured 24 ft compared to an average of 18 ft for the underpass design. Some of this difference can be attributed to one overpass SPUI with an extraordinarily wide median. If this median is removed from the sample, the average of the remaining overpass medians would be about 20 ft, which is closer to the underpass median width of 18 ft.

INTERCHANGE CHARACTERISTICS

The following sections describe the characteristics of selected geometric elements of the SPUI. These elements were selected because of their unusual dimension or treatment when applied to the SPUI design. They include grade separation type, left-turn radii, U-turn lanes, channelization, and bridge attributes.

Grade Separation Type

As noted previously, the type of grade separation used at a SPUI has a major effect on many design elements within the interchange. The structural requirements of either design type often place significant constraints on the dimensions that can be considered for other design elements. For example, the complexity and expanse of the structure require very specific bridge bent locations and, as a result, can pose severe constraints on the geometric design of the left-turn paths. Discussions with engineers having SPUI design experience indicate that design alternatives that minimize the structural size, complexity, or cost are usually given first priority. However, they also recognize that efficient traffic operations depend on the adequacy of the geometric design, particularly as it relates to the left-turn movements. Again, a critical design decision is the selection of the design speed profile and resulting left-turn radius for each of the on- and-off ramp left turns.
Turning Lanes

Of the ten traffic movements associated with the SPUI design, four are right-turn movements, four are left-turn movements, and two are through movements. If the SPUI is within a frontage road system and if U-turn lanes are provided, then four additional traffic movements exist. Obviously, the operational performance of the SPUI is highly dependent on the geometric design of the turning roadway associated with each of these turning movements.

Important design elements of a turning roadway include radius, superelevation, and width. Superelevating the left-turning roadways within the central intersection conflict area is not practical because of the common use of the pavement by other traffic movements. The lack of any superelevation is partially offset by the larger radii associated with the SPUI design. The large turning radii appear well suited for efficient truck traffic and dual-lane operation. The following sections describe these design elements as applied at existing SPUIs by type of turning operation.

Right-Turn Lanes

The operational efficiency of right turns at SPUIs depends on whether they are made from the crossing arterial or from the off ramps. Right turns from the cross road are more natural and have higher capacity per lane because of the three-phase signalization commonly used, as will be described later. Right turns from the off ramps are operationally more complex and typically have less capacity per lane.

Right turns from the cross road are operationally and physically similar to those found at conventional diamond interchanges. A common right-turn treatment on the cross road is to have right-turn traffic share the curb lane with through traffic up to a point 50 to 150 ft upstream of the stop line. At this point, the right-turn curve radii (or auxiliary lane taper) begins and right-turning traffic diverges from the shared lane. This type of treatment, shown in Figure 18, was found to occur at about one-half of the SPUIs studied; the other half have exclusive right-turn lanes.

An operational problem, cross street right turns may encounter, may occur when opposing left turning vehicles departing under signal control merge into the on-ramp turning lanes at relatively high speed made possible by the large left turning radius. Vehicle lane off-tracking may be a problem. Overpass designs make this merging operation more difficult, as compared with the normal tight urban diamond interchange (TUDI).

At about 80 percent of the SPUIs surveyed, the off-ramp right-turn traffic was provided a single exclusive lane on the ramp at its junction with the cross road, as shown in Figure 19. The other 20 percent of SPUIs provided dual exclusive lanes for the right-turn movement. Of those SPUIs with single lanes for the right-turn movement, 75 percent were designed to have right-turn traffic merge directly into the curb lane on the cross road, while 25 percent were designed with a separate acceleration lane along the cross road. The length of the exclusive off-ramp right-turn lane was found to vary from 50 to several hundred feet.

Observation of traffic operations on the off ramps indicates a strong correlation between ramp efficiency and the length of
separation provided between left- and-right-turning vehicles. This relationship is due to the distinctly different types of traffic control regulating the left- and right-turn movements, i.e., traffic signal vs. YIELD sign, and the times during the signal cycle when each movement enters the cross road. Of the three SPUI signal phases (the cross road left turn, cross road through and off ramp left turn), the best opportunity for off-ramp right-turn entry is during the cross road left turn phase. The yielding right turn is generally blocked by departing platoons during the other two phases. Blockage of right-turn entry during the off-ramp left-turn phase was observed to create operational problems at some small SPUIs. During this phase, blocked off-ramp right-turn vehicles would queue up and impede the left-turn vehicles sharing the off-ramp from departing. This problem was more evident at those sites wherein the left-turn and right-turn vehicles did not have exclusive lanes of sufficient length to physically separate the two movements. The off-ramp right-turn vehicles were similarly impeded by stopped off-ramp left-turn vehicles during the cross road, left turn phase. The cross road, right turn movement does not experience this impedance as much because they move simultaneously with the through movement during the thorough-turn movement phase.

Left-Turn Lanes

One desirable geometric feature of the SPUI is its naturally large radii for ramp and cross-road left-turn paths. These long radii are generally two to three times larger in magnitude than similar radii found at at-grade intersections. Large radius curves appear to have several operational advantages, including higher turning speeds, higher saturation flow rates, and reduced off-tracking of lengthy vehicles (11). Typical left-turn lane treatments at a SPUI are shown in Figure 20.

Radius of Left-Turn Lanes. The longer left-turn radius at SPUIs provides increased design speed of the turn; conversely, a higher design speed is likely. For a given design speed and required sight distance, reducing the clear span distance between the bridge supports requires increasing the left-turn radius to flatten the curve with increasing lateral separation between the ramp and the major roadway.

The distribution of cross road left turn radii is shown in Figures 21 and 22 for the overpass and underpass designs, respectively. These radii represent the actual radius of the curvature of the inner edge of the inside of the turn lane. In those instances where three-centered compound curves are used or where geometric design information was unavailable, an average radius was determined graphically.

Figures 21 and 22 indicate that the average left-turn radii for both the overpass and the underpass design is about 200 ft on the cross road. The difference in design types becomes apparent when considering the variability in radii—the overpass has a much wider range of radii. This variability is likely due to a greater flexibility in the design of left-turn paths at overpass SPUIs because of fewer physical constraints imposed by the bridge structure.

Three-centered compound left-turn curvature was found at about 30 percent of the SPUIs surveyed. At these locations, the curvature along the turn path transitions from a small radius to a large radius and then back to a small radius. This approach has the advantage of better able to "fit" the left-turn path between the constraining bridge supports. On the other hand, this design is contrary to traditional horizontal curve design which transitions from tangent, i.e., infinitely large radius, to a relatively small radius and then back to tangent. This large-small-large design transition is normally accomplished by using...
may give drivers the feeling that they are driving on the wrong side of the road.

Figures 23 and 24 also illustrate the distribution of radii for the off-ramp left-turn movements. As these figures show, the average off-ramp radius for the overpass is 237 ft while the corresponding average radius for the underpass is nearly 300 ft. The distribution of radii for the overpass design is noticeably skewed by one SPUI with a radius of 1,000 ft. If this "outlier" is removed, the average radius for the overpass design would be about 210 ft. This value is only slightly larger than the average cross-road left-turn radius of 204 ft (see Figure 21).

The off-ramp radii is slightly larger than the cross-road radii for both the underpass and overpass designs. One explanation for this is based on the physical constraints imposed on each type of turn. The cross-road left-turn path has its outside edge, tangent-to-curve point (PC), near the centerline. In contrast, the off-ramp path has its outside edge, curve-to-tangent point (PT),...
on the far side of the cross road, one or two lane widths beyond the median. As a result, the off-ramp path must be physically larger than the cross-road path, thereby necessitating a slightly larger radii to fit the desired turning path.

Number of Left-Turn Lanes. Discussions with engineers during the field survey indicated that traditional methods were used to determine the number of left-turn lanes at a SPUI. The methods used in determining the number of lanes were based primarily on forecasted traffic demands, although there is also a predisposition among traffic engineers to provide dual lanes at all high-type intersections and interchanges whenever possible. This attitude is even more applicable to the SPUI because of the difficulty in modifying its design elements once constructed.

Figures 25 and 26 illustrate the distribution in number of cross-road left-turn lanes at overpass and underpass SPUIs, respectively. The most common treatment for the overpass was the use of dual left-turn lanes. In contrast, the “single- and dual-lane” treatment, i.e., a combination of single-lane bay on one cross road approach and dual-lane bay on the other approach, was found most frequently at underpass SPUIs.

In most cases where both single and dual lanes are used in combination, provision in the cross road section is made for ultimate widening of the single-lane bay to dual lanes. However, at some underpass SPUIs it was noted that this provision was not extended to the throat of the on ramp. Given the complexity of the structural design of the on-and-off ramps for the underpass design, it is important that future widening of the ramp to dual-lane left-turn operation be considered early in the design process when future widening is a possibility.

As shown in Figures 27 and 28, the off-ramp left-turn movement has dual lanes at two-thirds of the SPUIs studied (regardless of whether the SPUI is an overpass or underpass type). This proportion is also consistent with that found for the cross-road left-turn movement of the overpass SPUI (see Figure 25).

In summary, several design controls are noted. First, traffic operations at the SPUI require that single or dual left turn lanes be used on the cross street approaches prior to the intersection.
Second, off-ramp left-turn lanes should be fully divided from the right-turn lanes to provide separate queue storage space. Third, provision of dual left turn lanes on all approaches is suggested by practice.

U-Turn Lanes

U-turn (or turnaround) lanes were observed at seven of the 36 SPUIs studied; all were overpass SPUIs. In each case, U-turn lanes were used at SPUIs where one-way frontage roads were present along the mainline facility. One benefit of U-turn lanes is improved access to businesses located along the frontage road. Another benefit is diversion of traffic from the SPUI’s signal-controlled movements. The one-way frontage roads provide a convenient bypass detour during mainline reconstruction. In almost all cases, the U-turn lanes were conveniently accommodated by adopting a three-span bridge design with one U-turn lane being located under each of the two outer spans. A typical SPUI with U-turn lanes is shown in Figure 4(a).

Channelization

The basic design of the SPUI produces a large area of relatively uncontrolled pavement in the center of the interchange. The overall expanse of the central intersection conflict area and rarity of the SPUI design suggest a greater need for positive driver guidance and visibility. However, the SPUI design does not easily accommodate traditional traffic control devices for providing this guidance. Vehicles entering and exiting the central conflict area from virtually every direction leave very little unused pavement. For economic SPUI designs, few locations exist for placing large raised channelizing islands within the central conflict area. Pavement markings are most commonly used to provide driver guidance through the SPUI; however, the multiple entry angles and high volumes characteristic of the SPUI may lead to relatively quick obliteration of even the most durable marking materials.

SPUIs typically have four large refuge islands — one at each ramp and cross-road junction — outside of the central conflict area. Based on the field study data, the surface area of these refuge islands varies from 2,400 to 33,000 sq ft. In almost every instance, these islands have raised concrete curbing. Figure 29 illustrates island channelization used at two SPUIs.

Other channelization used at SPUIs may include a small island at the center of the interchange area and raised medians along the cross road. A review of the 36 SPUIs studied indicated that two-thirds of the overpass SPUIs have raised center islands; whereas, only one-third of the underpass designs have the center islands. One explanation for this difference is based on the premise that a raised center island may be desirable for another use with overpasses — that of protecting a traffic signal cluster suspended from underneath the center of the bridge. The center island is also sometimes used to mount traffic signs that direct left turning movements.

Structural Characteristics

One of the more unique, and certainly more expensive, components of the SPUI is the bridge and its support system. Safe traffic operation requires the intersection conflict area to be clear of objects that might obstruct the driver’s view of traffic conditions on the crossing street. This requirement is significant at the SPUI because it creates a relatively large open area directly above or below the bridge deck. For the overpass design, the bridge must be designed to span the conflict area. This requirement usually leads to a relatively long bridge with a clear span length of 200 ft to 240 ft. For the underpass design, the conflict area must be supported on a bridge deck which can be relatively wide, typically measuring about 100 ft wide by 150 ft long. The underpass design normally has the distinct advantage of having a median pier to support the center spans. For either design type, however, the atypical size and shape of the superstructure usually results in added design complexity and construction cost.

The structural characteristics recorded during the survey include overall bridge length, center span length, total number of spans, and cross-sectional shape and composition of the beams. Based on this tabulation, it was found that about 80 percent of the bridges used steel, while the remainder used a combination of precast and cast-in-place concrete. About 70 percent of the SPUIs used plant-fabricated I-beam plate girders and the other 30 percent used trapezoidal box girders.

Figure 30 illustrates the distribution of total span length found at the 22 overpass SPUIs surveyed for this research. As this...
figure indicates, bridge lengths were found to range from 180 ft to nearly 600 ft, depending on the total number of spans of the bridge. The average length of the 7 single-span bridges was found to be 223 ft. By comparison, the average length of the 12 three-span bridges was 401 ft.

The average center span length of the three-span overpass bridges was 183 ft; 40 ft less than the 223-ft average for the single-span overpass bridges. This difference can be partially attributed to the 3 multispan bridges in one state that have span lengths of 160 ft or less. Because these three SPUIs also have broken-back left-turn paths, it would appear that the circular curvature of the left-turn paths was compromised to achieve the relatively short span lengths. As mentioned previously, circular turn paths are more nearly consistent with driver expectancy on intersection curves and should represent a desirable design goal.

The distribution of span lengths for the underpass SPUIs is shown in Figure 31. As indicated, the total bridge length for the underpass design ranges from 90 ft to nearly 200 ft. In most cases, the bridge has two spans and averages a total length of 143 ft. Those SPUIs with two spans used the median of the major roadway to locate the center bridge support and thereby reduce the bridge's clear span length to two sections of about 70 ft each. The reduction in span length was accompanied by a reduction in bridge depth; however, the cost of the median bridge bent may exceed the incremental cost of a single span bridge when reconstructing the bridge within an existing narrow freeway median under heavy traffic. Bridge designers will want all approach leg stopping to be done off the overpass bridge, if possible, to minimize transverse dynamic loading on the bridge and will not want traffic detector loops cut in the bridge deck to detect vehicle presence at the stop line.

In summary, both single span and multispan bridges are used to build SPUIs. For overpass designs, simple span and three-span bridges are commonly used. If frontage roads with U-turn lanes are used, three-span overpass bridges are always used. Otherwise, local topography, aesthetics, or cost may impact the choice of bridges. General openness and sight distance requirements should also be considered. For underpass designs, two-span bridges supported by a median pier is the likely design. Simple box platform designs with flared ramp framing seem to be the likely choice, although cast-in-place concrete slabs have been used in special situations were this type of construction is more economical.

CHAPTER THREE

TRAFFIC OPERATIONS

Provision of safe and efficient traffic operations at a SPUI is highly dependent on the quality of its traffic control plan. This plan includes all elements of the SPUI that regulate, warn, or guide motorists traveling through the interchange area. One of the main traffic control devices is the traffic signalization, which includes the controller, signal heads, signal phasing, and signal timing. Other equally important elements of the traffic control plan include signing, marking, and lighting elements. Because of the SPUI's somewhat unique operation, the safety and efficiency of its operation depend on the coordinated design and application of its traffic control devices. As some motorists will be unfamiliar with the physical layout and operation of a SPUI, generous visibility of all physical features should be provided. Enhanced illumination of the interchange area likewise is to be encouraged.

This review of traffic operations at SPUIs is based on the signal timing data and operational experience obtained during the field survey portion of this project. This field study took place during the summer of 1989 and included visits by project team members to 23 operational SPUIs in the United States. The data base is composed of a diverse collection of SPUIs. For example, it includes SPUIs from 14 states, SPUIs that have been in operation for over 15 years, and SPUIs with cross-road traffic
demands in excess of 50,000 vpd. This diversity is desirable because it minimizes the bias that might be introduced by the environment, topography, or traffic control practice of any one geographic region of the country. This perspective permits the assessment of local traffic operations practice compared to a nationwide database.

Traffic control data collected at each SPUI visited included signal controller settings, signal phasing, left-turn and right-turn control, pavement markings, and signing. In addition, traffic operations were recorded on videotape, which was later used for obtaining average cycle lengths and traffic volumes, and for making general qualitative assessments of the SPUI's operational efficiency and safety. Some nighttime illumination surveys were also conducted using a modern digital photometer.

**TRAFFIC SIGNAL CONTROL**

The following discussion pertains to the basic operational features of the SPUIs observed for this study. Initially, some of the traffic control elements that influence SPUI operation will be described. Then, a brief comparison of the SPUI to other more traditional designs will be made to illustrate some of their similarities. Finally, some of the operational differences between the SPUI and other designs will be mentioned as a means of setting the stage for the remaining sections.

**Signal Operations**

Most of the SPUIs surveyed used a single, actuated signal controller (with a background cycle if coordinated with adjacent cross-road intersections). Almost all SPUIs had solid-state controllers that conformed to the National Electrical Manufacturers Association (NEMA) specifications. Most of the full-actuated SPUIs used basic gap timing combined with inductive loop detection in advance of and at the stop line. In many respects, the techniques used to control SPUIs were about the same as those used for high-type at-grade intersections (AGIs).

Pretimed control is commonly used in coordinated signal systems that have predictable high traffic demands. With this type of control the phase (and interval) durations are preset to values that are representative of traffic demands over a relatively long period of time, e.g., the peak hour. Only one SPUI found during the field survey operated under pretimed control; the controller at this SPUI was electromechanical and was interconnected into an arterial signal system in a large city where progressive flow was a priority.

As with any signalized arterial, the benefit of interconnecting signals along the arterial is improved coordination of the through movements and, thereby, more efficient performance. The need for coordination of adjacent signals increases as the signals are placed nearer to one another. For example, a signalized offset frontage road would likely require some type of coordination with the interchange's controller to preclude the buildup of traffic queues between the two conflict areas. Of the three SPUIs with offset frontage roads, the two that were signalized were also interconnected with the SPUI controller to improve their combined operation. Another agency added the SPUI to their computerized signal system, using a NEMA eight-phase controller for local control.

In general, only a few of the SPUIs studied are interconnected with the adjacent signals along the cross road. However, where interconnection between signals is used, the delay-reducing benefits of coordination were obvious. Discussions with various operating agencies indicated that the SPUI's three-phase operation and single signal control made it well suited for providing two-way traffic progression along the cross road unlike that experienced for most TUDIs.

The choice of signal phasing sequence for a particular intersection is dependent on many factors. The basic signal phasing at the intersection of two streets consists of two phases—one for each street. However, when left-turn volume or left-turn-related accidents are relatively high, protected left-turn phases are often added at high-type intersections. The number and sequencing of left-turn phases depend on the desired left-turn operation and potential impact that a protected left-turn phase may have on other movements.

If a protected left-turn phase is included, it can occur before or after the through movement. If the left-turn phase precedes the through movement on the same approach, it is called a "leading" left-turn phase. In contrast, when the left-turn phase follows the adjacent through movement it is called a "lagging" left-turn phase. In some situations, one left-turn movement leads its adjacent through movement and the opposing left-turn movement lags its through movement; this is commonly called "leading" phasing. Both leading left-turn phasing and lagging left-turn phasing have advantages and disadvantages, as described in leading traffic signal design manuals (16).

The following sections describe the application of the above signal phasing principles to the SPUI. Initially, the number and sequence of signal phases used for SPUIs will be described. Then, the type of left-turn phasing and its operation will be discussed. Finally, selected signal timing parameters, such as cycle length and change interval duration, will be briefly examined.

**Signal Phasing Without Frontage Roads**

The signal phasing sequence used at almost all SPUIs without frontage roads is shown in Figure 32. Figure 32 is a basic three-phase sequence with a leading left-turn phase on the cross arterial and an overlap phase between phases 1 and 2. Only the controlled movements provided protected operation are shown in Figure 32 and subsequent figures. Related permissive right-turn movements may be present in a phase, but are not shown. When a one-way frontage road system is present, a fourth phase is added following phase 3. This phase may be overlapped with phase 3. Frontage road phasing will be more thoroughly described in the next section.

Each phase of the three-phase sequence (shown in Figure 32) serves two nonconflicting movements simultaneously. First, phase 1 serves both cross-road left-turn movements. If one of these left-turn movements is heavier than the other, an overlap phase is called to serve the additional left-turn vehicles and the adjacent through movement simultaneously. Next, phase 2 serves cross-road through traffic in both directions. Finally, phase 3 is called to serve both off-ramp left-turn movements. It should be noted that the right-turn movements are not normally signalized, although this may be an issue if pedestrian signals are used.

The phase sequence shown in Figure 32 has the cross-road left-turn movement leading its adjacent through movement. This also is the most common treatment at an AGI, which is probably
the reason why it is used almost exclusively at the SPUIs studied. A leading left-turn phase is desirable because it is more commonly found and, thus, more consistent with driver expectancy. On the other hand, a lagging left-turn phase or lead-lag left-turn phase combination may be better able to provide arterial through movement progression. In fact, the one SPUI with pretimed control was observed to have lead-lag phasing for the stated purpose of providing better arterial coordination.

Signal Phasing With Frontage Roads

Three types of signal phasing were observed at SPUIs with combined one-way frontage roads. These three types vary in the sequence of the phases and in the combination of movements permitted during each phase. The advantages and disadvantages of each type, when applied to a SPUI, will be more thoroughly discussed in the following paragraphs.

The first type of phasing is similar to that described in the preceding section and is shown in Figure 33. As described previously, this type of phasing is called "lead-lead" phasing because all left-turn movements precede their adjacent through movements. Two SPUIs with frontage roads were observed to have the lead-lead left-turn phase sequence.

As mentioned previously, leading left-turn phasing has both advantages and disadvantages. The advantage of leading left-turn phasing is that it is consistent with left-turn phasing at most other signalized intersections. On the other hand, two disadvantages of this type of phasing emerged during the field studies. First, it was claimed that leading left-turn phasing would require longer red clearance intervals than would a lagging phase sequence. The implication being that a leading left-turn phasing makes less efficient use of the signal cycle time. The second disadvantage pertains to the simultaneous operation of the left-turn movements, the degree of separation between moving left-turn vehicles and driver comfort. The concern found here relates to driver apprehension about meeting and passing by opposing left-turning vehicles on the right with minimal left-turn separation distance.

A second type of phasing is similar to that shown in Figure 33, with the difference being in the treatment of the off-ramp and frontage-road movements. For this second type, shown in Figure 34, the frontage-road left turn and through movements on each approach are assigned to the same phase. Thus, the portion of the signal cycle serving the frontage road traffic is split between the two approaches, e.g., northbound left-turn and through movements in phase 3, southbound left turn and through movements in phase 4. This type of split phasing is often called "directional separation" because only one traffic movement from one direction (approach) can enter per phase.

Directional separation phasing was used at four small SPUIs in one city. Discussions with the city traffic engineer indicated...
that the original signal design called for more conventional leading left-turn movements on the off ramps; however, this phasing was changed after operational experience indicated two types of problems. One problem was that left-turning off-ramp motorists were generally uncomfortable passing so close to opposing off-ramp left-turn vehicles. A second problem was encountered during the change interval wherein high-speed left-turning vehicles from the off ramps were sometimes unable to stay within their lanes.

Examination of the geometric design of the above SPUIs (built in a 200-ft right-of-way) indicated that the tight horizontal alignment of the off-ramp left-turn paths contributed to the poor operation of the leading left-turn phase. In particular, the left-turn path included a “broken-back” design (presumably done to minimize bridge length given the tight right-of-way). The tangent portions of the broken-back curve design provided only 5 ft of separation between opposing off-ramp left-turn vehicles. Although 5 ft of separation is usually acceptable on two-lane highways where vehicles meet on their left sides, this was apparently not enough separation for drivers in the process of negotiating a relatively high-speed turn where they met on their right side and on the outside of converging curves without superelevation. To eliminate this problem, directional separation phasing was used to separate the off-ramp left-turn vehicles in time, thereby permitting only one left-turn movement per phase. Interchange capacity was obviously sacrificed for improved safety.

The third type of phasing found at a SPUI with frontage roads is the lag-lag left-turn sequence shown in Figure 35. This phase sequence is also similar to that shown in Figure 33; however, the order of the through and left-turn phases has been switched such that the left-turn movements lag the through movements. This lag-lag left-turn treatment was observed at one SPUI. One potential advantage of the lag-lag phasing sequence is that it may permit shorter clearance times than the other sequences. In fact, the agency that uses lag-lag phasing at their SPUI claims that the total red clearance time (for all phases) is 8.3 sec for lag-lag phasing compared to 13.4 sec for lead-lead phasing. The benefit of shorter red clearance times is the more efficient use of the cycle time which leads to less motorist delay. This issue will be further discussed in the next section on signal change intervals.

**Signal Cycle**

The duration of the signal cycle and the intervals that comprise it are established by different criteria; however, the goal in all cases is the safe and efficient operation of the intersection. For example, the green interval should be long enough to serve the traffic demand for its respective phase. A typical range for the green interval is 20 sec to 40 sec in high-volume conditions. In contrast, the duration of the yellow interval is based on the need to inform approaching drivers of the impending transfer of right-of-way to the next phase.

Figure 34. SPUI “directional separation” 4-phase sequence.

Figure 35. SPUI “lag-lag” 4-phase sequence.
Although a few SPUIs are under pretimed control or have background cycles for coordination, most use vehicle-actuated control in the local mode. In this mode, the cycle length is allowed to vary with demand and is constrained only by the minimum and maximum green settings on the controller. As a result, the cycle length must be manually measured in the field if its length is desired. Moreover, because of its variability, several cycles must be measured and averaged in order to obtain the best estimate of typical cycle length during the specific time period.

The duration of the cycle and signal intervals were obtained for several SPUIs during the field survey. In some cases, the signal timing data were provided by the operating agency; however, in all cases, a videotape record was made of each SPUI's operation during the peak traffic demand periods. These recordings were replayed in slow motion to measure the cycle lengths at which the actuated SPUIs were operating during peak traffic demands. Of the 23 operational SPUIs studied, 16 SPUIs were found to have three-phase operation and 7 SPUIs were found to have four-phase operation. The SPUIs with four-phase operation also have combined frontage roads. Of the 16 conventional three-phase SPUIs, cycle lengths were obtained for eight. The average cycle length observed was 90 sec; the range was between 70 and 104 sec.

Of the 7 SPUIs with frontage roads, cycle lengths were observed for five. The average cycle length of these 5 SPUIs was 133 sec with a range between 100 and 150 sec. Comparing the three- and four-phase cycle lengths observed during the peak hours, it would appear that the four-phase sequence requires an additional 43 sec of cycle time. Alternatively, the average phase duration of the four-phase sequence is about 3 sec greater than that of the three-phase sequence (33 sec vs. 30 sec).

Observation of these SPUIs does not suggest that significantly longer or shorter cycle lengths are necessary to improve operations. However, it should be noted that the longer cycle lengths associated with the four-phase sequence may cause lengthy delays for some movements. In general, it appears that most agencies responsible for the SPUI's signal timing approach it as they would an AGI. This is reflected in the fact that the observed cycle lengths are typical of those commonly found at high-type AGIs. As discussed below, red clearances average about 2 sec longer.

Signal Change Interval

The signal change interval includes a yellow change interval to warn approaching traffic of impending loss of right-of-way and also usually includes a red clearance interval to permit late-arriving traffic time to clear the intersection conflict area before the phase ends. Thus, the "change interval" is composed of two separate signal intervals:

\[ CI = YL + RC \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where \( CI \) = signal change interval, sec; \( YL \) = yellow change interval, sec; and \( RC \) = red clearance interval, sec.

This section will initially describe the method used to determine the duration of these two intervals and then focus on their application to SPUIs. The length of the yellow interval is a function of the approach speed of the traffic stream that is losing the right-of-way. The yellow interval typically ranges from 3 sec to 5 sec. The red clearance interval is usually included at intersections with a relatively large conflict area to provide additional time for vehicles to safely clear the intersection. If a red clearance interval is used, it generally ranges from 1 sec to 2 sec at an AGI, but may be larger at SPUIs or other facilities as needed.

ITE Recommended Procedure

In general, the yellow indication, \( YL \), is intended to give drivers advance warning of an impending loss of right-of-way and thereby allow them sufficient distance to stop or adequate time to safely proceed through the intersection if unable to stop. The formula recommended by the Institute of Transportation Engineers (ITE) (17) for determining the length of the yellow change interval is:

\[ YL = T + V/(2d + 2gG) \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where \( YL = \) yellow change interval, sec; \( T = \) driver perception/reaction time, use 1.0 sec; \( V = \) velocity of approaching vehicle, fps; \( d = \) deceleration rate, use 10 fps\(^2\); \( g = \) gravitational acceleration, 32.2 fps\(^2\); and \( G = \) grade of approach, ft/ft.

The red clearance interval, \( RC \), if included, follows the yellow indication and is intended to provide sufficient time for those vehicles entering during the yellow to clear the intersection conflict area. One of the following equations is recommended for determining the length of the red clearance interval, depending on the amount of pedestrian activity crossing the clearing vehicle's path (17):

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Amount of Pedestrian Activity</th>
<th>Red Clearance Interval Equation, RC</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>If none, use: W + L/V</td>
<td>larger of ( P/V ) or ( W + L/V )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If some, use: ( P + L/V )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>If significant, use: ( W + L/V )</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

where \( RC = \) red clearance interval, sec; \( W = \) clearance path length measured from the near-side stop line to the far edge of the conflicting traffic lane along the actual vehicle path, ft.; \( P = \) clearance path length measured from the near-side stop line to the far side of the farthest conflicting pedestrian crosswalk along the actual vehicle path, ft.; \( L = \) length of vehicle, use 20 ft; and \( V = \) speed of vehicle through the intersection, fps.

The recommended method for applying the foregoing equations is specific to the type of maneuver the approaching vehicle will make. For a through movement, the total change interval is calculated twice: once for the 15th percentile speed and once for the 85th percentile speed. The longer of these two change intervals is then used. The purpose of these two calculations is to ensure that the change interval is adequate for both the slow and fast drivers. The following procedure can be used to estimate the individual yellow and red interval durations of the change interval:

\[ CI_{85} = YL (V_{85}) + RC (V_{85}) \]
\[ CI_{15} = YL (V_{15}) + RC (V_{15}) \]

The recommended change interval calculation for through movements.
cycle that traffic is stopping or stopped, a portion of it is "lost"

estimate of the change intervals. Improved change intervals may

avoiding the use of a red clearance in an attempt to maximize

has been open to traffic and operating speeds have stabilized.

be derived from field data taken several months after the SPUI

Current Practice

Because the change interval represents time during the signal
cycle that traffic is stopping or stopped, a portion of it is "lost
time" for moving traffic. Hence, traffic engineers may consider
avoiding the use of a red clearance in an attempt to maximize
intersection capacity. Although this practice occurs for AGIs,
all agencies contacted during the survey recognized the need for
red clearance intervals at SPUIs.

The ITE recommended practice for determining the length of
the change interval is not widely adopted. Thus, one of the goals
of this research was to determine what methods or procedures
were being used for SPUIs. Therefore, as part of the field survey
conducted for this study, the duration of the signal change inter-

vals at 12 SPUIs was obtained from the operating agency or
extracted from the videotape records taken during the site visits.
Analysis of these data indicated a wide range of change interval
durations — particularly for the red clearance interval. Table 3
summarizes the duration and variability of the change intervals
found.

As indicated in Table 3, the average duration of the observed
yellow warning intervals fell within the range commonly found
at at-grade signalized intersections, i.e., 3 sec to 5 sec. The
relatively low variability (as indicated by the standard deviation)
of the yellow warning interval suggests that most agencies do not
use yellow intervals outside this range. The methods used for
determining the yellow interval duration ranged from a constant
amount (applied at all intersections in the area) to a straightforward
use of the ITE procedure. None of the agencies surveyed
precisely followed the entire ITE procedure, particularly for left
turns.

In contrast to the yellow warning interval, the red clearance
intervals found at the SPUIs studied were much more varied.
The red intervals were found to range from 1 sec to 10 sec per
phase. The average red clearance interval of 3.4 sec is about 2.0
sec longer than typically used at AGIs and suggests that most
agencies recognize the need for longer clearance times at SPUIs.
However, the wide variability suggests that some operating agen-
cies may be concerned about the SPUI design and are cautiously
using long red clearance intervals. Other agencies treat the SPUI
like any other high-type AGI and use a nominal 1.0-sec red
clearance per phase. Discussions with several operating agencies
indicated that most do not explicitly use the above procedure
recommended by ITE for determining the length of the red
clearance interval at SPUIs.

One agency has used the signal phase sequence to justify a
reduction in the length of the red clearance interval. This method
takes advantage of the SPUI's special geometrics in recognizing
that the clearance interval needs only to be long enough (dis-
counting pedestrian conflicts) for the exiting vehicle to cross the
furthest conflicting path of the entering vehicle. In application,

Note that if a speed sample is not available, the 85th percentile
speed can be assumed equal to the posted speed limit with the
15th percentile speed being 10 mph lower.

The change interval duration for protected left-turn move-
ments is slightly more complicated for two reasons. The first
complication stems from the generally lower speed at which the
turn is made relative to the approach speed. In recognition of
this, ITE recommends using the average turn execution speed to
determine the length of the red clearance. The second complica-
tion involves the manner the left-turn is approaching the conflict
area. In one case, a left-turning vehicle could be approaching at
a speed higher than the turn speed. On the other hand, the
left-turn vehicle could be in queue and approaching the intersec-
tion at a crawl speed. To accommodate this latter complication,
the average of the 85th percentile approach speed and the turn
speed is used to determine the length of the yellow interval.

The following technique is recommended by ITE for turning
movements (17):

\[
\begin{align*}
C_1 &= \text{larger of } C_{I55} \text{ or } C_{I15} \\
Y_L &= YL (V_{85}) \\
RC &= CI - YL (V_{85})
\end{align*}
\]

where \( C_{I55} \) = change interval calculated using the 85th percent-
tile speed, sec; \( C_{I15} \) = change interval calculated using the 15th
percentile speed, sec; \( CI \) = change interval retained for use, sec;
\( V_{85} \) = 85th percentile speed, fps; and \( V_{15} \) = 15th percentile
speed, fps.

Table 3. Signal change interval statistics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Number of Samples</th>
<th>Average Yellow Interval (sec)</th>
<th>Average Red Clearance Interval (sec)</th>
<th>Total Change Interval (sec)</th>
<th>Calculated Red Clearance* (sec)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>3-Phase SPUIs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average/Phase</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>4.0 (0.8)</td>
<td>3.4 (2.9)</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total/Cycle</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12.0 (2.3)</td>
<td>10.2 (2.8)</td>
<td>22.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>4-Phase SPUIs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average/Phase</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3.9 (0.3)</td>
<td>3.3 (1.0)</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total/Cycle</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15.8 (1.0)</td>
<td>13.4 (4.2)</td>
<td>29.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Combined 3 &amp; 4-Phase SPUIs</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average/Phase</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>4.0 (0.6)</td>
<td>3.4 (2.4)</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:

a - Red clearance intervals calculated using ITE methodology (17).
b - Numbers in parenthesis represent the sample standard deviation.

\[
\begin{align*}
Y_L &= YL (V_{85}) \\
RC &= RC (V_{85})
\end{align*}
\]

where \( V_y \) = average of approach and turn execution speed, fps;
and \( V_t \) = average turn execution speed, fps.

As the foregoing procedure indicates, determining the change
interval duration for each movement is not a trivial matter. The
distribution of approach speeds, average turn speed, and the
clearance path length are not normally available or easily ob-
tained, particularly for new SPUIs. However, as a minimum,
good estimates of each variable are needed to obtain an initial
estimate of the change intervals. Improved change intervals may
be derived from field data taken several months after the SPUI
has been open to traffic and operating speeds have stabilized.

\[
\begin{align*}
Y_L &= YL (V_{85}) \\
RC &= RC (V_{85})
\end{align*}
\]
it was found that when the left-turn phase lagged the through phase, the unique combination of entering and exiting vehicles reduced the clearance length for each phase by one to 2 sec. One drawback of this method is that it may not work in areas with pedestrian activity because the reduced clearance interval will probably not be long enough for the exiting vehicle to clear any far side crosswalk. Another drawback to this method is that it requires every phase in the sequence to be presented every cycle, i.e., pre-timed control or all phases on recall, unless special external clearance logic is added to the controller. This operation has the potential to be inefficient because it will bring up each phase regardless of whether or not traffic is present.

Another method for reducing the clearance interval follows the approach taken in Germany where the “entrance time” of vehicles in the next phase is used to reduce the red clearance time interval (18). This method has particular merit at SPUIs because of the lengthy entrance distances associated with its design. To date, it is believed that this method is not being explicitly used because of potential safety implications. However, it is likely that entrance time is being indirectly used to some degree at those SPUIs that have clearance intervals that are shorter than those that would be found using the ITE procedure.

Another means of examining the red clearance intervals in Table 3 is based on the variability of their duration among sites. For this examination, the duration of the red interval for each phase was calculated for 9 of the 12 SPUIs using the existing phase sequence and the methodology proposed by ITE. The results of these calculations are given in the last column of Table 3. Based on these data, it would appear that only a small part of the variability in existing red intervals can be attributed to differences in geometry. In fact, much of the variability can only be attributed to the results of differences in local practice. It should also be noted that the red clearance intervals calculated for the four-phase sequence were found to average about 1 sec more than those for the three-phase sequence.

Based on this survey, methods used by local agencies for determining the duration of the change interval may need to be reevaluated. Use of minimal durations may not be prudent when considering the SPUI’s relatively new and unusual geometry as well as its significant physical size. It is possible that intervals, perhaps 2 sec longer than typically used at AGIs, may be needed to provide an added margin of safety; at least until the SPUI design becomes more familiar to local motorists.

The total signal change interval is significantly impacted by the size of the signalized intersection control area and the resulting length of the clearance path, W. Normally, right-turn conflicts from the off ramps are ignored if they are YIELD-controlled. However, if the right turns are signalized, say because of pedestrian crossings, then the intersection control area would be significantly increased. Right-turn signalization may add 2-sec additional red clearance time per phase.

LEFT-TURN OPERATION

The signal phase sequence used at almost all three-phase SPUIs includes two left-turn movements and one through movement. In this case the efficiency of the signalized portion of the interchange is highly dependent on the efficiency of the left-turn movements. This section will examine techniques used to improve left-turn operation such as allowing protected/permitted operation and the use and number of exclusive left-turn lanes.

One method used to improve left-turn operation at AGIs is to allow permissive left-turn operation in combination with the protected-only (or simply “protected”) left-turn phase. This type of “protected/permitted” operation permits left-turn drivers to turn during the adjacent through movement’s phase after yielding the right-of-way to any through traffic. As a result, that portion of the through phase unused by opposing through traffic can be used for left-turn maneuvers. This can effectively increase the capacity of the left-turn movement and, thereby, lower motorist delay.

In spite of the operational benefits of protected/permitted phasing, there are several safety-related considerations that limit its applicability. One recent study has shown that a protected/permitted phase creates an increased left-turn accident potential approximately equal to that of an unprotected left-turn movement (19). This study also identified the conditions under which protected/permitted phasing should not be considered; those unfavorable conditions that might be applicable to a SPUI are through movement speeds on the cross road that are over 45 mph; more than two opposing through lanes to cross (because of the large gap between through vehicles needed by the left-turn driver to clear the extended conflict area); and dual-lane left-turn movements (because of adverse interaction between left-turn vehicles in adjacent lanes and restricted sight distance).

In recognition of these conditions, the agencies contacted during the field survey indicated that protected/permitted left-turn phasing was not a feasible option. In fact, all of the SPUIs surveyed had protected-only left-turn phasing for both the cross road and off-ramp left-turn movements.

Two agencies offered some additional insight regarding the application of protected/permitted phasing to the cross-road left-turn movement at SPUIs. One agency that had considered using protected/permitted phasing noted that the left-turn driver attempting a permitted maneuver would not be able to see the left-turn signals if their mounting location was on the bridge facia relatively near the stop line (which they typically are at SPUIs). Thus, a supplemental left-turn signal would be needed on the far side of the conflict area to keep the left-turning driver informed of the status of the signal indication. Another agency stated that it had used protected/permitted phasing for a brief period, but reverted to protected-only phasing after experiencing a significant number of left-turn accidents.

All of the SPUIs surveyed have either one or two exclusive lanes for the cross-road and off-ramp left-turn movements. About two-thirds of these SPUIs have dual-lane left-turn bays for the off-ramp movements and the other one-third have single-lane bays. Similar to the off-ramp left turn, single-lane left-turn bays are provided for the cross-road left-turn movement at about one-third of the SPUIs and the other two-thirds have at least one dual-lane left-turn bay on the cross road. The dual left leading signalization requires that left-turn bays be provided in advance of the overpassing structure. In general, the survey indicates that dual-lane left turns are preferred by most SPUI designers for the traffic conditions served. The added turn lanes provide additional signal flexibility and a significant increase in interchange capacity at some modest increase in signal clearance times.
RIGHT-TURN OPERATION

The right-turn maneuver at a SPUI can be categorized as one of two types, depending on the approach from which it departs. In particular, there are cross-road right-turn maneuvers and off-ramp right-turn maneuvers. The characteristics of each maneuver define the nature of its operation and can give some insight as to its capacity and safety. These characteristics include the geometry of the turn path, complexity of the entrance maneuver, capacity of the maneuver (as affected by the SPUI traffic signal), and type of traffic control used to regulate the entry into the downstream roadway.

Examination of the characteristics of the right-turn maneuver make it apparent that each type of right-turn maneuver at a SPUI is operationally different from the other. In particular, each right-turn maneuver is significantly affected by the type of traffic control, e.g., STOP, YIELD, etc., the number of conflicting signalized movements, and the signal timing of the conflicting movements. The right-turn movements also differ in terms of the sight angle and distance to the conflicting movements. The following sections will more fully discuss the characteristics of the right-turn maneuvers and their application to the cross road and off-ramp right-turn movements at a SPUI.

Characteristics of the Right-Turn Maneuver

The geometric characteristics of the right-turn path include the magnitude of the turn radius, the length of right-turn bay (if any), and the use of an auxiliary acceleration lane at the end of the turn. In general, the right-turn maneuver will operate more safely and efficiently if a right-turn bay and auxiliary lane are provided. These geometric features have the benefit of physically separating the right-turn vehicles from other vehicles so that all can proceed to their best advantage. Right-turn operation can also benefit from larger radii turn paths; however, very large radii can increase the complexity of the entrance maneuver.

The safety and efficiency of the right-turn maneuver are highly dependent on the complexity of the entrance maneuver into the conflicting traffic stream. The complexity evolves from several sources. First, the SPUI traffic signal phasing regulates traffic flow past the entrance point such that the signals form platoons of highly concentrated traffic. The alternating sequence of high and low flows past the entrance point are not unique to the SPUI; however, the distances within the SPUI conflict area are so large that it may be more difficult for the right turn driver to visually locate the sources of conflicting traffic and predict their arrival at the merge.

A second complexity associated with the right turn entrance maneuver stems from the angle of entry and the physical requirements necessary to verify the safety of entering the conflicting stream. In general, the angle of intersection of the right-turn movement and the conflicting stream can degrade the right turn driver’s ability to verify the availability of an acceptable gap in the approaching traffic. As the angle of entry becomes sharper, the driver must turn his or her head further to the left to see approaching traffic and yet safely negotiate a turn to the right. The angle of entry typically increases with the skew angle of the interchange and radius of the right turn.

The capacity of the right-turn maneuver is dependent on the type of traffic control used. If STOP, YIELD, or MERGE control is used, the right-turn capacity is dependent on the availability of gaps in the conflicting stream. On the other hand, if the right turn is controlled by the SPUI traffic signal, the right-turn capacity is a function of the amount of cycle time provided to it. In the case of STOP, YIELD, or MERGE control at a SPUI, the gaps in the conflicting stream are created artificially by the traffic signal. Thus, during some signal phases, there will be dense platoons of traffic flowing past the right turn entrance point, with almost no entrance opportunities. During other phases, there may be no conflicting flow and the right-turn movement can depart at its maximum possible rate.

Cross-Road Right-Turn Characteristics

The cross-road right-turn maneuver at a SPUI has some similarities and some critical differences with the corresponding maneuver at a high-type at-grade intersection. In each case, the right-turn vehicles are removed from the cross road just upstream of the stop line. In addition, the right-turn maneuver is completed without control or, perhaps, with YIELD control at the point of completion of the turn, i.e., at the junction with the on ramp. On the other hand, the most significant difference is the lack of a crossing through movement (except at the few SPUIs with frontage roads). Because of this fact, the cross-road right-turn maneuver has only one conflicting movement—the opposing, cross road left turn. As a result, the cross road right turn at a SPUI generally flows freely during two of the three signal phases; having to yield only when the opposing cross road left turn is moving. The basic relationship between the cross-road right-turn conflict and signal phasing is shown in Figure 36.

The efficiency of the right-turn maneuver at a high-type intersection or SPUI is somewhat dependent on whether an exclusive turn bay is provided. A turn bay has the operational benefit of separating right turn traffic from through traffic, thereby allowing both movements to proceed through the intersection when their individual opportunities arise. This benefit can be significant for right turning and through traffic at a SPUI because the through movement is provided with only one signal phase each cycle, while the right-turn movement can move during two phases.

A general recognition of the operational benefits of right turn bays (or lanes) for the cross-road right-turn movements is suggested by their use at most of the SPUIs studied for this research. In particular, of the 36 SPUIs studied, 21 (58 percent) were found to have exclusive right-turn lanes on one or both of the cross road approaches to the SPUI.

A MERGE or YIELD control is typically used at the end of the cross-road right-turn maneuver at the point where the right-turn path intersects with the on ramp. At most of the SPUIs studied, the right-turn maneuver was YIELD controlled. However, at a few SPUIs, MERGE control was used to efficiently join the two on-ramp movements. With MERGE control, the on-ramp geometry included an auxiliary acceleration lane for the right-turn movement. This “added lane” is typically later dropped after providing a nominal distance for ramp traffic to merge into one lane before entering the major roadway.

The right-turn maneuver from the cross road is almost always uncontrolled, or free flow at the point of departure. However, at one SPUI the cross road right turn was signalized for the purpose of improving right turn efficiency. Field experience showed that the desired goal was not achieved and the signal was removed.

As mentioned previously, the cross-road right-turn movement...
flows freely primarily during two of the signal phases. Only during the phase servicing the opposing cross road left turn will the right-turn movement need to yield the right-of-way on the on ramp. During the cross road through phase and the off-ramp left-turn phase, the right-turn movement will be able to flow without interruption. As a result, the efficiency of the cross-road right-turn movement can be quite high. Of course, this efficiency can only be fully realized if the right turn is provided an exclusive lane on the cross road together with an acceleration lane on the outbound on ramp.

The efficiency of a STOP-controlled or YIELD-controlled right-turn movement is also dependent on the driver's ability to verify the safety of the entrance maneuver. In the case of the cross-road right-turn maneuver, the geometry of the junction point is such that the driver's sight angle is relatively flat such that the conflicting traffic stream approaches more to the front than the left. As a result, the complexity of the entrance maneuver is reduced, thereby decreasing the efficiency of this right-turn maneuver.

The operation of the right-turn maneuver is also dependent on the radius of the turning path. In general, turning traffic moves more efficiently along larger radii — particularly in the case of vehicles with longer wheelbases. Based on data collected during the field study, cross-road right-turn radii were found to range from 40 ft to 229 ft with an average of 118 ft.

In spite of some improved efficiency, large radii appear to have several drawbacks. One drawback of large turn radii is the additional right-of-way they require. In urban environments the cost of obtaining this right-of-way can be excessively high.

A second drawback of large radii is the added length of the interchange area and the increased need for large island channelization. This stems from the need for positive guidance in what would otherwise be a large open area of concrete. In addition, the need for island channelization as a place of pedestrian refuge increases as the width of pavement to be crossed increases.

Another drawback of large turning radii relates to the safety of the entry maneuvers of the on ramp. In particular, large radii promote higher left-turn speeds and, thus, higher entry speeds to the on ramp. Problems associated with higher speeds relate to the increased difficulty of safe merging and lane placement during joint entry maneuvers. Superelevation can not be used to treat off-tracking at the on-ramp merge if the two turning movements share the same lane because of the reverse crown created. Auxiliary acceleration lanes are often added on the on ramp where volumes warrant. This type of design can convert YIELD to MERGE control but with the added increase in right-of-way needs along the major road.

Off-Ramp Right-Turn Characteristics

The intersection of the off ramp and cross road form a junction having a major and minor movement. In all cases, the cross road is the major movement and the off ramp is the minor movement. Like the cross road right turn, the efficiency and safety of the off-ramp right turn is dependent on the type of control used, the complexity of the entrance maneuver, the magnitude of the turn radius, and the availability of separate lanes for right-turn vehicles. Each of these characteristics will be discussed in the following paragraphs.

One of the more significant issues associated with the off-ramp right-turn maneuver is the availability of an exclusive right-turn lane provided on the off ramp. Operationally, a problem can arise when left and right turning traffic share one or more lanes on the off-ramp approach. In general, sharing lanes among two or more different movements will maximize the use of the available pavement; however, to be operationally efficient, the control modes regulating these movements must also be harmonious. Unfortunately, this is not the case for the off-ramp movements at a SPUI without frontage roads. The differences in the control and operation of the off-ramp left and right turn movements at SPUIs can result in inefficient and possibly unsafe operation.

The off-ramp left-turn movement at a SPUI is regulated by the traffic signal, while the right-turn movement is usually YIELD controlled. The relationship between the right-turn maneuver and signal phasing is shown in Figure 37. As this figure indicates, the opportunities for the left turn to move occur only during the off-ramp left-turn phase. In contrast, the right-turn movement can move at any time during the signal cycle — provided that an adequate gap is available in the conflicting traffic stream. However, during two of the SPUI's three signal phases, the conflicting stream is usually quite heavy and does not afford many opportunities for right turn entrance. In fact, there is only one phase, the cross-road left-turn phase, where conflicting traffic streams do not interfere with the off-ramp right-turn movement.

At a SPUI with exclusive turn lanes, off-ramp left-turn vehicles depart during their assigned phase at the maximum possible rate and, as a result, use the phase quite efficiently. However, if
left-turn and right-turn vehicles share a lane, the right-turn vehicles will likely impede the smooth flow of the left-turn traffic because of their differences in control mode. Specifically, right-turn drivers must yield to opposing off-ramp left-turn traffic, which can be quite concentrated during the off-ramp left-turn phase. As a result, when off-ramp left-turn vehicles move, the adjacent off-ramp right-turn vehicles are likely to be blocked by opposing left-turn vehicles and, if not provided an exclusive lane, will hinder the flow of the left-turn traffic. In a similar manner, off-ramp right-turn vehicles can be hindered by stopped, left-turn vehicles when opportunities exist to safely turn right onto the cross road.

Based on a review of the SPUIs surveyed for this research, the operational benefits of exclusive lanes for the left and right turn movements at SPUIs appear to be well recognized. In particular, 21 of 26 SPUIs were found to have either an exclusive right-turn lane on the off-ramp or over 200 ft of right-turn storage in advance of the cross road. In either case, the separation should be sufficient to eliminate the adverse queueing interaction of the left and right turn movements for the expected traffic volumes and signalization.

The various types of traffic control that have been used to regulate the minor, right-turn movement include STOP, YIELD, MERGE, and traffic signal. The most common type of control was found to be YIELD control. This type of control has the advantages of being relatively efficient in terms of traffic performance and right-of-way need. In particular, YIELD control is operationally efficient because it requires right-turn drivers to stop only when they cannot enter the cross road safely. As a result, right turning drivers can make maximum use of opportunities to proceed with a minimum amount of delay.

STOP control was found at two underpass SPUIs during the field study. It is likely that STOP control was used because of sight distance restrictions along the cross road that were precipitated by a steep upgrade along the off ramp. In both cases, the bridge structure had relatively high parapet walls and curbed islands such that right turning drivers had limited visibility along the cross road until they were at the stop line. At one SPUI the cross road was on an elevated structure and the actual interchange was shifted to one side of the crest vertical curve. The relatively steep upgrade on each cross road approach reduced sight distance along the cross road to the minimum value needed for safe entry. Observations of the off-ramp right-turn movement suggest that drivers had difficulty assessing the adequacy of the entrance maneuver and, as a result, right turn operations were undesirable.

A traffic signal was used initially to control the off-ramp right-turn movement at one SPUI (as shown in Figure 38). The phase sequence of the controller was such that the right-turn phase was concurrent with the cross-road left-turn phase. During this phase, right-turn traffic departed from dual lanes at a relatively high rate of flow and appeared to be quite efficient. When the right-turn phase ended, the right-turn operation reverted to a stop-and-go situation where drivers would yield the right-of-
way to cross-road traffic (particularly for the outside lane). The flow rate for this type of operation was much lower, reflecting the driver’s need to verify the availability of a safe gap before entry.

On the basis of observations made during the field study, traffic signal control of the right turn maneuver appeared to operate about as efficiently as YIELD control. The increased efficiency of operation during the green phase was partially offset by the reduced efficiency during the red phase. Any minor improvement in capacity does not appear to justify the added cost of the signal equipment for the off-ramp.

As noted previously, a major disadvantage of traffic signal control for the off-ramp right-turn movement is the increased size of the control area. By including right-turn traffic in the signal sequence, the size of the conflict area and, thus, the length of time needed to clear traffic from within it increase. In general, clearance time is provided at the end of each phase in the form of an all-red interval and represents time that is intended for exiting, or clearing, traffic rather than entering traffic within the intersection area. Although clearance time is essential to safe operation, it adversely affects efficiency because traffic cannot legally enter the interchange. As a result, the efficiency of the interchange will be reduced by the increase in red clearance time associated with signaling the right-turn movement.

A final type of control that is occasionally used to regulate the off-ramp right-turn maneuver is MERGE control. This type of control requires the use of an exclusive lane or lanes on the cross road for right-turning traffic to enter. This type of control is operationally the most efficient; however, it also requires the most right-of-way and pavement area.

MERGE control essentially moves the entrance maneuver further away from the interchange. In general, this would be a desirable attribute; however, it can create other operational problems if the downstream intersection is relatively near. In particular, a weaving section can develop when the combination of drivers wanting to merge and those wanting to turn right at the downstream intersection reach higher volume levels. This problem can be exacerbated when off-ramp drivers desire to turn left at the downstream intersection, which is frequently the case due to restricted access in the area. When these weaving sections occur, they can have deleterious effects on both off-ramp capacity and the capacity of the cross road.

Common to all of the foregoing types of control is the right turn driver’s status as the minor movement. Because of this, the driver cannot enter the cross road through lanes until it is safe to do so. To ascertain the safety of the maneuver, right turning drivers must have adequate visibility along the cross road, upstream of the junction. However, the physical ability of drivers to look to their left, over their shoulder, becomes increasingly difficult as the radius of the turn increases. This difficulty arises because the angle of entry becomes sharper as the radius increases.

Data were collected during the field survey to determine the relationship between the type of control and the magnitude of the off-ramp right-turn radius. From this survey it was found that almost all STOP, YIELD, and traffic signal controlled right turn maneuvers had radii of less than 100 ft. This finding is consistent with the need for relatively small radii as described in the preceding paragraph.

On the other hand, right-turn maneuvers with MERGE control were found to have radii as large as 275 ft. However, in this situation the safety of the entrance maneuver is verified by using the rear-view mirror rather than looking over the shoulder. Because of this difference, MERGE control is not as sensitive to the angle of entry as are the other types of control.

In addition to radius, the task of verifying the safety of the entrance maneuver from the off-ramp is complicated by the different origins and arrival times of conflicting traffic streams. In particular, the signal phasing of the SPUI releases a platoon of cross road through vehicles followed by a platoon of far-side, off-ramp left-turn vehicles past the right turn entrance point. The complication stems from the fact that at typical at-grade intersections (or even conventional diamond interchanges) the source of the conflicting sources of traffic is much nearer to the point of entry. Furthermore, the signal phasing is such that one conflicting movement does not follow the other. However, at a SPUI the greater distance and unique phasing create a complex flow pattern by releasing a second platoon a few seconds after the through phase. This second platoon may surprise right turning drivers who expect to enter freely after the end of the cross-road through phase. In addition, the origin of the second platoon is so distant from the entrance point that it may be difficult for the right turning driver to detect the opposing traffic underneath an overpass bridge structure.

Assessment of Right-Turn Operation

The right-turn movement at a SPUI can directly affect the overall operation of the interchange. This is particularly true when the right and left turn movements share one or more lanes on the off-ramp near the stop line. Differences in control mode typically provide entrance opportunities at different points of time during the signal cycle. As a result, shared lane operation on the off-ramp can seriously degrade performance for both left and right turn movements. Experience has shown that off-ramps with exclusive turning lanes of adequate length do not experience the adverse effects of vehicular interaction.

Observation of more than 20 SPUIs suggests that YIELD control for the off-ramp right-turn movement can be an efficient and cost-effective control mode. This type of control has the advantage of allowing right-turning drivers to enter the cross road whenever possible—without requiring a complete stop. More importantly, the efficiency of the right-turn movement does not come at the expense of excessive right-of-way or signalization. In terms of geometric design, the off-ramp right-turn maneuver appears to operate efficiently when the radius is less than 100 ft and when an exclusive lane is provided along the off-ramp.

When operating under STOP or YIELD control, the capacity of the off-ramp right-turn maneuver at a SPUI is highly sensitive to the amount of conflicting traffic. During a typical signal cycle, two phases, i.e., the cross-road through phase and the off-ramp left-turn phase, project dense platoons during the peak hour past the off-ramp right-turn entrance point providing almost no entrance merging opportunities. The only phase that does not interfere with the off-ramp right turn is the cross-road left-turn phase. In contrast, the cross road right turn moves freely during the cross-road through and off-ramp left turn phases but is interrupted by conflicting traffic only during the cross road left turn phase.

Two points can be made here with respect to right turn capac-
ity and phasing. First, the cross-road right-turn maneuver has two signal phases to enter freely, while the off-ramp right-turn maneuver has one. Second, the occurrence of the cross-road right-turn phase is harmonious with the through movement and thus shared lane interaction on the cross road is minimized. On the other hand, the occurrence of the off-ramp right-turn phase conflicts with the off-ramp left-turn phase and necessitates exclusive lanes on the off-ramp for both movements where their queues interact.

The uniqueness of the SPUI's design and operation can make the off-ramp right-turn entry a difficult and complex task. Specifically, the origin and sequencing of conflicting traffic streams are not consistent with driver expectancy and may lead to right-angle and rear-end accidents. One method to mitigate this problem is to locate the off-ramp right-turn entry point further away from the interchange on the cross road using merge control. Of course, this would require more right-of-way along the major road. The separation distance to the next downstream intersection is critical if (1) left turns are permitted, or (2) if it is signalized. The separation distance to a downstream signalized intersection having high volume left turns is even more critical for providing safe and efficient off-ramp right-turn operations.

Like the off-ramp right-turn maneuver, the efficiency of the cross-road right turn is sensitive to the type of control and geometric design features provided. However, the impact of control type and design features is minimal because of fewer sources of conflicting traffic and better visibility of this traffic. Moreover, the angle of entry is often flatter, which places less physical demand on the right turning driver when trying to view approaching traffic.

The cross road right turn typically has YIELD control on the on-ramp at the junction with the cross-road left-turn movement. A review of accident statistics for several SPUIs suggests that YIELD control is effective in regulating flow at this junction. The use of an exclusive right turn lane on the cross road does not appear to be essential for efficient operation because entrance opportunities for both the cross road through and right turn movements occur at the same time in the signal cycle, i.e., they are both able to move unimpeded during the cross road through phase.

**DOWNSTREAM SIGNALIZED INTERSECTIONS**

In general, limited access roadways in urban areas concentrate entering and exiting traffic demands at a few, moderately spaced interchanges. This traffic may be either local or regional. Local traffic will access stores and businesses in the vicinity of the interchange. Regional traffic will use the cross road (presumably an arterial) to access intersecting roadways of an equal or lower functional class. Because of this concentration of different trip purposes, traffic flow on the cross road in the vicinity of the interchange will exhibit a relatively large number of turn movements and lane changes. When these maneuvers are combined with high traffic demands, the efficiency of traffic flow along the cross road may be affected.

The combination of high traffic demands and high turn percentages can have an adverse effect on the safety and efficiency of the cross road. Regardless of whether the vehicles are turning at the next downstream signalized intersection or at unsignalized access points, the turbulence created by slower, turning vehicles tends to reduce total cross road capacity, reduce travel speeds, and increase the number of conflicts. Frequently, turning traffic demands in the vicinity of the interchange are so high that they require exclusive turn bays and protected signal phases. In most cases, these added signal phases create additional delay for cross road through traffic.

As alluded to in the preceding paragraph, high volume turning traffic off of (and onto) the cross road, downstream of the interchange, will often require signal control. Although signal control will improve traffic operation at the intersection, it can have an adverse effect on the operation of the SPUI if the distance separating the two junctions is inadequate. In general, the distance between the interchange and downstream intersection should be sufficient to store stopped cross road through and left turn traffic and provide an adequate distance for lane changing upstream of these stopped queues. Larger separation distances are also better suited to signal systems that provide coordination in both travel directions along the cross road.

If the distance between the SPUI's merge point and the downstream intersection is less than some adequate distance, several operational problems may result. For example, if the separation distance is inadequate to store left turning traffic, queues of turning traffic may extend beyond the storage bay and restrict the flow of cross road through traffic. Another problem that can occur relates to the weaving activity (i.e., lane changing) inherent to a cross road in the vicinity of an interchange. Again, if this weaving is constrained to a relatively short length of wide roadway, it can be very disruptive to traffic flow. This problem can be exacerbated when stopped queues further reduce the amount of separation distance available for lane changing. The formation of queues will also degrade the operation of the interchange by blocking traffic flow through the interchange. One movement that is particularly impacted is the off-ramp right-turn movement, as discussed in the preceding section.

Combinations of one or more of the aforementioned operational problems were observed at several SPUIs that had minimum separation distances. The following discussion will examine three specific SPUIs that were found to have operational problems resulting from relatively nearby downstream intersections. As these cases will illustrate, a nearby intersection appears to be one that is located within 1,000 ft of the center of the SPUI. A desirable separation is at least 1,200 ft for high-volume cross-road arterials from the off-ramp merge point to the cross road to the first downstream signal.

**Case 1**

Case 1 describes an underpass SPUI wherein the major road goes under the cross road. In the vicinity of the SPUI, the cross road operates as a major arterial carrying more than 25,000 vpd. It has six through lanes, dual lane left turn bays, and exclusive lanes for the cross road and off ramp right turn movements. In all, the cross road is 10 lanes wide through the interchange, a nominal geometry for SPUIs. The interchange's geometry and other features are shown in Figure 39.

This SPUI is located between two signalized intersections on the cross road. The intersection to the north is located about 850 ft away (centerline-to-centerline). After accounting for the width of the SPUI and intersection, the downstream stop line is only about 650 ft north of the off-ramp right-turn entrance point. The
intersection to the south is about 950 ft away; however, the
distance from the off-ramp entrance point to the stop line also
measures only about 650 ft. It should be noted that the exclusive
lanes for the off-ramp right-turn traffic are dropped at the down-
stream intersections.

During the field study, it was observed that off-ramp right
turning drivers did not use the northbound auxiliary lane on the
cross road. Rather, these drivers often stopped at the off-ramp
entrance point and attempted to merge directly into the down-
stream. A large number of these off-ramp motorists desire to turn
left at the through traffic, presumably to avoid being trapped in
the exclusive lane further downstream signal which experiences
long queues during rush hours. Traffic flow on the cross road
was further aggravated by cross-road traffic wanting to turn right
at the downstream intersection. Consequently, the separation
between the off-ramp and the downstream intersection did not
appear adequate to handle the large weaving volumes that oc-
curred during the peak hours. As a result of these operational
problems, lengthy queues were frequently observed along the
off-ramp.

Case 2

This case study describes an older overpass SPUI with its
cross street having six through lanes and single-lane left-turn
bays. The mainline and intersecting highway are major arterials
that carry about 70,000 and 50,000 vpd, respectively. The geome-
try of this SPUI is shown in Figure 40. In general, traffic opera-
tions at this older SPUI are good for such high volumes.

To the east of this SPUI along the cross road, however, is a
nearby signalized intersection to a shopping mall that was in-
stalled after the SPUI was open to traffic. The distance between
the SPUI and intersection is about 625 ft centerline-to-centerline
but only about 425 ft separate the off-ramp right-turn entrance
point and the downstream stop line. The off-ramp right-turn
maneuver is YIELD controlled with direct single lane entry.

Observation of traffic operations between the SPUI and the
adjacent intersection indicated some operational problems stem-
ing from the minimal separation distance. The major problem
at this location results from queue formation on the cross road
between the two junctions. Queues develop consistently on the
approach to both the SPUI and the downstream intersection
during peak traffic periods. Operational problems occur when
these queues spill back toward the upstream intersection.

At this particular SPUI, the long queues from the downstream
intersection were so frequent and lengthy that they also had an
adverse effect on the off-ramp right-turn YIELD movement. This
impact has both operational and safety implications. Operation-
ally, spillback of downstream traffic was observed to impact the
off-ramp right-turn movement in two different ways. On several
occasions, stopped traffic in the cross-road curb lane would block
the entrance of off-ramp right turning vehicles. On other occa-
sions, when the queue of downstream left-turn vehicles had
grown past the off-ramp entrance point, off-ramp right-turn driv-
ers wanting to turn left at the downstream intersection would
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Figure 39. Case 1—an existing underpass SPUI.
Figure 40. Case 2—a single-span overpass SPUI.
stop and wait in the ramp throat. In each case, spillback on the cross road led to a significant reduction in the efficiency of the off-ramp right-turn movement and the formation of long queues on the off ramp.

Queue spillback from the downstream intersection was also found to have an adverse effect on the safety of the off-ramp right-turn maneuver. This impact stems from the unexpected occurrence of stopped queues of vehicles on the cross road at, or just beyond, the off-ramp right-turn entrance point. When queues are present on the cross road, serious traffic conflicts can occur as evidenced by sudden braking, swerving, and rear-end collisions. Observation of right turn operations at this particular SPUI indicate frequent traffic conflicts of this nature. The accident history of this SPUI indicates that the most frequent type of accident to occur is the rear-end accident between right-turning off-ramp vehicles. Operational problems at this interchange have been recognized and plans are underway to improve its design.

Case 3

This case describes a multispan overpass SPUI that serves major interstate trucking and terminal operations in the vicinity. Triple-trailer trucks are common users of the facility. The cross road through the interchange functions as a minor arterial and carries about 15,000 vpd. Within the interchange, the cross road has four lanes; however, it narrows to two lanes just past the south frontage road. The off-ramp right-turn movement is YIELD controlled. The geometry and other features of this interchange are shown in Figure 41.

Two-way frontage roads exist on both sides of this SPUI along the cross road. Traffic signals at both intersections are interconnected with the SPUI's signal controller to provide coordination of the major movements. The frontage road to the north is offset about 500 ft, while the frontage road to the south is only about 350 ft. Taking the width of the interchange into account, the distance from the off-ramp entrance point to the north frontage road stop line is about 250 ft. The corresponding distance to the south is only about 100 ft.

During the course of the field study, it was observed that a significant restriction to traffic flow resulted from the short separation distance between the SPUI and the downstream intersections. The short distance between intersections combined with high traffic demands (and particularly high truck volumes) has created both weaving-related and queue growth problems. These problems generally result in poor traffic operation and increased traffic conflicts.

The impacts of queue spillback at this SPUI is similar to that found in Case 2. Specifically, queue growth, or spillback, from the downstream frontage road intersection frequently interrupts the flow of off-ramp right-turning traffic at the SPUI. This results in queue formation on the off ramps and increases the potential for rear-end accidents on the off ramps.

To minimize queue formation between the SPUI and downstream intersections the signal controllers are interconnected to provide some coordination among the intersection cross road movements. In spite of this treatment, the close spacing of the intersections combined with the proportionally high volume of turning traffic leads to excessive queue growth during peak periods.

It should be noted that the many triple-trailer trucks operating through this interchange would do so without much impediment if the adjacent service roads were not present. The long left turn radii used for the SPUI promote turning efficiency. Simultaneous operation of triple trailer rigs were often observed to occur in the dual left turn lanes without experiencing any observable delay.

Assessment of Downstream Signalized Intersection Impacts

As the preceding discussion indicates, traffic operations at a SPUI can be sensitive to the relative location of downstream intersections. Operational problems stem from the combination of minimal separation distances, wide arterial, and high traffic demand; particularly, turning traffic demand. This demand can be particularly high in the vicinity of the interchange because of the concentration of local and regional trip destinations (and origins).

In general, operational problems tend to increase as the distance to the downstream intersection decreases. Distance affects the efficiency of traffic flow in an indirect manner by creating suboptimal conditions for traffic progression on the cross road and by limiting the amount of roadway available for lane-changing (or weaving). Arterial width also decreases efficiency by increasing the lateral distance, or number of lanes, that must be crossed during the weave maneuver. When a relatively short separation distance or a wide arterial is combined with high traffic volumes, suboptimal progression and constrained weaving
activity will be the likely result. If high traffic demands persist for several cycles, this may lead to reduced cross road capacity and excessive queue growth. Moreover, the existence of stopped traffic on the cross road will further decrease the effective separation distance and further constrain weaving activity.

Field experience indicates that the minimum separation distance to the first downstream signal should be at least 1,000 ft, preferably 1,200 ft on six-lane arterials to provide adequate weaving distance and signal coordination.

PEDESTRIAN CONSIDERATIONS AND SAFETY EXPERIENCE

The relatively novel design and operation of the SPUI have evolved from a desire to improve the efficiency of traffic flow through an interchange using a minimum amount of right-of-way. However, the newness of this interchange, in combination with some peculiarities of its signal phasing, has led to some concern about the safety it affords to pedestrians and motorists. In particular, both the physical size of the SPUI and its three-phase signal sequence do not appear to be well suited to providing signal protection to all potential pedestrian movements. In addition, the SPUI's unusual geometry and, again, physical size constrain the application of positive vehicle guidance and may lead to some confusion by unfamiliar drivers.

The problems posed by the SPUI's size, phase sequence, and geometry have been dealt with in a variety of ways. In most cases, pedestrians are discouraged from crossing the cross road at the SPUI by the omission of crosswalks and pedestrian signal heads. Driver guidance through the interchange is provided by a combination of signing, pavement markings, and island channelization. The remainder of this section will be devoted to a more detailed discussion of pedestrian issues at SPUIs.

Pedestrian Considerations

At normal signalized junctions, pedestrians are accommodated within the signalization by provision of a companion through vehicular phase. Unfortunately, at a SPUI this can not be as easily accomplished as it would be at an at-grade intersection. The difficulty stems primarily from the SPUI's three-phase signal sequence and intersection size. The following paragraphs describe these observed difficulties as they relate to the two types of pedestrian maneuvers: crossing the cross road and crossing an on-and-off ramp pair, i.e., parallel to the cross road.

In the case of pedestrians wanting to cross the cross road, the problem is that there is no coincident through traffic phase (except at a SPUI with frontage roads). As a result, either an exclusive, actuated pedestrian phase is needed or the pedestrian movement is not provided; both approaches have been observed at the SPUIs studied for this research. When an exclusive pedestrian phase is not provided, pedestrians crossing the cross road must synchronize their movements with the signal phasing. In particular, the pedestrian would need to cross one-half of the cross road during the one left-turn phase, e.g., the off-ramp left-turn phase, wait on the median for the other left-turn phase, and then complete the crossing. Firsthand experience indicates that this crossing movement can be both difficult and stressful for the pedestrian. Figure 42 illustrates this complex pedestrian crossing maneuver.

When an actuated pedestrian phase is included at a SPUI, the phase is typically assigned to either NEMA movement number four or eight, depending on the crossing direction. This technique has the advantage of providing some concurrent vehicular traffic service when the pedestrian phase is called; particularly, if a pedestrian actuation is received on only one approach. In this situation, the adjacent off-ramp left-turn movement can also be served because it does not conflict with the pedestrian movement.

In spite of the "overlap" capability of an actuated pedestrian phase, the pedestrian phase is still inefficient in terms of the total number of persons, i.e., motorists and pedestrians, served during each signal cycle. This is due primarily to the typically low ratio of pedestrian demand to phase time required to serve this demand and the large size of the SPUI. In general, the excessive width of the cross road dictates relatively long clearance interval durations for the pedestrian phase. Similar to the clearance intervals used for vehicular phases, clearance intervals represent inefficient use of cycle time because flow rates are lower than their maximum values. Because of this poor utilization, any significant amount of pedestrian activity can have a large negative impact on the total person-serving capacity of the SPUI. Pedestrian impacts at a SPUI are more severe than at a tight urban diamond, or TUDI, where through phases are provided in a four-phase sequence which provides some protected pedestrian service across each roadway.
Almost without exception, crosswalks were not provided for pedestrians to cross the cross road at the 36 SPUIs studied. This tendency applied equally to SPUIs with and without frontage roads. This finding was not surprising for those SPUIs without frontage roads because of the incompatibility of the signal phasing with a cross road pedestrian movement. It is noted that a recently completed basic SPUI, not in the 1989 field survey, does have pedestrian crosswalks across the cross road. It was expected that pedestrian crossings would be more prevalent at the SPUIs with frontage roads because of the compatibility between the frontage road traffic and pedestrian phases. Contrary to this expectation, only one of the seven operational SPUIs with one-way frontage roads was found to have a pedestrian crosswalk. This particular SPUI is shown in Figure 43.

Other potential solutions to the pedestrian crossing problem may be considered. One costly design is a pedestrian/bicycle overpass located nearby the grade separation structure. One new SPUI located near a school does include a nearby pedestrian overpass. If pedestrians are expected and can not be economically accommodated at the SPUI, pedestrian crossings should be provided at the adjacent intersections along the cross road.

Conflicts and Erratic Maneuvers

During the course of the field study, several vehicle conflicts and erratic maneuvers were observed. Many of these were random events, apparently unrelated to the geometric design or operation of the SPUI. On the other hand, some were observed repeatedly and appeared to be related to the design parameters of the SPUI. The following discussion highlights the conflicts and erratic maneuvers that were observed during the field survey.

One particularly frequent conflict observed at several SPUIs was between the clearing and entering vehicles of successive phases. This conflict stemmed from extended use of the yellow interval by clearing vehicles rather than early start-up of entry vehicles. The likely cause of this conflict is an inadequate all-red clearance interval at the end of the phase. In fact, in almost every instance where this conflict was observed, the all-red interval provided was shorter than the actual time taken to clear the interchange. Fortunately, the clearing vehicle almost always entered the interchange before the end of the yellow change interval and thus had the remainder of this interval in addition to the red interval to clear the intersection. However, when the clearing vehicle entered the interchange after the end of the yellow interval, the potential for a conflict with entering traffic was high.

Although conflicts were observed between all movement pairs, conflict was most often observed between the clearing off-ramp and entering cross-road left-turn movements. The reason for this frequency can be explained by the location of the conflict point for the two left-turn movements and the duration of the clearance.
interval. This pair of left-turn conflicts is unique in that it combines a long clearance distance with a short entering distance which creates the longest time separation requirement in the SPUI signal phase sequence. At many SPUIs the clearance interval provided for the clearing movement is less than the time separation needed. In fact, the clearance intervals provided at many SPUIs are often less than that needed for traffic to clear the interchange.

Another type of conflict observed at several SPUIs was between off-ramp right-turn and cross-road through traffic. In particular, the off-ramp right-turn maneuver, albeit a difficult maneuver, is more difficult at a SPUI because of its geometry and travel paths. The safety of the entrance maneuver requires the right turning driver to monitor (over the left shoulder) two different sources of conflicting traffic, to negotiate a curve to the right, and to monitor traffic conditions downstream on the cross road (directly ahead). It is likely that these complications contributed to the frequent conflicts observed between the off-ramp right turn and cross-road through movements.

The off-ramp right-turn maneuver is made more complicated when the next downstream intersection is relatively near to the off-ramp right-turn entrance point on the cross road. In particular, the safety of the right-turn maneuver is reduced when traffic queues from the downstream intersection back up to near the entrance point, when excessive weaving activity on the cross road restricts the capacity of the entrance point, and when a high percentage of right turning drivers desire to turn left at the downstream intersection (thereby necessitating a large amount of lane-changing activity).

One frequently observed erratic maneuver involved the cross-road left-turn maneuver. At many basic SPUIs observed during the field study, drivers were observed turning left from the cross road through lane rather than from the left turn bay. In particular, these left turning drivers were observed to stay in the inside through lane while traveling through the interchange until reaching a point near the far side, left-turn on-ramp entrance and past the small center median island. At this point, these drivers abruptly turned left from the median through lane across oncoming through traffic. It is possible that these drivers were confused by the SPUI's design and were behaving as if the interchange had a more typical diamond configuration wherein they would make their left turn beyond the overpass structure. Truly, left turns can be physically made two ways from the cross road at basic SPUIs. When frontage roads are present, even the off-ramp left turns can and sometimes are made two ways by motorists. While this maneuver seems to be a systemic problem, it is exacerbated by restricted sight distance, the use of lower class signage on the cross road, and traffic control plans used during construction.

This erratic maneuver was observed at some sites more frequently than once per hour. Moreover, this frequency was observed at SPUIs that had been in operation for 15 years as well as those open only a few months. Based on these observations, it might be concluded that complete driver acclimation to this design will only come about with an increase in its application (on a regional and national basis). In the interim, increased use of overhead advance guide and lane use signing together with a systems approach to design are the best means to improve traffic operations.

Another unusual maneuver observed in the survey was when drivers stopped well beyond the stop line. On several occasions during the field study, drivers were observed to stop as much as a full car-length beyond the stop line. This maneuver could be categorized as an erratic maneuver, particularly when the stopped vehicle interferes with the passage of crossing traffic.

The reason drivers stop past the stop line is presumed to be because of the SPUI's unusual design and conflict area. Drivers approaching the interchange may be uncertain of the SPUI's operation and, thus, may be unable to identify conflicting traffic streams and the most appropriate place to stop. Another factor that may contribute to this response is the nontypical mounting locations for the signal heads. Signal heads are normally located on the far side of an intersection; however, the signal heads at most overpass SPUIs are mounted on the near side bridge face. As a result, drivers approaching an overpass SPUI are confronted with an unusual signal arrangement that may lead to incorrect judgments about the location of the conflict area and the appropriate stopping point. Use of wide stop bars would be expected to improve this behavior.

**Accident Experience**

The safety of any roadway element, including a SPUI, is difficult to assess. Conflict studies are often used in place of accident records to measure safety. Observation of conflicts at several SPUIs seems to indicate that the design presently may experience some systemic erratic traffic behavior and vehicle conflicts while reducing or eliminating others. This section provides accident histories at the few SPUIs for which accident data were available during the survey.

Accident data for five SPUIs were examined to evaluate their operational safety. The annual accident rates found from this examination, given in Table 4, indicate some variability among sites that is characteristic of the random nature of accidents. For comparative purposes, a typical, signalized at-grade intersection has an annual rate of about 1.2 accidents per million entering vehicles (20). With the exception of SPUI 1, it would appear that the SPUI design does not lead to a higher number of accidents. A closer examination of the left-turn-related accident data did not indicate that a safety problem existed.

A review of the accident data at SPUI 1 provided limited insight into the high accident rate at this location. Based on this review, it was found that the most common type of accident was a rear-end accident on the off ramps. Further field examination

**Table 4. Annual accident rates collected in survey.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPUI</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Annual Accident Rate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Overpass</td>
<td>2.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Overpass</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Overpass</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Underpass</td>
<td>0.64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Overpass</td>
<td>1.80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
1. Rates are annual accidents per million entering vehicles.
of this site indicates that there may be two factors contributing to this particular accident pattern. The first is that the left and right turn lanes are not exclusive at the two-lane off ramp. As a result, there is a high degree of interaction between the left and right turns. This friction between off-ramp movements stems from the differences in operation and control of the respective movements.

Another contributing factor to the higher accident rate at the SPUI 1 may have been the existence of a relatively close (about 425 ft) downstream intersection. During the field study, traffic was frequently observed to spill back from the downstream intersection and disrupt the flow of off-ramp right-turn movement. Because this spillback occurred randomly from cycle to cycle, it was unexpected by off-ramp drivers and frequently led to conflict when vehicles behind were following too close. This interchange is currently undergoing redesign to address this issue.

A SPUI study in Utah (21) examined their brief accident history with SPUIs and TUDIs. The study found that accident frequency and severity probably would be less in Utah at a SPUI than for a comparable TUDI for equal volumes of traffic.

**Assessment of Pedestrian and Safety Issues**

In general, the geometric design of the SPUI is "new" to many drivers and pedestrians. This is evidenced primarily by the conflicts and erratic maneuvers that may stem from driver misunderstanding of the SPUI design and operation. Because pedestrians are not fully accommodated at many SPUIs, an accurate assessment of pedestrian behavior was not possible. Pedestrians crossing the on-and-off ramps appeared to complete their passage safely. Crossing the surface arterial at the SPUI is difficult and should be encouraged to be made at the next signalized intersection by providing crosswalks with pedestrian signals. Good interchange visibility and illumination are recommended enhancements for pedestrian traffic.

The accident histories of several SPUIs indicates that a high proportion of accidents occurs during right turn entry from the off ramps onto the cross road. There are several possible explanations for this finding; namely, the three-phase signalization, limited merge entry design, and the existence of a relatively close downstream signalized intersection on the cross road. Traffic interaction between the SPUI and downstream intersection, such as queue spillback and constrained weaving, tends to induce unexpected conflicts at the off-ramp right-turn entrance point to the cross road. In spite of the observed conflicts and erratic maneuvers, available accident data suggest that a modern SPUI design is as safe as a signalized at-grade intersection or TUDI interchange operating at the same volume levels.

**TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE APPLICATIONS**

Traffic control devices are all signs, signals, markings, and other devices used at SPUIs to regulate, warn, and guide motorists, particularly unfamiliar motorists, safely and efficiently through the interchange. In addition, roadway lighting usually has been provided to enhance the general visibility of the area. Engineers have recognized the relatively high information requirements at SPUIs in their overall traffic control plans.

The field survey conducted in the summer of 1989 provided a wealth of data on the types and applications of traffic control devices at SPUIs. The following is an overview of those systems observed and a general appraisal of their applications. In all applications, an important determinant is whether the main highway is provided a grade-separated overpass or underpass. This attribute affects the design of the signing, signal system, and the need for special roadway lighting of the cross road.

The application of traffic control devices at an overpass SPUI is illustrated in Figure 44 for a new SPUI. Pavement markings are used to delineate lane lines, turning paths, stop lines and pedestrian cross walks. Various regulatory, warning, and guide signs are used to properly inform the motorist of the desired path and actions. Finally, general area and spot roadway lighting are provided, together with supplemental lighting provided underneath the bridge and on its support walls, to further enhance visibility within the interchange and connecting highways.

Similar traffic control device applications to an underpass SPUI recently constructed are shown in Figure 45. Here, it is apparent that the general visibility of the intersection conflict area is superior and much different from that of the overpass design. Establishing a clear definition of the intersection conflict area is a desired design objective as the cross street left turns have to be initiated well in advance of the traffic signals.
Interchanges having one-way frontage roads are further complicated by their larger size and increased alternative routes. All are overpass designs. Figure 46(a) illustrates traffic control device applications on a frontage road approach to a new SPUI and Figure 46(b) shows its continuation outbound of the intersection. In this case, the frontage road traffic signals were span-wire mounted and connected to the bridge face. Pole-mounted span-wire configurations were observed to be more typical for this case in other states.

Pavement Markings

The field survey revealed that pavement markings tend to be conventional for interchanges in the locale except, in some cases, for the central intersection area of the SPUI. In the central area where wear and general visibility are a special concern, a wide variety of pavement markings were observed, including traffic paint, cold-rolled plastic tape, thermoplastic, and sometimes even special light fixtures. Lane tracking lines in the central area are usually provided to better define elongated left turn paths, as shown in Figures 47(a) and 47(b). In a few cases in the South where snow removal is not a problem, raised pavement markers were added to enhance visibility in rainy weather, as depicted in Figure 48(a).

In two of the earliest SPUI designs, airport runway lights were installed, perhaps raised retroreflective pavement markers were not available then, to delineate the central area lane lines. Figure 48(b) shows the runway markers lights installed in an early site. Further design details of the runway markers lights are provided later. These novel lights are a maintenance problem and do not appear to be cost effective.

In a few cases, portland cement concrete pavements were used in the intersection area underneath the overpass bridge in lieu of the asphalt pavement found along the cross streets (see Figure 47(b)). Concrete pavement provides some enhanced visibility and brightness in the bridge shadow cast on the cross street. Perhaps reduced future street maintenance was an additional consideration for using concrete pavements, especially where runway lights are used.

Traffic Signs

This section addresses some of the signing issues found somewhat unique to or needing special attention for successful SPUI operations. A large variety of traffic signs are required at a SPUI to provide sufficient regulatory, warning, and guidance
Figure 48. Advanced pavement marking applications: (a) raised pavement markers; (b) runway marker lights.

Figure 49. Examples of guide signing applications on cross street: (a) in developing rural area; (b) on suburban arterial; (c) on major urban arterial; (d) high-speed major urban arterial.
information needed for motorists to safely and efficiently travel through this interchange. In general, more and larger signs are needed if both interchanging highways are numbered routes and traffic speeds are high.

Overpass designs produce distinct signing requirements but provide convenient sign placement along the cross street. As many of the previous figures show, regulatory signs defining allowable turning paths and sometimes even route direction guide signs are placed overhead between or above the cross street traffic signals on the outer beam of the overpass bridge. This is a common SPUI practice where the bridge height is acceptable, properly located, and the signs and related traffic signals have been incorporated early in the bridge design process.

Guide signing is a critical element in the traffic control plan. Overhead versus ground-mounted guide signing on the approaches to the SPUI is a major design issue, given due consideration of information needs, approach visibility, costs, and aesthetics. The traffic engineer is faced with a continuum of possible situations from low-volume nearly rural sites, as depicted in Figure 49(a), to intermediate-volume suburban arterials, as noted in Figure 49(b), to high-volume major urban arterials combined with state highways, as shown in Figure 49(c) and Figure 49(d). As can be seen in the figures, ground-mounted advanced guide signing is used in the rural site, transitioning into overhead span-wire guide signing on the narrow urban arterial, and finally transitioning into interchange-level overhead guide signing on the high-volume urban arterials combined with state and interstate highways.

Operational problems were noted at several overpass SPUIs widespread around the country where arriving cross street motorists failed to initiate their left turn at the left turn bay prior to reaching the overpass, but made their left turn from the through lane either prior to reaching the center island, as shown in Figure 50(a), or more typically after proceeding underneath the bridge and past the center island shown in Figure 50(b). Ground-mounted advance guide signs located on the shoulder appear to be inadequate in providing the information needed for overpass SPUIs located in urban areas. Figures 49(c) and (d) presented more effective overpass signing designs. Provision of interchange level, overhead guide signing is needed in overpass urban SPUI designs having route designations to provide positive guidance.

Design feature rarity usually means that highly visible signage will be needed to achieve effective communication with unfamiliar motorists. SPUIs combined with frontage roads, both of which are uncommon to most motorists, will most likely also need overhead guide signing like that depicted in Figure 51.

Signage of the center island is practiced by most highway agencies, regardless of the SPUI's structural configuration. Of the 36 SPUIs, 20 SPUIs had post-mounted KEEP LEFT signs sometimes combined with object markers. Figure 52(a) illustrates a typical underpass design, and Figure 52(b) presents overpass signing. If a center signal cluster is suspended vertically from the overpass bridge deck as in the latter figure, post-mounted signs are suggested to provide positive guidance around the low signal heads. Some apparent inconsistency in the definition of the desired left turning path may result when using standard regulatory guidance signs, as can be seen in Figure 47(a).

Some states have elected not to use any center islands with no apparent operational problems, but with the advantage of reduced maintenance if the guide signs are struck by errant vehicles. Clustered center signals are not used in this case. As examples of the no center island design, see Figure 45 and Figure 47(b) for underpass designs and overpass designs, respectively. Designers have taken special care to ensure that adequate nighttime visibility is provided in their designs.
Traffic Signals

The types of traffic signals used are driven by the type of SPUI structure and the type of traffic signal phasing used. Signal requirements also vary by approach road. Because most basic SPUIs use a three-phase system having protected left turns and advance left turn bays on the cross street, separate left turn traffic signals are required in advance of the interchange on the cross street. These signals must be 12-in. signals and be clearly visible to oncoming minor road traffic. For overpass SPUIs without frontage roads, the cross street traffic signals are usually placed on the side of overpass bridges, as shown in Figure 53. The signals are either hung from the bridge deck, or affixed to the side of the bridge. Field observations revealed several cases where the traffic signals were mounted too high above the cross street where large SPUIs had been built. Early coordination with bridge design is desired if the signals are to be placed on the bridge itself. The survey revealed that span-wire mounting of cross street traffic signals is commonly used with frontage roads. Steel poles with mast arms have also been used, depending on local practice.

Overpass structures having simple spans are usually designed too low to vertically mount signals underneath the bridge and still maintain a 15-ft minimum signal clearance height. This minimum clearance would require at least a 19-ft minimum bridge height. Most single-span bridges are about 17 ft, as depicted in Figure 47(a). Selection of a vertically mounted signal cluster design over a trapezoidal center island, shown in Figure 54, permits the lower bridge height of about 17 ft. One state used horizontally mounted signals under the bridge in one economically restricted design. Exterior pedestal or post-mounted signals are normally employed where the cluster signal is not used, although variations were noted in the field survey. Decisions on the central area signal should be made early in the design process.

Provision of traffic signals adequately visible to the off-ramp left-turn traffic is a very critical design task. The task is complicated in overpass designs by the basic SPUI layout and bridge location. Figures 55(a) and 55(b) illustrate two designs with signal mounting on the bridge siding. General visibility is further complicated when the freeway overpass is also elevated, further restricting visibility and promoting higher ramp approach speeds, as illustrated in Figure 55(b). Some overpass sites also have a post-mounted signal in the off-ramp divisional island (see Figure 55(b)) to provide advance visibility, which is sometimes supplemented by a complementary far side “pull-thru” signal backed onto the opposing left turn approach signal. The far
side signal would appear warranted if no center-mounted cluster signal is used as motorists' may otherwise lose sight of critical signal indications while traveling into the central intersection area.

Multispan bridges can reduce the geometric restrictions and greatly increase general visibility in the area. In addition, they can be physically separated to further improve geometry should the required right-of-way be available. Figure 56(a) shows a more conventional example in mountainous terrain and Figure 56(b) shows a true “X” SPUI design in an urban area. Traffic signal placement for the off ramps can be more varied with multispan bridges, but still remains an issue.

Signalization of underpass SPUIs is different from that for overpasses. Ramp speeds are usually much lower and general spatial visibility much higher. However, motorists' determination of the desired turning paths and exit ramp locations can be a problem. Therefore, placement of the signals over their related turning paths is desired. Proper placement can be a challenge because most underpass designs use simple span wires for hanging the signals over the central intersection area, as shown in Figure 57(a). Figure 57(b) shows an alternative design using a small truss. Steel poles with mast arms also have been used as well as have monotube designs.

**ROADWAY LIGHTING**

Roadway lighting is frequently provided at SPUIs to aid in revealing its geometric features and operational requirements. Roadway lighting usually can be classified as being either a continuous lighting or an area lighting system. Sometimes spot or safety lighting systems are also used to specifically light a point such as a ramp merge. The field survey revealed that continuous roadway lighting usually was already existing on the...
major and minor highways intersecting at new SPUIs, although not always, primarily depending on the existing lighting policies of the local state and city highway agencies. Lighting also must include consideration of the lighting requirements underneath the overpass bridge structures as this otherwise darkened area is the most critical conflict zone of the SPUI and good visibility here is desired.

The field survey revealed that roadway lighting was often used to enhance the nighttime visibility of the SPUI. Of the 36 SPUIs observed in the survey, 32 had some form of fixed roadway lighting. One state did not use freeway or interchange roadway lighting in urban areas. In some cases, the interchange lighting was simply a continuation of the existing main road and cross road continuous lighting system through the interchange area. In other cases, a detailed interchange area lighting plan was prepared that considered the specific lighting requirements of the proposed SPUI together with needed compatibility with the existing street lighting systems, if any. Figure 49(a) presents such a lighting system. High-mast tower lighting was also used in a few cases where a new expressway overpassed the cross street.

Overpass SPUIs were observed to have the highest lighting requirements. Dark shadows were sometimes noted underneath the bridge at night, hiding critical details of the central area, notably the center island and related signing. This problem appeared to be due to original lighting design oversights together with inadequate lighting maintenance. In addition, another lighting uniformity problem observed at many SPUIs was the occurrence of hot spots and direct glare arising from the use of overly strong “wall pack” lighting units mounted vertically nearby on interior bridge headwalls or bridge bents (piers). Wall packs are normally used to light under conventional overpasses, as well as SPUIs, for drivers and pedestrians. In normal use, there are no left turn ramp maneuvers entering in the middle of the interchange; therefore, direct glare to oncoming motorists is not a problem. However, in SPUI designs potential direct glare problems may arise where wall pack lights are used to provide illumination for pedestrians. A softer lighting source should be used.

The field survey revealed that area lighting underneath the bridge structure was provided at most interchanges. Typical lighting fixtures are shown in Figure 58. Levels of horizontal illumination were measured at ten sites at night using a modern digital photometer. Average maintained levels of horizontal illumination of 1 to 2 footcandles were recorded in the central area with hot spot values caused by wall packs exceeding 5 foot-candles (ft-c) not uncommon at the pavement edge. Uniformity of illumination, both horizontally and vertically, was judged as being an important design criterion.

Perusal of those overpasses not provided with general area lighting revealed that these SPUIs generally had open, multispans bridges wherein the adjacent ambient lighting was expected to provide the desired illumination. Wall packs were used to provide supplemental lighting in all cases. In most cases, overhead lighting was also provided under the bridge. Again, reliance on the wall pack units to provide central area illumination often produced hot spots, glare, and a poorly illuminated conflict area.

Underpass designs were also generally illuminated, but again not always. Good practice would suggest that the SPUI should be illuminated to the same or higher levels as the connecting highways. In addition, the exiting roadways should be readily visible to arriving and departing vehicles. Any serious limitation of geometric features promotes the need for area illumination.

Use of curbed islands or elevated cross road overpasses likewise merits use of area illumination.
PAVEMENT MARKING LIGHTS

A novel feature at some SFUIs is the use of Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) approved airport runway lights embedded in the pavement to delineate lane lines through the central intersection area. Delineation of left turn paths has been the primary emphasis. The lane lights turn on when the related movement’s green is on and turn off, some systems sequentially, when the phase ends. No studies have been reported that document the relative effectiveness of the marking lights, although new and well-maintained systems do appear to provide positive guidance.

The first two SPUIs believed to have been built in the United States had runway lights installed in them with no proof that they were needed or would be effective. Anxiety about the uncertain future operation of motorists passing through untried SPUIs was given as the main reason for their initial installation in one state, shown in Figure 48(b), given that they were being installed in another. The field survey revealed that no SPUI has ever had pavement marking lights installed after the SPUI was opened to traffic to treat an observed operational problem. In fact, the reverse trend is more evident. Of the 7 lane light systems installed on the 36 SPUIs opened by the summer of 1989, only 3 were still fully operational. However, the original system in Clearwater, Florida, has been replaced with a new system. Operational systems are installed in Colorado (see Figure 52(b), Florida, and Georgia. In the latter state, external interchange illumination is not used as a matter of policy.

Individual locales that have begun to use the runway lights may find themselves in a precedent setting situation where they believe local motorists expect the runway lights to be used. While this low-level expectancy may exist in the immediate vicinity of the SPUI, four cases are known where the original marking system decayed to extinction and no apparent traffic problems resulted.

All pavement marker lane delineation systems used versions of FAA’s standard runway marker lights. Figure 59 displays a unit installed in the pavement. The lane light assembly consists of three basic parts. Fitting flush with the pavement surface is a lampholder assembly 10 in. in diameter that holds a 65-W tungsten-halogen prefocused lamp having a rated life of 1000 hours with green lens screen, also available in red or yellow, but not white (see FAA advisory circular AC 140/5345-46A and specification L-852). Note that the green color does not meet MUTCD standards for white lane markings. The lampholder fits on a mounting base 18 in. deep buried beneath the pavement (see FAA specification L-868). Enclosed in the base is a 120/10 V transformer and related conductors to operate the lamp (see FAA advisory circular AC 150/5345-47). Openings in the base permit all lamp wiring underground to a common service box.

Georgia leaves the transformers in the base, whereas recent Colorado designs have moved the transformers to a separate service cabinet next to the traffic signal cabinet. In addition to improved maintenance, moving the transformers to roadside cabinets may reduce the need for extensive pavement coring to install the lights. A typical SPUI installation has about 50 lights embedded in the pavement with a large supply of spares. Recent total job costs were $87,000 and $104,500 installed.

Operational reliability and maintenance of the lane lights are of primary concern. Most early users had difficulty keeping their pavement lights operating for a variety of unexpected reasons. Moisture invasion into the recessed lens was and continues to be a constant problem. However, recent solid-state designs for wattage control and timing have improved overall operational reliability. These newer designs provide a small drip current (about 12 W) in the lamps to keep them warm and dry when the signal phase is red. This small current will not make the lights visible, however.

Another major maintenance problem still persists. Pavement debris routinely covers may lights due in part to the recessed design (to protect from airport snowplows) of the FAA-specification lampholder. In addition to traffic-carried debris that gets into the pockets, street sweeper passage is reported to routinely fill the lens cavities. Motorists are annoyed by this continued problem. Snow cover and snowplowing operations are also other considerations in northern climates. Any paving overlay would create large potholes over the lights that would further pond water. Thus, providing diligent maintenance of the lights has been difficult and is somewhat hazardous because the markers are firmly embedded in the pavement in the middle of a very busy intersection. Use of concrete pavement in the central area is recommended to provide added pavement stability, pavement life, and nighttime visibility where the lane lights are to be used.

OPERATIONAL SUMMARY

The SPUI is frequently compared with the tight urban diamond interchange (TUDI) and the high-type at-grade intersection (AGI). Much of the SPUI’s similarity to the TUDI can be seen in their physical characteristics. In particular, both interchange types use one-way diamond-type ramps in each quadrant to the grade separation structure. Moreover, they both have a similar ability to economize on right-of-way needs along the major road.

In contrast to the physical similarities between the TUDI and the SPUI, the signalization found at most SPUIs is much like that found at high-type AGIs. One example of this similarity is that the SPUI and the high-type AGI both normally use a single traffic-actuated controller to regulate conflicting traffic movements. Another similarity the SPUI and AGI have is in their
signal phasing. In most instances, both the AGI and SPUI have
dual ring, actuated control logic that provides concurrently
timed cross road left turn and through phases in that order.

The following summarizes other relevant findings of SPUI
operations based on the field survey conducted in the summer
of 1989 and on current literature on the subject:

- SPUIs without frontage roads operate on a basic three-
  phase signal system. SPUIs with frontage roads operate on a
  four-phase system.
- Basic SPUI signal phasing is not conducive to pedestrians
crossing the cross road as its parent through phase is missing.
  Only one interchange is known to have fully addressed this issue.
- Protected/permitted left-turn signal operation is not used
  at SPUIs.
- The large size of the central conflict area requires longer
  red clearance intervals at SPUIs.
- The average through saturation flow rates from the cross
  street of a SPUI are the same as those of a TUDI. Left turn
  operation at a SPUI, particularly for the off ramps, provides
  higher saturation flow per lane and is more amenable to large
  truck operations than at a TUDI.
- The capacity of off-ramp right turns at SPUIs can be an
  unexpected problem. The off-ramp capacity may be only half
  that of the cross road right turn per lane in high-volume condi-
tions. This right turn's operational efficiency is highly dependent
  on any nearby downstream intersection.
- It may be relatively difficult to provide a high level of
  positive guidance along the relatively long, curving travel paths
  within the SPUI's conflict area because of the heavy, multidirec-
tional use this central area receives.
- Large overhead advance guide and lane-use signing on the
  cross road and off-ramps may be needed to efficiently guide
  drivers through some SPUIs. Interchange level signing and illu-
  mination are suggested.
- The overall operational safety of a SPUI is at least as good
  as that of a competitive TUDI.
- The use of novel airport runway lights does not appear to
  be cost effective. There are long-term maintenance problems
  associated with their use.

CHAPTER FOUR

SYSTEMS PLANNING AND DESIGN GUIDELINES

Many states in the United States are actively considering the
use of SPUIs to address local traffic problems. By the end of
1989 more than 30 were operational and dozens more in design
and construction, as Figure 60 illustrates. In Phoenix alone, five
new SPUIs have become operational since 1989, with many
others still being planned. In other parts of the country, perhaps
only one SPUI has been built and highway planners are consider-
ning many more in their future plans. As an example, one overpass
SPUI was recently completed in Reno, Nevada, and nearly a
dozen potential sites have been identified for future implementa-
tion in Las Vegas. Some may be overpasses and others under-
passes. Other states have no SPUIs whatsoever. Other than their
basic policy on geometric design of highways, most states have
little planning, design, or operations guidelines on SPUI design.
The following chapters provide the desired supplemental mate-
rial on this new type of efficient urban interchange.

This chapter is directed at providing a strategic planning and
design perspective of SPUIs as developed from the field survey
results, analytic studies, and salient literature on the subject.
Basic application of SPUIs in previous highway projects is de-
scribed first followed by consideration of the general impacts
of traffic growth on traffic demand and the need for design
alternatives that provide a sizeable increase in capacity. A critical
lane analysis of traffic signal capacity then follows. Finally, a
series of summary guidelines are provided to assist planners in
testing their designs. The probable ultimate design for a two-level
SPUI is identified.

SPUI APPLICATIONS

As noted, major efforts are currently underway to rebuild the
national urban highway system and restore its operational qual-
ity to desired levels of service. In this regard, several types of
operational problems seem to have been addressed when SPUIs
were selected as the design interchange form. The following
material describes these observed target applications in urban
highway project development.

New Freeways

In one notable case, a complete new freeway was built from
scratch on new alignment in a highly developed urban area in
Arizona. This large project was the completion of the inner loop
of the Interstate Highway System and, consequently, it was
not built on existing freeway right-of-way. In addition, there was
no through traffic to maintain during construction. Alternate
routes were readily available so that construction could proceed
at an optimal schedule. In none of the numerous SPUIs built in
this project were frontage roads used. In most cases, cast-in-place
construction of the underpass and overpass bridges was used.
Because mainline alignments were not constrained, other than
to satisfy the existing design speed, a wide variety of designs
were selected to best fit local conditions. Construction of urban
Freeway Upgrades

In this more common case, SPUIs have been installed as the agency was rehabilitating and rebuilding the Interstate Highway System. The overall plan may have called for added freeway main lanes and new structures with individual capacity upgrades at congested cross arterial interchanges. Design constraints of maintaining existing alignments and working within existing rights-of-way were evident. Right-of-way costs were usually very expensive.

SPUIs were used in freeway upgrade projects under the following conditions where no frontage roads exist. First, SPUIs were used at an existing underpass interchange of an undersized tight urban diamond (TUDI) where a two-span platform bridge can be constructed while maintaining all existing traffic flow. Off-ramp construction can be performed within the existing right-of-way by using retaining walls and soffit-designed left turning ramps at the bridge. A second case sometimes occurred where the freeway was being widened and an undersized cloverleaf interchange was being replaced because of operational problems. A full-sized SPUI having dual, left turn lanes on all approaches was built within the existing right-of-way. Typical examples of freeway upgrade construction using freeway underpass SPUIs are shown in Figure 61.

Converting an existing TUDI freeway overpass structure to a SPUI will be a challenge for several reasons. If a single-span overpass bridge is used, an additional 6 ft or so of vertical grade separation will be required to transition from, perhaps, a 70-ft clear span overpass having 3-ft deep beams, to a 200-ft center span, or more, having 9-ft beams. In flat topography, this additional 6 ft or so of vertical separation is difficult to attain without major disruptions to traffic for extended periods of time. A three-span bridge will reduce the grade separation perhaps 2 ft, but the added bridge construction time and cost may offset any direct benefit of the reduced bridge height and fill cost. High strength materials may also reduce span depth. Should the minor road also be widened, however, then some mainline grade change would likely be required for an upgraded TUDI because of the longer span.

Operational experience strongly suggests that undesirable compromises considered for alignment or bridge clearance should be avoided in freeway upgrades. Situations having undulating topography, producing a swale or saddle-back, or an elevated freeway section are more conducive to satisfying desirable...
alignment design requirements at lower construction costs.

Obviously, traffic control of high volume freeway traffic during any reconstruction project of this size is a critical and difficult proposition. Nowadays, the upgrade design that can be built the fastest on an urban freeway may be considered more desirable, given that it has adequate capacity.

**Arterial Upgrades**

At least four states have been using SPUIs as a principal interchange in the process of upgrading existing signalized urban arterials to expressway-freeway standards. This work has focused on increasing the mainline corridor capacity over an extended distance, rather than just for local congestion relief. The acquisition of additional right-of-way along existing urban arterials is expensive and often becomes the principal design constraint.

Arterial upgrades in Florida, Georgia, and Alabama are examples. In all three of these cases, one-way frontage roads were built to handle the arterial traffic during construction. In these cases, all mainline bridges were overpasses. Multispan bridges with turnaround lanes were used in almost all cases. Once the bridge construction was completed, the one-way frontage roads used to handle detour traffic were left in place. The frontage roads with turnaround lanes provide enhanced access to local businesses that depend on established local service for their economic vitality. Every state mentioned the provision of convenient frontage road access using turnaround lanes as an important project selling point to the public.

**Congestion Relief**

A sizeable number of SPUIs to date have been built to provide relief from existing or projected traffic congestion at the intersection of a freeway or major arterial street with another crossing arterial. These designs to relieve spot congestion have widely variable attributes depending on the specific local conditions. They may have been the first SPUIs built in the state and, therefore, were somewhat of a test case. In some areas, their selection appears to have been based somewhat on their high-tech appeal to relieve expected traffic congestion. Their proposed use as gateway interchanges to airports where high turning volumes occur is an example.

**DEMAND ANALYSIS**

The field survey indicates that most future SPUIs will be built at locations presently experiencing peak hour congestion. In these cases, the current total intersection volume-to-capacity (v/c) ratio during the peak hour is about 1.0, or perhaps higher. Assuming the existing intersection traffic demand is at capacity permits a direct comparison between forecasted traffic growth and resulting v/c ratio together with inferred congestion and delay, assuming no capacity increase.

To provide some perspective on the future capacity requirements at congested intersections, Figure 62 presents the percentage increase in traffic demand that would occur over the next 20 years at typical rates of growth per year. The primary focus of this congestion analysis is on the critical signalized traffic movements and not on the freeway flow provided. A base of 1.00 is assumed, permitting direct projections of resulting volume-to-capacity ratio growth on the total intersection. Also shown along the secondary Y-axis in the figure is the resulting v/c ratio if the present intersection were converted to an interchange having twice its present capacity for the remaining critical movements. Normal traffic growth rates are thought to be about 3 percent per year in urban areas where SPUIs may be considered, with low end growth rates of 2 percent and high growth rates of 4 percent. Figure 62 illustrates that a congested intersection today must have nearly a doubling in capacity for the new interchange to readily function for 20 years into the future.

**CAPACITY ANALYSIS**

The total capacity provided by an interchange primarily determines the amount of congestion relief provided by the new facility. Total capacity, however, is a complex subject, particularly for signalized diamond interchanges, and should not be taken lightly. Total capacity depends on a multitude of factors, including the total number of lanes, geometric design features, and traffic control.

The following analysis is limited to those candidate interchanges that are signalized and have two-level grade separation, primarily the single point urban interchange (SPUI) and the tight urban diamond interchange (TUDI). Because of the probable, extremely high cost of acquiring large parcels of developed urban land, a new signalized parclo interchange is not considered as being a viable interchange upgrade option for congestion relief in most developed urban areas.

**Base Case**

If the basic case experiencing congestion is an at-grade inter-
section (AGI), the solution scope is much different from that if the base case is an existing two-level interchange. In the former case, simply grade separating the major flow reduces the demand on the AGI by perhaps 40 percent or more. In addition, the number of conflicting phases is reduced from four to three, collectively increasing the total capacity of the remaining phases by nearly 50 percent. Any two-level grade separation that provides only modest improvements for the remaining traffic movements probably would provide acceptable congestion relief for a reasonable design life, as indicated by Figure 62.

The more complex problem occurs when an older two-level interchange is congested, and needs upgrading. In this case, mainline traffic flows have already been removed from the intersection and no other large reduction in demand can be achieved unless multilevel, or directional interchanges are used, which are outside the scope of this analysis. Thus, the remaining turning movements must be provided significantly more real capacity at grade in the intersection area. In this case, a realistic design approach requires that at least 75 percent more critical lanes be added to satisfy probable 20-year traffic growth. Most interchange design options will have to provide dual turning lanes to satisfy this capacity need.

Number of Lanes

The total number of lanes feeding (and exiting) the interchange primarily determines the total interchange capacity. Lanes are provided in three general locations: on the cross street at the throat to the interchange, on the cross street within the interchange, and along the ramps. Any plan to upgrade a two-level interchange to another two-level interchange should include widening the crossing arterial by at least two main lanes regardless of interchange type. Thus, upgrading is expedited when the existing cross arterial is a four-lane divided facility. Conversion to a SPUI will also require the use of dual advance left turn lanes and probably auxiliary arrival and departure right turn lanes. Consequently, planners should be prepared to provide an 8 to 10 lane cross section at the throat to the SPUI.

A similar number of lanes should be expected with a TUDI, with one exception possible. Some favorable traffic patterns may not require both advanced left turn lanes when using a TUDI because the inbound arterial phase carries both left and through traffic into the interchange. However, the TUDI then pays a penalty for this feature because the opposing left turns are both normally offset from the arterial centerline even though neither operationally conflicts with the other. Thus, the TUDI's interior cross section may have one or two more lanes than the SPUI, which would require more space. Two factors may offset some of the expected increase in cost for this case. Firstly, the state already owns most if not all the additional right-of-way needed. Secondly, the wider space required for TUDI overpass designs can be spanned with a cheaper, two-span median supported bridge than can the single span bridge used by a SPUI. If the TUDI bridge design has to span the total area because of design restrictions, little cost differential may result.

Capacity per Lane

Review of the 1985 "Highway Capacity Manual" shows that it does not provide an explicit analysis methodology on signalized diamond interchanges (22). Thus, most of the following capacity results were derived from previous work by Messer on TUDIs (23). Recent saturation flow and phase lost time studies by Bonneson (11), Poppe (12), and Hook (13) provide useful field data on SPUI operations. Bonneson's work was conducted in Clearwater, Florida, as a part of this research; whereas, the studies of Poppe and Hook were recently completed in Phoenix, Arizona.

The total throughput capacity of a signalized diamond interchange is the product of the total number of input approach lanes, the number of phases, and the average phase capacity per lane on the critical input approaches. The well-known sum of critical movement volumes (SCV) results from the latter two components. The SCV method provides a planning tool for assessing the total input efficiency of the interchange. However, the equivalent average phase capacity (APC) method provides more insight on a design's ability to serve the hourly traffic volumes.

The sum of critical movement volumes (SCV) and their resulting average phase capacity (APC) per lane which serve the critical traffic movements on the external approaches to the interchange are developed from previous work by Messer on diamond interchange capacity (23). The sum of critical lane volumes for any signalized diamond interchange can be shown to be given by the equation:

$$SCV = S[1 + \Phi/C - n(p + c)/C]$$

(3)

Dividing by the number of critical input phases, n, on the external approaches yields the average phase capacity per input approach lane as given by:

$$APC = S[1/n + \Phi/nC - (p + c)/C]$$

(4)

where at the interchange \(SCV = \) sum of critical input movement volumes, vphpl; \(APC = \) average phase capacity per lane, vphpl; \(S = \) average saturation flow per lane, vphpl; \(C = \) average cycle length, sec; \(n = \) number of critical phases in cycle; \(p = \) average lost time to start up platoons per phase, sec; \(c = \) average clearance lost time per phase, sec; and \(\Phi = \) total phase overlap in the cycle, sec.

This methodology assumes that the internal turning movements at a TUDI have more capacity than the external movements and that they will not become critical movements. This will almost always be the case for nominal cycles if the spacing between the intersections does not exceed 400 ft (23).

Saturation Flow

One feature of the SPUI that appears to give it more capacity is the large radii of its left-turn paths. In general, drivers appear to have adapted well to the large radii and make efficient use of the protected left-turn phases. As noted below, the large radii induce higher saturation flow rates and operating speeds through the interchange as compared to an at-grade intersection (AGI) or a tight urban diamond (TUDI). However, these higher flow rates are attained at the expense of higher phase lost times needed to provide safe clearances between phase transitions.

Saturation flow per lane essentially represents the traffic carrying capacity of a lane when the signal is effectively green.
The 1985 "Highway Capacity Manual" (22) assumes that the saturation flow rate for through movements at AGIs is the highest at a typical value of 1,800 pcp/hgpl under ideal conditions. Left-turn phases are stated to be 0.95 of the adjacent through traffic, all other factors being the same. The left turn factor for dual left turn lanes for an AGI is 0.92 in the HCM.

Recent field studies of SPUI operations conducted in Florida (11) and Arizona (12, 13) indicate that saturation flow rates at interchanges are higher than given in the 1985 HCM. In addition, these studies found that the left turn saturation flow at SPUIs is much higher than at AGIs. Poppe (12) recommended ideal saturation flow rates of 2,000 pcp/hgpl for both SPUI through and left turn movements. Bonneson (11) found that the operating speed, saturation flow rate and phase lost time all increase as the left-turn radius increases. Hook and Upchurch (13) studied seven TUDIs in Arizona and compared their data to Poppe's SPUI results collected nearby the year before. Like Bonneson's results, they found that left turn saturation flow increased with increasing radius of turn across both interchange types. This important and timely research study (13) also found that (1) there was no significant statistical difference in saturation flows for through movements between SPUIs and TUDIs of equal lane width; and (2) there was a significant difference in saturation flow rates for ramp left turns with the SPUI being larger, presumably because of its larger left turning radius.

Based on these recent field studies, the average saturation flow rate for an interchange through movement under ideal design conditions is assumed to be 2,000 pcp/hgpl. Furthermore, Bonneson's left turn equation developed from Florida data was calibrated to the Arizona data sets at a left turn radius of 200 ft where saturation flow rates of 2,000 pcp/hgpl are predicted. The resulting calibrated equation for left turn saturation flow in passenger cars per hour green per lane (pcp/hgpl) is

$$S_L = \frac{3,600}{(1.50 + 1.11/R^{0.245})} \quad (5)$$

where $S_L$ = saturation flow of left turn maneuver, pcp/hgpl; and $R = \text{average left turn radius of turning maneuver, ft.}$

The application of this equation to signalized interchanges could easily follow the 1985 HCM procedures except that the saturation flow for "ideal conditions" would be 2,000 pcp/hgpl and the protected left turn factor, $f_p$, as derived from Eq. 5 would be

$$f_p = 1.0/(0.833 + 0.617/R^{0.245}) \quad (6)$$

Quantifying the effects of trucks and other heavy vehicles on saturation flow is another matter. The passenger car equivalency (PCE) used in the HCM is 1.5 for through traffic only, but Molina (24) has shown that the PCE for typical through-moving urban truck traffic averages about 2.7, with a range from 1.7 for small trucks to 3.7 for five-axle trucks. Of concern also is that casual field observation suggests that large truck PCEs apparently increase with decreasing turning radius for a given lane width in some as yet unquantified way. Large truck volumes turning left from off-ramps under tight geometric conditions could have a major impact on capacity.

### Interchanges Studied

The previously cited field studies provided saturation flow and lost time data used in the foregoing equations to make comparative analyses of three interchange types: the basic three-phase SPUI, the four-phase SPUI with frontage roads, and the four-phase TUDI with and without frontage roads as described in Ref. 23. The signal phasing of the SPUI design types is shown in Figures 32 to 34. The average saturation flow must be determined based on the type of phases used and the geometry of the interchange. A list of some of the values selected for analysis is presented below, followed by some derivations of geometric correlations among variables used in the comparisons. In all cases, the external phase durations were set to 30 sec based on the field survey of rush-hour conditions. Cycle lengths were adjusted accordingly.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type of Interchange</th>
<th>Average Through Saturation Flow, pcp/hgpl</th>
<th>Average Cycle sec</th>
<th>Number of Phases</th>
<th>Lost Time per Phase $p + c$, sec</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPUI3</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2 + c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPUI4</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 + c</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TUDI</td>
<td>2,000</td>
<td>100 to 114</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2 + 2.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Saturation flow rates used in the analysis depended on the turning movements that occur and assumed geometry of the interchange. The saturation flow rate for through movements was assumed to be 2,000 pcp/hgpl based on the above three field studies (11, 12, 13). Bonneson's generalized equation for left turns calibrated to the Arizona data (12, 13) was used for all left turns, as given previously in Eq. 5. TUDI left turn radii were all assumed to be 60 ft with a 3 percent reduction assumed for the effect of dual left turn lanes as suggested by the 1985 HCM (22). This produced a left turn saturation flow rate for all TUDIs of 1,828 pcp/hgpl, but this does not account for any effects of truck operations.

A large high-type signalized intersection is assumed to have a total lost time per phase of 4.5 sec, composed of a 2.0-sec platoon startup time and a 2.5-sec clearance lost time per phase expected at the end of a phase for a base intersection about 50 to 60 ft wide. Poppe (12) estimated the clearance lost time for a SPUI as related to the signal change interval, $CI$, of the phase as

$$c = 0.947 CI - 2.292 \quad (7)$$

with an $R$-square of 0.97. It is desired to estimate the $CI$ in Poppe's equation above, using the ITE signal change interval equation described earlier in Chapter Three as

$$CI = T + V/2d + (W + L)/V \quad (8)$$

Assuming that the standard values are $T = 1.0$ sec, $L = 20$ ft, and $d = 10$ fps, and that a nominal approach speed of 35 mph results in a direct estimate of the clearance interval, $CI$, in terms of the conflict travel distance, $W$, in feet,

$$CI = 3.956 + 0.0195 W \quad (9)$$

Substituting Eq. 9 into Eq. 7 provides a direct estimate of the clearance lost time for a travel speed of 35 mph as related to the intersection conflict travel distance, $W$, for the movement within the SPUI interchange control area as:

$$c = 1.454 + 0.01847 W \quad (10)$$
A value of $W = 56$ ft produces a clearance lost time of 2.5 sec as assumed for large intersections. These results compare well with Bonneson's Florida data (11).

The phase overlap times used for tight urban diamond interchanges are estimated from data collected in Texas over two decades ago (23). These data are widely accepted as average values in the PASSER III diamond interchange signal timing program and are used nationwide. The total overlap is estimated from the following travel time equation for vehicles beginning from a stopped position as

$$\Phi = 2[0.5 + \sqrt{0.45 S} - 2.0] \quad (11)$$

where $S$ is the stop-line to stop-line travel distances, in feet, between the two intersections of the TUDI, and also roughly equals the center-to-center of the ramp spacings between the two intersections, $D$.

Comparative studies were made between SPUIs and TUDIs having the same center-to-center ramp-to-ramp spacings, $D$. The following relationships were assumed: for TUDIs, $S = D$, and $W = 36$ (and 56); for SPUI3s, $W = S = D$; for SPUI4s, $W - 36 = S = D$, and where for SPUIs $W$ is for the through movements only. Data from the field survey were used to obtain geometric correlations between SPUI left turn distances within the central control area and $D$. These studies revealed that $L = 0.87 D$, which can be estimated from basic surveying. In the previous equations, $D$ is the center-to-center ramp separation distance, in feet; $W$ is the width of the central control area, and $L$ ($= W$ for left turns) is the average turning path length in the SPUI conflict area for a given radius $R$, in feet, for a given size $D$. The SPUI bridge is assumed to have a nominal design length. The left turn correlations are an average of single-span and three-span bridges for overpass SPUIs. Some minor differences were noted between single-span and three-span bridges, as expected.

### Capacity Results

Figure 63 presents the calculated capacity results for nominal designs and for passenger car operations only. Effects of large truck operations are not included. Figure 63(a) shows the sum of critical input lane volumes, $SCV$, (from Eq. 3) as a function of center-to-center off-ramp separation distance, $D$. Again note that off-ramps are assumed to be 36-ft wide and this distance is also assumed to be the same as the nominal stop-line to stop-line separation distances of through traffic for SPUI3s and TUDIs. As Figure 63(a) shows, the TUDI clearly provides a higher $SCV$, but must serve 4 input volumes. The SPUI3 and SPUI4 have about the same $SCV$, but the SPUI4 must serve four critical input traffic movements; whereas, the SPUI3 does not have to serve the frontage road through traffic.

Figure 63(b) provides additional insight on interchange capacity as it depicts the resulting average phase capacity per lane, $APC$ (from Eq. 4) for the three interchange types. This figure suggests that a SPUI3 is slightly more efficient than a TUDI on a per lane basis (perhaps 50 pcphpl per phase per lane at nominal ramp spacings), but the advantage diminishes as the size of the interchange becomes larger. At a nominal stop-line separation distance of 265 ft, they become equal. The SPUI4 clearly does not have as efficient lane capacities per phase for passenger car operations, primarily because of the large phase lost times incurred, unless perhaps if significant left turn truck volumes are present on restricted off ramps. Likewise, Figure 63 indicates the capacity benefits to all SPUIs by keeping the intersection conflict area, $W$, of a well-designed SPUI as small as possible, thereby minimizing clearance lost times.

### Right Turns at SPUI3

Right-turn capacities of the SPUI3 and TUDIs can be very dissimilar. While the capacity per lane of the SPUI3 right turn from the cross street is about the same as the TUDI, its off-ramp right turns may have less capacity per lane than does the TUDI and is operationally much less dependable. Off-ramp right turns should be carefully evaluated and addressed in both geometric and signal design. Failure to apply the design procedures described in Chapters Five and Six may result in surprising congestion along the off ramps under some traffic conditions, as explained in the following.
All TUDI right turns have one parent through signal phase to protect its flow onto the intersecting link as does the SPUI3 right turn from the cross street. Normally, the through and right turn volumes are correlated and the through volumes are large enough per lane to protect the rights. However, the off-ramp right turns from the SPUI have no parent through phase to carry them, and this fact can cause problems. The right turn can have protected entry only during the near side left turn phase from the cross street. These right and left turn volumes are not usually temporally correlated. Consequently, during rush hours when the subject right turn volume is high and if the opposing left turn volume is also high, an additional phase may have to be called in just to serve the remaining right turn demand. In contrast to its off-ramp capacity, the SPUI3's arterial right turns have one additional phase to protect it, the off-ramp left turns from the mainline (the ones that would protect TUDI or a SPUI4 right turns but do not protect the SPUI3). Thus, cross-street right turns are seldom an operational problem at the signal, but may experience downstream merging problems if restricted merging occurs.

To summarize, planners should be advised that off-ramp right turns at a SPUI3 may have less right-turn capacity than expected from traditional intersection experience. Downstream weaving to local access points can also be heavy and difficult. Consequently, special attention should be given to evaluating the off-ramp right turns as compared to those from the cross street, particularly in high-volume situations having balanced traffic patterns. Dual off-ramp right-turn lanes should be considered. Several computer programs, including the Highway Capacity Software, TRAF-Netsim, and TRANSYT 7-5, can be used for assessing these operational issues.

Freeway Merging

Since dual-lane left-turn capacity from the cross road of a SPUI is efficient and can carry 900 vph or more during the rush hour, the potential exists to overload the downstream freeway on ramp, especially when considering the efficiency of the cross-street right turns that likewise could output up to 900 vph. A capacity analysis of the freeway on-ramp merging volume should be conducted to assure that potentially high on-ramp volumes from the SPUI can be accommodated. The analyst should also consider whether ramp metering or HOV bypass lanes may be used at the on ramp in the future and provide any additional queue storage needed.

SPUI DESIGN GUIDELINES

The single-point urban interchange, or SPUI, is a new and innovative highway facility for improving urban mobility. It has attributes of both a high-type signalized intersection and a large grade-separated interchange. Operational experience at more than 25 interchanges reveals that well-designed interchanges that emphasize the principles of positive guidance can be designed to operate safely and efficiently under a wide range of conditions. However, field observations also indicate that every effort should be made to provide adequate funding for a design meeting desirable standards for geometrics and traffic control devices. All aspects of the physical features of the SPUI should be thoroughly planned down to the smallest visible details before the preliminary design is completed to ensure operational efficiency is attained. As an example, in no other interchange are the details of the bridge design so interrelated to geometric, traffic control, and illumination design. The following design process is recommended for providing a quality SPUI design.

Design Objectives

A SPUI design that satisfies the following objectives would be expected to operate safely and efficiently for the design life of the project. A systematic design process should be followed to assure that all design elements are in harmony and provide a high level of positive guidance. Adequate operational transitions from mainline operations to operating in a SPUI environment are essential. Early planning and coordination of geometric design, traffic control device design, and bridge design are encouraged to more efficiently achieve the desired system design goals. The recommended principal SPUI design objectives are as follows:

1. Size the interchange to provide adequate capacity to satisfy vehicular traffic demand expected for the design year in a safe and efficient manner.
2. Select the most desirable grade separation type, overpass or underpass, for existing conditions. Simple, multiospan bridges are preferred.
3. Provide a bridge design that can efficiently add two future main lanes without major structural modification or significant impact on mainline traffic.
4. Provide a design that can be readily expanded to a full 6-2-2-2 configuration during the design life of the interchange (see Figure 1).
5. Provide a design that can be efficiently constructed, given site-specific conditions, in a minimum amount of time and traffic interruption.
6. Provide a design sensitive to the local aesthetics and environment.
7. Provide adequate visibility and sight distance of the critical geometric and operational features, both day and night.
8. Provide facilities appropriate to serve the pedestrian traffic demand expected for the site. Minimize pedestrian impacts on traffic capacity.
9. Provide the traffic control devices best suited to fulfill the needs of unfamiliar motorists operating on this class of interchange.
10. Obtain adequate right-of-way to satisfy design year traffic demand for the traffic movements at desirable operating speeds.

The foregoing list is certainly not exhaustive of all the important design goals and decisions that need to be addressed and satisfied; however, the above list of objectives is provided to help focus the attention of the design team on ten items believed to be the most critical in providing a good SPUI design based on the results of the field survey conducted within this research. All elements of the design should be thoroughly coordinated, down to making sure that the orientation of signal lens arrows and lane use arrows are in concert with the guide signs and geometrics.
Principal Design Parameters

This section describes some of the major design parameters and constraints usually found in a SPUI design problem. This information can be used to guide the assessment of the feasibility of a SPUI as a viable design alternative when examining an existing site, or to guide designers as they prepare preliminary design plans. The following checklist of typical constraints needs to be considered early in the preliminary design process:

1. Need to maintain traffic flow of intersecting highways during construction.
2. Need to maintain existing mainline vertical and horizontal alignments.
3. Presence of mainline frontal or service roads.
4. Interface with local cross street alignment and cross section.
5. Need for immediate local access to abutting property.
6. Need for nearby major intersection with local street system.
7. Physical constraints, such as a nearby parallel railroad.
8. Location and nature of existing utilities and easements.
9. Geotechnical issues related to support strength for substructures, the level of the water table, and the need for and convenience of storm water drainage.
10. Local right-of-way costs and parcel availability.
11. Agency policy decisions regarding use of elevated structures.
12. Level and nature of construction funds available.

Principal SPUI Design Decisions

The formulation of a SPUI design must early on consider the basic physical and cost elements in the design. A typical SPUI may cost $10,000,000 or more. Of this cost, one-third can be for right-of-way, one-third for constructing the bridge, and one-third for all other items combined. A wide variability in cost of right-of-way is to be expected, depending on site-specific economics. The large bridges used in SPUI designs merit critical analysis of design options, particularly for overpass designs where unusually long single-span lengths exceeding 200 ft may be proposed.

Some initial planning must address the requirements for maintaining traffic flow on the mainline and cross street during construction, the durations that any or all lanes can be closed, and how this work fits into the overall construction program in the area. The following major design decisions must be addressed, given that a SPUI is to be constructed:

1. To build the most cost-effective SPUI that satisfies the previous design objectives in a timely manner.
2. To use an overpass or underpass grade separation of the mainline highway.
3. The selection of desirable rather than minimum level AASHTO geometric design controls, particularly for design speed and sight distance.
4. The selection of cross section for the cross street, including the use of median divider for advanced left-turn lanes, center island, and any provision of paved shoulders, bicycle lanes, and pedestrian sidewalks.
5. Bridge design, including type, length and number of spans, location of bents and abutments, vertical clearance, and provision in the bridge design for future added mainline capacity.
6. Traffic control device system to be used, and location of traffic control devices on approaches, within islands, and on the superstructure of the bridge.
7. Type of roadway lighting system used, if any.
8. Use of FAA runway lights to dynamically mark left turning lanes.

It is most desirable that the formulation of the bridge design alternatives and preparation of the preliminary bridge design plans be coordinated with all other critical design features to best satisfy the design goals and objectives of the project.

BRIDGE DESIGN GUIDELINES

The large grade separating bridge structure is the principal design feature of a single-point urban interchange (SPUI). By removing the largest through movement flowing through the intersection, the effective capacity available to the remaining traffic movements is increased by over one-third. The added cost of providing the bridge(s) is likewise large.

Bridge Type

The data base reveals that a wide variety of bridges are used to provide the grade separation. Of a total of 36 bridges in the survey, 27 (75 percent) are mainline overpasses of the cross road and 9 (25 percent) are underpasses. Of the 27 overpasses, 7 are single-span bridges, 20 are multispan bridges. Of the 9 underpasses, 2 are single span and 7 are multispan. Most bridges are unit designs but 2 presently have separate structures that provide for additional roadway capacity expansion in the future. Several of the other unit-designed bridges likewise provide abutment designs with room for adding an additional freeway lane in each direction in the future.

Superstructure design also varies widely, primarily dependent on site-specific design requirements and local cost-effectiveness results. Local construction capabilities together with local design preferences have affected the bridge options considered. Three bridge designs are common for single-span, overpass SPUIs having clear spans in the 180 to 280 ft range: (1) steel plate girder (3), (2) steel trapezoidal box girder (3), and (3) concrete cast-in-place box girder (1). The number of bridges contained in the sample of the type described is shown in parentheses.

A range of multispan (usually 3 spans) bridge types were also noted for overpass SPUIs. As in the prior case, three types of superstructure designs were noted as: (1) steel plate girder (12), (2) steel trapezoidal box girder (2), and (3) concrete cast-in-place box girder (1).

Underpass designs also varied in material type and number of spans. It is important to note that most underpass designs use a mid-span bridge support beam, unlike no overpass design in the survey. All multispan (usually 2 spans) underpasses used the mid-span bridge support located in the median of the underpassing highway. Three types of bridges contained in the data base for underpass designs are: (1) steel single span (1), (2) steel multispan (2), and (3) concrete cast-in-place multispan (3).
Bridge Span

A long clear span bridge is required for overpasses to provide the open space needed in a SPUI for the four inverted left turns to operate inside one another. Several major interchange design elements have increasing cost impacts with increasing span length. Among these are bridge superstructure and substructure, roadway embankment and realignment, and ultimate right-of-way takings.

Simple span bridges are frequently used at SPUIs where the freeway overpasses the cross road. Observed span lengths are given in Figure 30 for these designs. Span length varies with size of the interchange but there is a common range of single spans around 200 to 220 ft. The longest operational single span bridge of 270 ft was found at a new SPUI located on I-215 in southern Salt Lake City, Utah. Figure 60 shows this interchange under construction.

Multispan bridges are more frequently used for overpass designs. Field observations indicate that they provide an openness and generous visibility that are desirable features. However, setback locations of the supporting bridge bents (piers) can be a design issue for providing desirable sight distance to crossing movements. A typical design without frontage roads may have three spans on the order of 100-180-100 = 380 ft. The smaller bridge bents are structurally attached only to the mainline girders. This provides added visibility compared to simple-span bridge abutment designs whose cross section is generally wider than the total roadway cross section. In multispan bridges, one design control requires a minimum proportional spacing between the two supporting bents to eliminate any upward deflection of the tips of the end spans when large trucks are critically located in the center span.

Multispan bridges have been used in overpass designs for several reasons. Multispan bridges are probably required when an overpass SPUI is to be built along a freeway (or divided highway) that has one-way frontage roads. This is because frontage road turnaround (U-turn) lanes under the structure will probably be desired for local traffic circulation. The added spanning distance of these turnaround lanes requires the bridged distance to be lengthened another 200 ft or so, which can be economically provided only with a multispan bridge having two additional 100-ft end spans. An example of this type of frontage road system was observed in Huntsville, Alabama, where four SPUIs have been built using multispan bridges to provide the necessary clearance for the U-turn lanes. Figure 64 (top) shows one of these multispan bridges.

Multispan bridges have also been used where there is significant curvature in the horizontal alignment. Figure 64 (bottom) shows one of these bridges nearing completion. All multispan bridges are continuous beam designs that reduce the required structural beam depth about 1 ft, but require some design flexibility in locating the supporting bents and bridge abutments to attain the span ratios that minimize uplifting the beam ends from the bridge seat. The general openness and good aesthetics of multispan bridges compared to simple span bridges having steep-sided embankments or retaining walls may also be important decision attributes in some terrain conditions and urban locations.

Underpass designs, while sometimes having special drainage problems, usually can be designed with about one-third the clear span due to the use of a median bent. Thus, an underpass SPUI design may need no additional vertical separation, assuming bridge clearances of the respective highways are the same. This can be an important cost consideration in upgrading an existing intersection.

As a matter of information, planners may desire to know that AASHTO bridge design guidelines (25) provide formal numerical design guidelines relating bridge clear span and depth of the girder. For composite girders, the ratio of the overall depth of girder (concrete slab plus steel girder) to the length of span preferably should not be less than \( \frac{1}{29} \), and the ratio of steel girder alone to length of span preferably should not be less than \( \frac{1}{40} \). These design requirements may be exceeded, however, at the discretion of the designer when certain design criteria are satisfied. Figure 65 illustrates the impact of bridge span on depth of girder based on the \( \frac{1}{29} \) guideline. Also shown in Figure 65 is the potential total height of the bridge, assuming a vertical clearance to the bottom of the bridge of 17.0 ft and a 1.0 ft pavement depth. A composite design requires thicker spans but less steel, probably being a less attractive design approach for most SPUIs.

The above AASHTO structural requirement usually causes major revisions to be needed in either the mainline or cross-road vertical alignment profiles when existing interchanges of simple diamond designs having clear spans of 60 to 80 ft are converted into single span SPUIs having 200 to 240 ft clear spans, respectively. Assuming no added vertical bridge clearances are needed,
the vertical profile for either the mainline or cross road will need to be separated an additional 6.0 ft or so. This is a common problem with overpass SPUI designs. A review of several case histories suggests that usually either the mainline is raised or the cross road is depressed to achieve this nearly 6-ft additional grade separation. Two cases are known where both original roadway alignments were adjusted some to achieve the required vertical separation in grade lines. To be sure, widening the cross road at the interchange will likely require some added span depth regardless of the type of configuration, SPUI or TUDI, and any significant elevation change in vertical alignment would have a related effect on the reconstruction cost of the interchange.

A COMMON DESIGN PROBLEM

Traffic congestion is normally due to inadequate physical capacity of the intersection, perhaps combined with inefficient signal operations. Where inadequate capacity is the dominate reason for the intersection congestion, grade separating the mainline traffic greatly reduces the traffic demand on the remaining at-grade facility and congestion will probably disappear for 10 years or more regardless of the resulting type of interchange selected. However, modifying an existing interchange to reduce congestion will not receive the dramatic benefits of grade separation and, therefore, proposed interchange upgrades should be carefully evaluated and trade-offs understood. The following scenario is provided to highlight critical design issues.

Operational Scenario

A typical operational problem that must often be addressed by traffic planners is an at-grade-intersection (AGI) that is experiencing congestion during the morning and afternoon peak hours. While each case may vary, it would appear unlikely that a SPUI would be considered to replace a congested intersection until the ultimate build-out capacity of the AGI has been reached within the available right-of-way and the existing intersection volume-to-capacity ratio is near or exceeding 1.0 during the peak hours. This design scenario implies that some steady increase in traffic demand be occurring at the intersection, say perhaps 3.0 percent per year.

As noted in Figure 62, the above traffic growth over the design life of the project provides a design goal for the level of capacity improvement needed. If one assumes a design life of 20 years from the day of decision, the following increases in physical capacity are estimated from Figure 62 to be needed for the AGI, and for comparison purposes an existing older TUDI, to provide undersaturated traffic flow until reaching the projected design hour conditions 20 years in the future.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Existing Facility</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AGI</td>
<td>TUDI</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20-year demand increase at 3 percent</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>demand reduction per lane due to grade separation</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net increase in physical capacity required to achieve v/c = 1.0</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>net increase in physical capacity required to achieve v/c = 0.8</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This simple analysis clearly identifies the scope of solutions required within existing right-of-way. For an existing AGI, the new design needs to have about 50 percent more capacity at the resulting intersection just to satisfy capacity requirements. If the existing design is a TUDI, 81 percent more capacity is required just to provide existing traffic conditions 20 years into the future. If one designs for a volume-to-capacity ratio of 0.8 in the design year, the net capacity increase that should be provided by the new facility rises to 62 percent and 100 percent, for the present AGI and TUDI, respectively. Clearly, any new two-level interchange design must provide at least 50 percent more lanes at the intersection, and a new design for an old TUDI would need to double the existing interchange signal capacity. Resulting mainline operation was not assumed in this analysis to be experiencing congestion.

Solution Scope

There are only two places to provide more lanes at the intersections of an existing two-level diamond interchange. One place is on the cross street by widening the cross road, say from four to six lanes, and then simultaneously providing dual left-turn lanes. Another is to increase the number of off-ramp lanes from perhaps two to four by splitting the off-ramp turns prior to reaching the interchange. Usually, auxiliary right-turn lanes on the cross street have already been used in the existing design. This proposed upgrade solution was commonly observed in the field survey for congestion relief SPUI interchanges, as depicted earlier in Figure 1. The added critical lane upgrade ratio in the SPUI design of Figure 1 was 8/5 = 1.6, or a 60 percent increase in the number of critical approach lanes. Improvements in saturation flow per lane added perhaps another 10 percent increase in interchange capacity.

Ultimate SPUI Design

The ultimate build-out SPUI interchange configuration without frontage roads appears to be a 6-2-2-2 configuration for both
t the overpass and underpass designs. This design would be a six-lane cross arterial having two-lane left-turn lanes at the junction, as shown in Figure 1, combined with two lanes for off-ramp left turns and two lanes for off-ramp right turns, as depicted in Figure 66. A 240-ft single-span bridge may be needed. The overpassing bridge abutment can and should be designed for supporting one additional freeway lane in each direction at some future date without any major modification or difficulty. For AGIs, a four-lane freeway could be built initially, with ultimate horizon year expansion provided for six lanes. With existing TUDIs, a minimum of six freeway lanes should be provided with a horizon year expansion capability of eight lanes. Once the bridge is constructed, the cross-street capacity cannot be increased without grade-separation to three levels.

Future expansion to three-level interchanges can be provided easier from two-level underpass SPUI designs than from overpass designs by using cross-street flyovers, essentially converting the design into a three-level stacked diamond (26).

Figure 66. Ultimate off-ramp design for 6-2-2-2 SPUI: (a) normal view looking downstream; (b) back view looking upstream.

CHAPTER FIVE

INTERCHANGE DESIGN GUIDELINES

The quality of an interchange design depends on the harmonious integration of all the physical features that comprise the interchange. The design of each component and of the entire interchange should be adequate to serve current and future traffic demands in a safe and efficient manner. To ensure that the SPUI design has these qualities, appropriate geometric design controls must be established and applied uniformly to every element of the design. Such controls should be based on provision of an acceptable level of traffic service, adequate sightlines and sight distances for all drivers, smooth roadway surfaces, comfortable transitions at changes in cross section and alignment, and features that are generally consistent with driver expectation. Nationally approved geometric design controls and guidelines that should be used are provided in the AASHTO Green Book (1). The engineering staff should assure that optimal trade-offs between the structural controls of the bridge design and operational impacts of the geometric design have been made.

The geometric design guidelines published in the AASHTO Green Book form a sound basis for the design of typical streets, highways, intersections, and interchanges. Most design issues are discussed in the Green Book and those that are not can often be resolved by extension of the Green Book's principles. However, because of the unique operation of the SPUI, some of its design features may have requirements different from the more common interchange forms. Several features of the SPUI, e.g., the left-turn travel paths, raised islands, grade separation structure, and so forth, are not typical for a conventional interchange and need special attention.

Several geometric design elements of the SPUI appear to have operational requirements not expressly addressed in the Green Book. Supplemental design guidelines for these situations are covered in this chapter. These design elements include horizontal and vertical alignments, channelization and pedestrian service. Because sight distance is the primary design control for the horizontal and vertical alignment, both will be discussed in a single section on sight distance. The other design elements will be discussed in individual sections.
SIGHT DISTANCE

The safety of a roadway is highly dependent on the amount of sight distance available to the motorists traveling along it. Drivers must be able to see far enough ahead along the roadway to detect hazardous or unexpected situations and to make appropriate adjustments in their travel paths. When adequate sight distance along the roadway is not available, the driver may not have adequate time to perceive and react to an unusual situation and, consequently, an accident may result.

It is the responsibility of the designer to ensure that adequate sight distance is provided along the roadway. In most situations, adherence to standard design guidelines will provide adequate sight distance along typical design elements. However, the designer should verify the adequacy of the sight distance provided by the total design. Situations that may require special consideration include locations with unusual, or complex, operating conditions. These locations may require longer sight distances than more typical designs. Similarly, locations with atypical design elements may present an otherwise unexpected obstruction to the driver’s line of sight. In this regard, sight distance within the SPUI should be checked along both the horizontal and vertical alignments. Special attention should be given to the effects of bridge abutments and piers on collision avoidance sight distances within the intersection area, as illustrated in Figure 60. Assumed operational speeds onto freeway off ramps and subsequent driver responses should recognize the probable driver unfamiliarity with SPUI operational requirements and make as liberal design assumptions as feasible regarding the selected operational design criteria.

Adequate sight distance at a SPUI is important because of its special design and its relatively unusual operating conditions. The following sections describe the basic types of sight distance typically considered in design and their recommended application to the SPUI.

Driver Sight Distance

The amount of sight distance the driver needs can vary, depending on the type of hazard or unexpected situation that must be avoided. The principal types of sight distance that should be provided in the design of an interchange include: stopping sight distance, decision sight distance, and intersection sight distance. Recommended application of each of these geometric design controls in SPUI design are presented in the following paragraphs.

Stopping Sight Distance

Stopping sight distance is the minimum sight distance available along a roadway that is just sufficient for a motorist traveling at the design speed to perceive an unexpected hazard and come to a complete stop before reaching it. This distance has two components. The first component is the distance traveled by the driver while he or she sights the hazard, decides on an action (i.e., stopping), and then initiates that action. The second component of stopping sight distance is the distance needed by the driver to safely stop his or her vehicle.

The stopping sight distances used in roadway design are provided in Table III-1 of the AASHTO Green Book (Ref. 1, p. 120). These stopping sight distance values represent the stopping distances that would be obtainable under wet pavement conditions for the majority of the driver population. It is highly recommended that desirable design conditions be selected where feasible, particularly for downgrade off ramps. Stopping sight distance is provided along the entire roadway and is unrelated to the presence of an intersection or interchange along it.

Decision Sight Distance

Under normal driving conditions, the provision of stopping sight distance along the roadway is adequate for drivers to perceive and react to conditions in the driving environment. However, as the environment becomes more complex and the number of information sources increases, as occurs within an intersection, drivers generally require more time to perceive, interpret, and respond to this additional information. The travel distance associated with this increased time is commonly referred to as decision sight distance.

Decision sight distance is different from stopping sight distance both in the time required for the perception-response time and the type of maneuver that occurs. As its name implies, stopping sight distance allows the driver time to stop prior to reaching a hazardous obstacle. On the other hand, decision sight distance allows time for drivers to react to a hazardous situation by making changes at the vehicle guidance level. In this regard, the assumed maneuver in calculating decision sight distance is a lane change. This response is based on the premise that the driver will be required to change lanes to avoid an unexpected obstacle in his/her lane rather than stop. Because extra time is needed to process the information under complex conditions, decision sight distance is about twice as long as stopping sight distance.

AASHTO Green Book values for decision sight distance for various avoidance maneuvers are provided in Table III-3 therein (Ref. 1, p. 127). Provision of decision sight distance for avoidance maneuvers D or E is encouraged for vertical alignment control of off ramps and recommended for vertical alignment control of the cross street throughout the interchange area.

Intersection Sight Distance

Drivers approaching the intersection of two roadways need an unobstructed view of the intersection to ascertain the safety of traversing it. These drivers must be able to see all traffic movements that conflict with their path as they approach and travel through the intersection. When traffic at the intersection
signalized left-turn movements at SPUIs is needed because of driver must be able to see along the cross road far enough up-with crossing the large conflict area. In this regard, the left-turn that a stopped vehicle must have of the conflicting traffic stream out major disruption to the conflicting traffic. This sight distance changes in vertical or horizontal alignment.

is typically restricted by vertical structures and by significant is measured along the cross road from the point of entry of the increased driver work load and potential hazard associated to the two left turns depicted in Figure 67. Sight distance for the departure sight distance. This sight distance is the minimum distance

to provide sufficient time to enter the traffic stream safely with-out major disruption to the conflicting traffic. This sight distance is measured along the cross road from the point of entry of the minor or controlled movement. Departure sight distance is typically restricted by vertical structures and by significant changes in vertical or horizontal alignment.

The main signalized conflicts in basic SPUI design are related to the two left turns depicted in Figure 67. Sight distance for the signalized left-turn movements at SPUIs is needed because of the increased driver work load and potential hazard associated with crossing the large conflict area. In this regard, the left-turn driver must be able to see along the cross road far enough up-stream to ascertain the safety of crossing the oncoming traffic. The Green Book calculates departure sight distance for the left-turn movement based on the speed of the approaching traffic and the crossing distance. Special consideration needed at a SPUI is the distance the turning vehicle travels toward the on-coming vehicle before clearing its path. Although this distance is minimal at typical intersections, at SPUIs it can measure 50 to 150 ft.

Intersections controlled by traffic signals are considered by many not to require sight distance between intersecting traffic flows because the flows move at separate times. However, due to a variety of operational concerns associated with intersection operations, AASHTO policy states (Ref. 1, p. 760) that departure sight distance based on Case III procedures should be available to all drivers using the signalized intersection, including those right turns on red from signalized off ramps.

The off-ramp right-turn movement onto the cross road is operationally sensitive to departure sight distance. If adequate sight distance is not available to motorist to yield before entering the cross road, increased conflicts between right-turning and cross-road drivers may occur. If departure sight distance is not available, an approaching cross-road driver may have to slow to well below the average running speed or make an unexpected lane change to avoid the entering right-turn driver. Moreover, if departure sight distance is not provided, this may result in a reduction in the capacity of the right-turn movement. Specifically, driver apprehension resulting from obviously inadequate sight distance may indirectly increase the duration of the yield maneuver for each right-turn driver.

The AASHTO Green Book calculates departure sight distance based on the speed of vehicles on the street being crossed or entered, the magnitude of speed reduction required of this vehicle to avoid a conflict with the entering vehicle, and the acceleration time of the entering vehicle. See the AASHTO Green Book for specific sight distance guidelines and design criteria (Ref. 1, pp. 739-769).

Application Of Sight Distance To SPUI Design

The most common technique for incorporating sight distance needs into the design process is as a design control in the development of the horizontal and vertical alignments. Because design guidelines for more typical interchange elements can be found in the AASHTO Green Book, the following discussion will focus on sight distance requirements in the vicinity of the SPUI's signalized junction. Sight distance considerations along the major roadway alignment and within the ramp and major road junctions at a SPUI are similar to those at other interchange types and, as a result, their design would follow the guidelines set forth in the Green Book.

On-Ramp Alignment

Sight distance along the on-ramp turning path can be re-stricted by the edge of a bridge abutment or barrier wall. The first restriction would be found at an overpass SPUI where the major road passes over the cross road. With the overpass design, measures are often taken to minimize the overall length of single-span bridges by bringing the bridge support structure as
close as possible to the cross road (and on ramp). However, if the abutment is too close to the on ramp, the driver’s view along the turn path may be blocked. Care should be taken to ensure that any auxiliary facilities, such as drainage structures and signal cabinets, do not restrict the view.

One technique that can improve sight distance along the on ramp and minimize the length of the center bridge span is the use of a three-span bridge with open-end spans as opposed to a single-span bridge with closed abutments. As shown in Figures 64 and 68(a), the open-end span poses minimal restriction to sight distance along the on ramp, improves visibility through the interchange, and permits the use of a shorter center span (at a shallower depth) than does a single-span bridge with closed abutments. Increasing the openness of the intersection area reduces the “dark hole” effect and, thereby, driver anxiety when traveling under the structure. However, if other design considerations require the use of closed abutments, the bridge abutment should be sufficiently offset from the roadway so that it does not restrict sight distance to off-ramp traffic. Minor improvements in sight distance also can be obtained by notch ing out the corners of the end abutments, as depicted in Figures 1, 38, 53 and 66(a).

A barrier wall can also limit sight distance along the on ramp if the wall is too high or if the on ramp is on a crest vertical curve. In either case, the wall may block the driver’s sight distance along the curved turn path. For overpass designs, safety barriers protecting bridge piers, especially those mounted on top of curbed islands, may exceed driver sight lines. Care should be taken to see that this restriction does not occur. For underpass designs, bridge parapet walls may limit sight lines.

To provide safe operations on the on ramp, sight distance equal to or exceeding the stopping sight distance should be provided everywhere along its length. However, the sight distance along a horizontal curve is dependent on the lateral offset to a potential visual obstruction and the degree of curvature of the roadway. The relationships among safe stopping sight distance, minimum lateral offset, and degree of curvature are given in the Green Book (Ref. 1, p. 219) as:

\[
M = \left( \frac{5730}{D} \right) \left( 1 - \cos \frac{SD}{200} \right) \quad (12)
\]

where \(M\) = lateral offset (or middle ordinate), ft; \(D\) = degree of curvature, where \(D = \frac{5,730}{R}\); \(R\) = radius of horizontal curve, ft; \(S\) = stopping sight distance, ft; and \(\cos \alpha = \cosine \) of the angle \(\alpha\).

Using Eq. 12, the lateral offset for the range of stopping sight distances and curvature commonly found in practice typically varies between 15 ft and 20 ft. It should be noted that the lateral offset and degree of curvature used in this equation are measured from the centerline of the inside turning lane to the obstruction.

Just as lateral offset is dependent on degree of curvature and stopping sight distance, curvature and sight distance are dependent on the design speed of the roadway. The relationship between stopping sight distance and design speed is based on studies of driver reaction time and acceptable braking levels. In a similar manner, the relationship between curvature and speed is based on studies of driver speed preference and tire-pavement friction on horizontal curves. From these studies, a maximum degree of curvature was defined for each design speed. Speeds faster than the design speed for a given radius would place demands beyond limits considered safe or comfortable for most drivers. The relationship between maximum degree of curvature and design speed is given by the following equation:

\[
D_{\text{max}} = \frac{85,660 (e + f)}{V^2} \quad (13)
\]

where: \(D_{\text{max}} = \) maximum degree of curvature; \(e = \) rate of superelevation (typically small on SPUI ramps); \(f = \) side friction factor for given design speed; and \(V = \) design speed, mph.

Using the previous relationships among maximum degree of curvature, stopping sight distance, and design speed, a minimum value for the middle ordinate can be calculated. This value represents the smallest lateral clearance from the centerline of the inside turning lane to the obstruction that would be permissible for each design speed. If a lateral offset greater than this value can be provided, any degree of curvature (less than the maximum) will provide more than adequate sight distance along the horizontal curve. The minimum lateral offset for each design speed is given in Table 5 for operations along the SPUI ramps.

For the analysis of minimum lateral clearance, a nominal superelevation rate of 2.0 percent was assumed. This assumption is believed to be consistent with the design of most SPUIs. A superelevation of 2.0 percent is usually adequate for drainage purposes and can be easily transitioned into the cross slope of
the cross road. However, in recognition of the potential use of other superelevation rates, a sensitivity analysis of the results in Table 5 was conducted to determine the effect of superelevation. On the basis of this analysis, it was found that the lateral offset would increase about 1 ft for every 1 percent increase in superelevation because of the assumed higher operating speeds associated with larger superelevation.

During the design process, if the minimum lateral offset reported in Table 5 could be maintained, then adequate stopping sight distance could be ensured for any speed and degree of curvature less than or equal to the design maximums. For example, if the design speed on the ramp is 30 mph and the minimum lateral clearance of 18.1 ft (about 11 ft from the back of curb) is maintained, any curve radii of 273 ft or more would easily provide the required sight distance for ramp drivers traveling along the ramp at or below the ramp design speed.

**Off-Ramp Alignment**

There are three conditions where sight distance should be evaluated for the off ramp at a SPUI. The first check is along the off ramp to the SPUI. The more critical sight distance control is the decision sight distance needed for the design speed of the ramp. Application of this guideline implies that the off ramp should be at least as long as the required decision sight distance as measured from the point of exit from the major road or the distance from the first point along the ramp where the surface of the intersection area ahead is continuously visible. The selection of off-ramp design speed should be appropriate for the expected operating conditions, including the effects of ramp downgrades from elevated freeway sections.

The second sight distance check is the stopping sight distance along the left turning path. Restrictions to sight distance along this path can occur when a high retaining wall or barrier wall is too close to the inside edge of the turn path. A potential sight distance restriction also may result from a high barrier wall, as shown in Figure 69(a). A better location for barrier walls is shown in Figure 3. This latter type of restriction is identical to that described for the horizontal alignment of the on ramp in the preceding section. The design guidelines recommended in that section should also be applied to the horizontal alignment of the off ramp.

A third sight distance check for the off ramp is the sight distance along the cross road, as shown in Figure 67(a). In this regard, there are two potential restrictions to the off ramp driver's sight distance. The first pertains to obstructions in the horizontal plane such as the bridge abutment, barrier wall, or landscaping. The second restriction is in the vertical plane and could occur if a high rate of curvature exists in the vertical alignment of the cross road. This type of restriction is illustrated in Figure 69(b) for an underpass SPUI with a fairly high rate of vertical curvature on the cross street.

Both of these latter two sight distance controls should be evaluated for their impact on the off-ramp driver's view along the cross road. In each case, the off-ramp driver should be able to see upstream along the cross road for a distance at least equal.

---

Table 5. Minimum lateral clearance to sight obstruction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Speed (mph)</th>
<th>Friction f</th>
<th>Maximum Curvature (degrees/ft)</th>
<th>Sight Distance (feet)</th>
<th>Lateral Clearance (feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Assumed Design</td>
<td>Assumed Design</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>62.00 (92)</td>
<td>125</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>34.25 (167)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>21.00 (273)</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>14.00 (409)</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>9.75 (588)</td>
<td>275</td>
<td>325</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes:
1 - Friction factors taken from the AASHTO Green Book (1, Figure III-21, p. 196).
2 - Maximum curvature reported as both degree of curvature and its equivalent minimum radius (radius, in feet is listed in parentheses). The superelevation is assumed to be 0.02 ft/ft.
3 - Stopping sight distance for Assumed and Design speeds. Assumed speed is equal to the average running speed for low volume conditions.
4 - Minimum lateral clearance calculated using rounded values of stopping sight distance from the AASHTO Green Book (1, Table III-1, p. 120). Lateral clearance measured from centerline of inside turning lane laterally to obstruction.
to the cross road driver's stopping sight distance. Desirably, the off-ramp driver would have an unobstructed view equal to or exceeding the departure sight distance needed for a left-turn maneuver.

Because of the relative proximity of the bridge abutment to the off-ramp left-turn lane, the restriction to sight distance posed by the bridge abutment could have a significant impact on the operation of the cross-road left-turn movement. Provision of sight distance to this movement along the cross road requires a nominal setback of the bridge structure from the cross road. To verify adequacy of the bridge abutment setback, the sight triangle between the off-ramp driver, approaching driver, and abutment should be checked using the AASHTO Green Book procedures (1).

Sight distance along the cross road also can be obstructed by curvature in the cross-road alignment. If the cross road is on a crest curve, the roadway itself may block the off-ramp driver’s view of approaching traffic (as shown in Figure 69(a)). On the other hand, if the cross road is on a sag curve, the bridge structure may block the right-turning driver’s view. Each of these situations is adequately covered in the AASHTO Green Book for general SPUI applications.

**Cross-Road Alignment**

There are two sight distance controls that should be evaluated for the cross road in the vicinity of the SPUI. The first sight distance control is the stopping sight distance along the cross road. Restrictions to stopping sight distance along the cross road can occur whenever there is horizontal or vertical curvature in the alignment. The second sight distance control is decision sight distance along the cross road. This sight distance element is different from stopping sight distance because it focuses on accident avoidance by increasing the time needed to make a change in lanes (or direction) rather than the minimum distance needed to stop when an unexpected situation occurs.

The design of the cross road horizontal and vertical alignments in the vicinity of a SPUI is largely the same as at any signalized junction. In this regard, the alignment design should be based primarily on the procedures recommended in the AASHTO Green Book. However, as noted in the preceding section on off-ramp alignment, the design of the cross road vertical alignment also should consider the sight distance needed by the off-ramp right-turn drivers.

Decision sight distance should be included in the design of the cross road in the vicinity of a SPUI because of the SPUI's relatively unusual design and operation. Applications should address those elements of the SPUI that are operationally more complex. Specifically, decision sight distance should be considered when designing the signing plan and at all roadway division points.

**U-Turn Lanes**

Sight distance for the U-turning driver is also an important consideration at a SPUI having one-way frontage roads, as shown in Figure 70. U-turning drivers must be able to see approaching frontage road traffic and cross-road left-turn traffic to ascertain the safety of their entrance maneuver. If the U-turn lane is designed for YIELD or STOP control where U-turn drivers have direct entry to the frontage road, departure sight distance must be provided. However, if an acceleration lane is provided for the U-turn entrance maneuver, only stopping sight distance would be needed for the MERGE control maneuver onto the frontage road.

In general, sight lines for a YIELD (or STOP) controlled left turn entry are more complicated than that of the right-turn because the driver must first look through his or her vehicle, i.e., across passengers, headrests, etc., to see approaching traffic. Fortunately, sight lines to approaching frontage road traffic are relatively close to right angles and, thus, pose no difficulty to the U-turning driver. In contrast, sight lines to the approaching cross road left turn are behind and to the right of the vehicle — perhaps the worst possible location with respect to driver visibility through the vehicle. In addition, sight lines to cross-road left-turning vehicles are often partially obstructed by the columns comprising the bridge bent, and may be limited by traffic safety barriers placed to protect the bridge bents. Because of the difficulties involved with providing adequate sight distance for the U-turn driver at SPUIs, it is recommended that an acceleration lane be provided in the cross section of the outbound, on-ramp frontage road whenever feasible.
LEFT-TURN PATH GEOMETRY

The main goal in the design of a turning roadway is to achieve a proper balance between speed, comfort, safety, and cost. To be sure, related impacts on significant right-of-way and bridge costs are principal trade-off factors. Operationally, a turning vehicle generates a centrifugal force in proportion to its speed which acts on the vehicle and its occupants. As the speed increases, this outwardly acting force can increase to uncomfortable or unsafe levels. In roadway design, tire friction and superelevation are used in combination to minimize the adverse effects of centrifugal force and maintain the desired balance between design goals.

In many ways, the left-turn path design for a SPUI is different from the high-type at-grade intersection (AGI). In particular, the overall length and radii are generally much larger than at AGIs. For example, the typical SPUI has a radius of 200 ft with a length of 180 ft, while the typical AGI has a radius of about 70 ft and a length of 100 ft. Another difference between the SPUI and AGI is the location of the turn path. For the SPUI, part of the turn path is located on the ramp and part is within the interchange conflict area. At an AGI, the turn path is located entirely within the conflict area. At the overpass SPUI the total conflict area is usually hidden from view until the motorist has begun the left turn, unlike at the AGI. Because of these differences, the design of the SPUI turn paths requires additional considerations beyond those applied to turn paths at AGIs. This section discusses the design of the cross-road and off-ramp left-turn paths at the SPUI.

Considerations in Design

The design of an intersection turning roadway has many elements that must be considered. Depending on the particular roadway, these may include: design speed; superelevation rate; side friction factor; turn radius; type of curve (simple radius, compound radii, or broken back); width of turning path; and separation of opposing turn movements.

The first four design elements are related by the laws of motion for turning vehicles. The equation describing this relation in highway design is as follows:

\[ e + f = \frac{V^2}{15R} \]  

where \( e \) = rate of roadway superelevation, ft/ft; \( f \) = side friction factor for the design speed; \( V \) = design speed, mph; and \( R \) = radius of curve, ft.

The fifth design element represents a fundamental design decision as to the geometry of the travel path. And, the last two design elements relate to the greater roadway width needed by turning vehicles for purposes of comfort and safety. Each of these elements will be discussed more thoroughly in the following paragraphs.

Design Speed

The selection of a design speed for a given roadway is based primarily on its functional classification with consideration given to the speed preference of the driver population. An added consideration in this selection is the cost of constructing a roadway to a given design speed. In most instances, the more generous design controls that stem from higher design speeds can lead to an exponential increase in construction cost.

Left-turn path design at a SPUI is a good example of the conflicting relationship between design speed and construction cost. This relationship stems from the interaction among the structural, geometric, and operational elements of the SPUI. In terms of conflicting design goals, one goal is to provide a turn path that drivers can negotiate safely and efficiently. A second goal is to provide this operation at minimal cost. To accomplish the first goal, the turn paths must have adequate sight distance; they should be relatively smooth, i.e., of relatively constant radius, and they should have adequate lateral separation from adjacent lanes, opposing lanes, and other physical obstructions. Because bridge structural costs are the greatest SPUI cost component, attempts to minimize cost are naturally directed toward minimizing bridge size. Provision of a more economic bridge should not be attained at the expense of resulting minimal sight distances along the turn paths, broken-back curves, or limited lateral separation of traffic movements.

The choice of design speed for the turn paths is critical to the safety and efficiency of the SPUI's operation; likewise, it can have a significant effect on the cost of the structure. Desirably, a proper balance should be maintained between the design speed and the size of the structure. Observations at more than 30 SPUIs indicate that efficient operations can be achieved when design speeds of 25 to 35 mph are used for left turns. In most cases, this results in a central bridge span of about 200 to 220 ft.

As a part of this research, operational field studies were conducted at three SPUIs and two intersections (17). From this data base, 95th percentile left-turn free flowing speeds were related to the radius of the left turn path using statistical regression analysis techniques. A strong statistical relationship \( (r^2 = 0.95) \) was found. The following equation was developed:

\[ V_{95} = 4.53 R^{0.357} \]  

where \( V_{95} \) is the 95 percentile speed (mph) and \( R \) is the radius of the left-turn path centerline (ft). A \( V_{95} \) of 30 mph would be predicted for a radius of 200 ft, a nominal value of left turn radius for SPUIs. The \( V_{95} \) values could be used to guide the selection of turning speeds for SPUI applications.

Superelevation Rate

The left-turn path through the SPUI is complicated by the fact that about one-half of the path lies within the interchange conflict area and the remainder lies on the ramp. Thus, within the interchange, the effective superelevation rate can vary between positive and negative values (depending on the cross slope of the cross road), while the part on the ramp will usually have some positive superelevation.

The design of the turn path should consider the following aspects. Because superelevation is not available for much of the turn path, only side friction should be used when determining the design radius for a given design speed. However, some minimum superelevation should be used on the ramp portion of the turn path for drainage purposes. In this regard, the AASHTO Green
Table 6. Minimum turn radii for intersection curves.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Speed (mph)</th>
<th>Side Friction Factor</th>
<th>Assumed Minimum1 Superelevation (ft/ft)</th>
<th>Minimum2 Radius (feet)</th>
<th>Minimum3 Radius (feet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25</td>
<td>0.23</td>
<td>0.04</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>181</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.20</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>230</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>35</td>
<td>0.18</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>310</td>
<td>453</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>40</td>
<td>0.16</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>430</td>
<td>667</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: AASHTO Green Book (1, Table III-17, p.197).

Notes:

1 - Superelevation rates assumed by AASHTO.
2 - Minimum radii recommended by AASHTO.
3 - Minimum radius values calculated based on the assumption that no superelevation is available.

Book recommends that a minimum rate of 0.02 ft/ft be used on all curves at intersections (Ref. 1, p. 777). The maximum rate of superelevation recommended by AASHTO is dependent on curve radius and design speed and can be found in the Green Book (Ref. 1, Table IX-12, p. 777).

One other consideration on the use of superelevation on the ramp portion of the turn path is the distance required for superelevation runoff. AASHTO recommends a maximum edge slope ratio of 0.50 and 0.67 percent for design speeds of 50 and 30 mph, respectively (Ref. 1, Table IX-13, p. 778). Thus, a single-lane left-turn path with a design speed of 30 mph and 2 percent superelevation would require at least 35 ft to transition to the flat grade within the central conflict area.

**Side Friction Factor and Turn Radius**

The side friction factors used for turning roadways are not the same as those used for highway design. This is because drivers accept higher centrifugal forces on curves through intersections. The values of side friction recommended by AASHTO and the corresponding minimum radius of curvature are given in Table 6. This table also illustrates the relationship between design speed, friction, and curve radius for various superelevation rates.

**Curve Geometry**

Drivers turning at intersections and interchanges generally follow an arcing path of constantly varying radius. In highway design this path can be approximated by inserting a spiral curve between the tangent section and a curve of constant radius. In intersection design, where the turns are tighter and the speeds lower, the path is often approximated by a constant radius or a three-centered curve.

At SPUIs, the left-turn path radii and travel speeds fall between the open highway and intersection design conditions described above. In this regard, drivers on turn paths at a SPUI do not exactly follow a simple curve. On the other hand, speeds are not generally high enough to warrant the use of complicated spiral curves. In most instances, turn paths of simple radii can be used, provided that the lane is wide enough for the driver to make some transition within the traffic lane at the beginning and end of the curve.

The design of the turn path at a SPUI is more complicated than at an at-grade intersection for several reasons. One complication stems from the need to minimize bridge length. As the bridge is shortened, it conflicts with the ramp portion of the turn paths for both left-turn movements. As a result, the turn paths must correspondingly be compressed within the remaining width of the cross road. This compression creates another complication because it tends to push opposing left-turn movement pairs together, thereby minimizing their lateral separation distance. Ultimately, the compression of the left-turn paths can be so great that simple curves can no longer be used and compound or broken-back curves must be considered.

In general, simple radii are most commonly used in the design of left-turn paths at SPUIs and should be preferred over compound curves or broken-back curves. The reason for this preference is based primarily on driver comfort and steering ability. While negotiating a curve of simple radius, the driver needs only to turn the steering wheel and hold it steady through the curve. However, in compound or broken-back curves, the driver must turn, straighten, and then turn the steering wheel again to negotiate the turn path. This added complexity to the driving task in combination with relatively long travel paths, minimal driver guidance, and special design of the SPUI may reduce operational safety. In particular, vehicle encroachment into adjacent or opposing turn lanes is minimized by using simple radius curves for turn paths of recommended width.

Figure 71 illustrates a SPUI that incorporates broken-back curves in the design of the turn paths. Operational experience with this SPUI has been very poor. Observation indicates that drivers are frequently confused as to where to exit the interchange and, as a result, they travel through the interchange slowly and cautiously. In addition, the long tangent sections on the turn paths give drivers the uncomfortable feeling of driving on the wrong side of the road. Drivers are frequently observed driving outside of the lane and on the wrong side of the road. It should be noted that pavement marking lights are being used at this SPUI to delineate the edges of the turn paths but, apparently, have had only marginal impact. Other SPUIs that have used broken-back curves in the design of the left-turn path have also experienced operational problems and have resorted to a less efficient, direction-separated phasing for the left-turn movements to minimize traffic conflicts. Based on these observations, broken-back curves are not recommended for use in the design of the left-turn paths at SPUIs.

Compound curves have also been used in the design of the left-turn paths at SPUIs to minimize bridge length. Similar to broken-back curve design, the left-turn path has two curves of minimal radius; however, instead of connecting these curves with a tangent, another curve of relatively large radius is used. And, like the broken-back curve, similar operational problems can occur on compound curves if the radius of the central curve is significantly larger than that of the curves on either end. In
recognition of this problem, AASHTO recommends that the ratio of the radius of the flatter, central curve to the radius of the sharper curve on the end should not exceed 2:1 (Ref. 1, p. 201). For SPUI design, however, one long simple curve is recommended.

**Width of Turning Roadway**

On turning roadways, the width of the pavement is generally increased for several reasons. One reason is to better accommodate the off-tracking characteristic of vehicles on curves. Another reason for added width on turning roadways exists if the turning roadway has raised curbs. In this situation, the turning roadway must be wide enough for vehicles to pass a stalled vehicle. A final reason pertains to the increased driver comfort associated with curves having a generous lateral offset to adjacent lanes and roadside obstructions.

For these reasons, it is recommended that the left-turn paths at SPUIs be widened beyond the nominal lane width for the tangent section. The design width for the turn path should be based on the design vehicle, the turn radius, and the presence of raised curbs. Methodology for determining pavement widths based on these criteria is described in the Green Book (Ref. 1, pp. 202-211). The design widths determined by this methodology, as applied to the SPUI, are given in Table 7.

Under the Case I classification, the pavement widths are based primarily on the off-tracking width of the design vehicle and have no provision for passing within the lane. This classification is consistent with the operation of the left-turn travel path through the SPUI conflict area. Therefore, it is recommended that Case I be used to determine the width of the travel path through the conflict area.

The Case II and Case III classifications are based on the need to provide adequate width to accommodate two vehicles abreast on the ramp. In particular, Case II allows for a vehicle to pass a stalled vehicle on the turn path, while Case III allows for two full-width traffic lanes. These classifications are more consistent with the design needs of the off-ramp portion of the left-turn path at a SPUI. Therefore, it is recommended that Case II be used to determine the width for single-lane ramps and Case III for dual-lane ramps.

To check the reasonableness of these recommended design widths, the lane widths used at the 36 SPUIs studied for this research were reviewed. Based on this review, it appears that most SPUIs used 12-ft lane widths (outside lanes had an additional 1 to 2 ft for curb and gutter) for the tangent sections of the left-turn paths. However, upon entry to the curve, the travel path was widened to between 14 and 16 ft through the intersection, which is consistent with the Case I classification. On the

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Radius (ft)</th>
<th>Case I</th>
<th>Case II</th>
<th>Case III</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>75</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: AASHTO Green Book (1, Table III-21, p. 209).

Notes:

1 - Radius is measured to the inner edge of the pavement.

2 - Operational Cases:
   - I = No provision for passing a stalled vehicle; one lane, one way.
   - II = Provision for passing stalled vehicle; one lane, one way.
   - III = Two-lane operation.

3 - Traffic Conditions:
   - A = Predominantly passenger cars with some consideration for single-unit trucks.
   - B = Sufficient single-unit trucks to govern design with some consideration for semitrailer trucks.
   - C = Sufficient bus and combination-type trucks to govern design.
ramp sections, the width of the single-lane ramps varied between 20 and 24 ft and the width of the dual-lane ramps varied between 35 and 48 ft. These widths meet or exceed those given in Table 7 for radii over 150 ft and Type A traffic conditions.

Separation of Opposing Turn Movements

The safety and efficiency of any roadway serving two traffic streams moving in opposite directions is highly dependent on the distance separating the opposing streams. This separation is commonly provided by wide traffic lanes and shoulders. In fact, the effects of lane width and lateral offset on efficiency have been thoroughly studied and documented (Ref. 1, p. 333). Based on previous research, adequate separation distance is generally achieved by the use of lane widths of 12 ft with an additional 6 ft of lateral clearance to obstructions. Although previous research is based on studies of through movements, its results would appear applicable to SPUI turning movements. This section discusses the application of these concepts to the lateral offset between opposing left turn movements at SPUIs.

The combination of phase sequence and geometry of the left-turn movements at a SPUI results in the occurrence of two movements traveling in opposite directions through the interchange. In particular, both cross-road left-turn movements are served during a common phase and, later in the cycle, both off-ramp left-turn movements are served. In each case, the geometry of the left-turn paths is such that turning vehicles pass by one another at some minimal distance near the center of the conflict area. Because provision of this distance often comes at the expense of increased bridge length, it is usually kept to a minimum during the design process.

From a review of past research on lane width and lateral offset, it appears that there has been little, if any, research on the separation needed between opposing left-turn movements. However, research conducted in the earlier days of highway construction indicates that drivers of passenger cars prefer a body clearance of about 5 ft when meeting other passenger cars on tangent sections (27). Recognizing the added driver apprehension that results from the centrifugal force associated with cornering and the fact that turning drivers are passing on the right side, it is reasonable to assume that lateral clearances in excess of 5 ft are preferred when opposing drivers meet on curves such as those found at the SPUI.

The 36 SPUIs studied for this research were reviewed to determine the amount of separation actually being provided between opposing turn paths. Examination of these SPUIs indicates a wide range of vehicle body clearance distances. Measurements between the near side edges of opposing left-turn vehicles (at their closest point) indicate that separations used in practice range from 5 to 55 ft. The average vehicle clearance is about 18 ft for the off-ramp movements and 22 ft for the cross-road left-turn movements.

If it is assumed that the width of the turn path is consistent with the width identified under Case 1 in Table 7, there should be about 2 ft between the vehicle body and the outside edge of the turn lane. Thus, a minimum vehicle body clearance of 4 ft would result if the lane widths recommended in Table 7 are used in the design of the opposing turn lanes when they are placed as close together as possible. However, on the basis of driver preference for a 5-ft body clearance on tangent sections and in recognition of increased driver apprehension on curved paths, a minimum body clearance of 10 ft would appear more reasonable for design. If the lane widths in Table 7 are used, a 10-ft body clearance will result if a 6-ft separation distance is provided between the adjacent edge lines of the opposing movements. Therefore, it is recommended that a minimum of 6 ft be provided between the near side edge lines and a minimum 10-ft body clearance for the opposing left turning movements within the SPUI conflict area.

Some agencies may elect to install a divisional island in the central area between the four opposing left turns. If installed, it should be visible and of adequate size, e.g., 100 ft², to safely handle the traffic control devices installed thereon.

BRIDGE LENGTH

One of the main operational advantages of the SPUI is its intrinsic ability to serve opposing left-turn movements at moderate speeds during the same signal phase. This is accomplished by inverting the left-turn paths of opposing left-turn movement pairs such that they do not conflict with one another. Consequently, this type of operation leaves only a small unused pavement area within the central intersection conflict area. As a result, when the SPUI design has an overpassing major road, the bridge structure is designed to span the entire conflict area. SPUIs of this type commonly have bridges with central clear spans ranging in length from 200 to 220 ft.

The actual clear span length needed to span over the conflict area is determined by the setback of the bridge abutments (or bents) from the cross road and on-and-off ramps. Thus, the length of the bridge is affected by the cross road width (e.g., number of lanes, lane width, median width), the width and separation of the on-and-off ramps, and the design speeds of the intersection roadways. A minimum lateral clearance distance between the bridge abutments and the ramps must be provided to preclude any restriction to the ramp driver's stopping sight distance, as indicated in Table 5. In addition, a minimum lateral offset distance must be provided as a clear recovery zone for errant vehicles.

Factors Affecting Bridge Length

Many factors affect bridge length during the process of making trade-offs to ascertain the most cost-effective design. Initially, the right-of-way available for a given expenditure level sets the local site parameters for the bridge. Narrower mainline right-of-way usually means longer bridges for a given number of lanes. In locations where adequate right-of-way will permit the ramps to be moved away from the mainline and permit construction without retaining walls, significant reduction in bridge length can be achieved. Another general bridge length parameter is the overall size of the interchange, as defined by the number of lanes required to serve the traffic demand. In this context, the number of mainline lanes is also included in the size estimate. In general, the more total lanes needed for capacity, the longer the bridge will be for a given set of design speeds. Design speed also affects bridge length with higher design speeds generally resulting in longer bridges. Many other site specific factors affect bridge length as the following sections will describe.
The length of the bridge span over the cross road is dependent on the type of support provided. In particular, a single-span bridge commonly uses a vertical retaining wall abutment that is as wide as the overpassing major road. Conversely, with a multispan bridge design, the columns forming the bridge bents are often inset from the edge of the major road. As a result, the bents can be located closer to the cross road which generally leads to a decrease in the length of the center span. An examination of several SPUIs with both types of bridge design indicated that the central span of a multispan bridge is generally 15 to 25 ft shorter in length than a comparable single span bridge. However, the total length of the multispan bridge is generally 150 ft or more longer than the single span bridge.

Because of the sensitivity of bridge support location (and, thus, bridge length) to ramp location and cross road width, any factor that affects ramp location or cross road width will also affect bridge length. One factor found to have a significant effect on ramp location and the effective cross road width is the skew between the intersecting roadway alignments. Skew is defined as the angle between the cross road centerline and a line perpendicular to the major road; a clockwise rotation of the cross road represents a positive skew. A second factor that affects cross road width is the width of the median (as measured at the stop line).

The sensitivity of bridge length to changes in skew angle, median width, and ramp separation was examined for this research. For this examination, geometric relationships between the ramp, cross road, and bridge abutment locations were developed that are sensitive to skew angle and cross-road width. These relationships were used to develop a comprehensive model of SPUI geometry. The predictive capability of the overall model was validated using six SPUIs having a wide range of skew angles and cross-road widths.

Two SPUI scenarios were considered in this examination. The first represents a “small” SPUI which has a four-lane major road, a four-lane cross road, and single-lane left-turn bays. The second scenario represents a “large” SPUI which has a six-lane major road, a six-lane cross road, and dual-lane left-turn bays. These two scenarios essentially span the range of SPUI sizes found during the field study.

Several assumptions were made to facilitate the examination. In particular, it was assumed that the major road had a 16-ft median and two 10-ft shoulders. It was also assumed that the distance separating each ramp and the outside edge of the major road shoulder was 45 ft, that the median nose had a 2.0-ft radius, and that all traffic lanes were 12 ft wide. A 0.0 degree skew was assumed for the examination of median width and an 8-ft median width was assumed for the examination of skew angle. The bridge was assumed to have a single span with a vertical retaining wall abutment. These particular assumptions are representative of typical single-span overpass SPUIs located in urban settings.

Sensitivity Analysis of Bridge Length to Geometric Variables

The results of the sensitivity analysis of bridge length to median width and skew angle are depicted in Figures 72 and 73. Figure 72 shows the effect of median width on bridge length. Bridge length is observed to increase linearly with increasing median width. The trend for both the large and small SPUI scenarios suggests that bridge length increases about 0.6 ft for each 1-ft increase in median width.

Figure 73 illustrates the effect of skew angle on bridge length. In general, bridge length was found to increase with increasing skew angle. It was also found that a skew angle of about —5.0 deg would result in the shortest bridge length if ramps had the same circular radius. This is the result of an asymmetric physical relationship between the cross-road left-turn path, the off-ramp left-turn path, and the major road. This relationship can be envisioned as a “scissors-effect” wherein the off-ramp and cross-road left-turn paths that begin and end, respectively, on the same side of the cross road act as the blades of a scissors that “cut” (or constrain) the bridge abutment. However, the blades are not of equal length and the hinge point is not at the exact center of the intersection. As a result, rotation of the cross road (relative...
to the major road) through a negative skew angle would take advantage of this asymmetry and lead to the shortest bridge length. Slight variations in the left turning radii from the same equal radius can also accommodate this small asymmetry and reduce bridge length.

The general trend existing between bridge span and spacing between the ramps, as measured at the end of the bridge, is depicted in Figure 74. This figure was developed from two real-world case studies of actual SPUIs and shows the scissors-effect trends for small differences about the nominal bridge length values of about 200 ft. If proposed bridge lengths are reduced, resulting ramp separation distances, as defined in Figure 11, will be significantly larger. Figure 74 suggests that shorter bridges only come at the expense of more mainline right-of-way for a given set of design speeds and cross road features. The understandable design option is to break the back of the horizontal curves of the higher design speed off-ramp left turns or choose unreasonably low design speeds; however, these design options are not considered operationally desirable.

CHAPTER SIX

TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICE APPLICATION GUIDELINES

Unfamiliar motorists operating through a SPUI for the first time are faced with a new driving experience that can be safely and efficiently handled when all devices in the Traffic Control Plan (TCP) are carefully planned and efficiently applied. The TCP would include the application of all traffic control devices, including all signs, signals and markings, together with the coordinated application of special devices and roadway lighting to provide an optimized driving environment. All traffic control devices should be in harmony and consistently delineate the travel paths of the single-point urban interchange in both day and night visibility conditions.

TRAFFIC CONTROL DEVICES

This chapter presents recommended application guidelines for all traffic control devices typically used at SPUIs. These guidelines are based on the field observations made at more than 20 operational SPUIs around the country, discussions with local traffic engineering personnel, and the 1988 Manual on Uniform Traffic Control Devices (28). The 1988 MUTCD is considered the controlling standard for application of all traffic control devices in the United States. A combination of text, graphics, and pictures is used to convey the recommended guidelines. Several options, too numerous to identify, would exist for guide signing depending on the site-specific route numbering system. Complementary guidelines for special pavement marking lights and roadway lighting also are provided to complete the system.

Development of Traffic Control Plan

The interchange TCP should be responsive to the class of mainline highway (freeway, expressway, or conventional road) and cross road. The size of the devices used should provide the target value and legibility needed for the expected operating speeds, degree of driver unfamiliarity, and size of the facility. Driver unfamiliarity would likely be higher along interstate freeways, near major airports, and popular tourist areas. Unfamiliar motorists would have greater information needs than would local traffic once the local traffic becomes familiar with the SPUI.

There are significant differences in the design requirements of the TCP depending on whether the SPUI is a mainline overpass or an underpass. The general visibility of the mainline underpass SPUI design is superior to the overpass design, as Figure 75 illustrates. However, shadows will remain at the intersection with any overpass design and should be treated with a high level of room ceiling style lighting underneath the bridge. As this example illustrates, each design type has special design needs. Field observations strongly suggest that the TCP for an overpass SPUI should be developed as if the SPUI is more like a high-type directional interchange rather than like a regular intersection to best serve the traffic.

Mainline Traffic

The mainline traffic has several critical factors that should be considered. Firstly, the interchange signing should be consistent
Figure 75. Driver views along off ramp to overpass and underpass: (a) overpass; (b) underpass.

Figure 76. Cross street views along approach to overpass and underpass: (a) overpass; (b) underpass.

Cross-Street Traffic

The TCP for the cross street should also be responsive to the special features and informational requirements of the SPUI. The plan should reflect the functional nature of both intersecting highways in the urban network. Again, overpasses and underpasses present different visual cues to the motorists and, likewise, require a different set of operational responses that should be considered when preparing the TCP. Consider the comparable driver views shown in Figure 76.

For mainline SPUI overpass designs, one unusual cross-road operational feature that must be effectively addressed is the preparation and execution of left turns from the cross street to the mainline highway prior to arriving at the SPUI overpass structure. Cross road left turns normally must be made at least 300 ft in advance of the bridge into dual left turn lanes. This advance-turn maneuver is not typical of those made at TUDIs or parcloes where the left turns are normally made beyond the overpass. This advance-turn design creates the need for highly visible guide signing having expressway quality legibility on the cross-street approaches to the SPUI. Overhead guide signing is recommended for the cross-street approach. This high-type design is highly recommended when the cross street is six lanes and serves a large number of unfamiliar drivers. Erratic manue-
vers have been observed at several similar locations at otherwise well-designed SPUIs where conventional road ground-mounted guide signing was used on the cross street to guide approaching left turns.

For mainline underpass designs, the intersection area of the SPUI is very visible to cross-street traffic when the street is not on a crest vertical curve. However, the intersection area does appear void of traditional intersection cues to approaching cross-street traffic, especially when the cross street has only painted left turn markings and when span wires are used to mount the traffic signals. This result is also partly due to the absence of traditional cross street traffic lanes and divisional traffic islands. Thus, the cross road traffic lanes will need a good pavement marking system to identify stopping positions, turning paths, and exit points.

The guide signing, pavement markings, and traffic signal arrows should be designed to provide consistent visual cues that clearly define the desired routes and travel paths for both overpass and underpass designs. Figure 77 presents good examples for both types of interchanges. While overhead lane use assignments would be helpful at the intersection in both cases, overhead guide signing is not required for underpass SPUIs as there are no false cues produced by an overpassing bridge.

Island Treatment

The number of traffic control devices that may be used on a traffic island in a SPUI can be numerous and must be coordinated with all other features on the islands. Some islands may be very large whereas others may be small, depending on the size of the interchange and skew of the highway alignments. Agencies that have a strong, clear zone policy may desire to select geometric designs and alternative TCPs that minimize the number of ground-mounted signs in these islands while still efficiently providing the necessary guidance functions. All traffic control devices should be kept clear of pedestrian and bicycle facilities.

Some designers prefer to use a divisional center island in SPUI design, more frequently with overpass designs. These islands are used primarily to protect traffic signals hung from the overpassing bridge so that reduced ground clearances to the bottom of the signal can be used (thereby reducing bridge height by perhaps 3 ft or more). Signs that define turning paths for left-turn movements may also be placed on the center island. Some divisional separation of the opposing left turns is also provided by the island, but the actual need for this delineation function has not been demonstrated by field studies. Dual cluster signals located over the center island are recommended only for off-ramp left turns, as shown in Figure 78.

The following recommended application guidelines are provided to assist the engineer in preparing a formal TCP for a SPUI as quickly as possible. They are provided to complement and support all MUTCD and local agency traffic control requirements. An overall traffic control plan is graphically provided for the SPUI as a whole and windows are provided on an island-by-island basis to more clearly illustrate the recommended devices. Signing is addressed first followed by signalization and markings.
Traffic Control Plan

A mainline overpass SPUI3 is used as the mode for presenting the recommended TCP applications. Figure 79 provides the overall plan where it is assumed that the mainline highway U.S. 22 intersects cross arterial S.H. 6, also known locally as Morrison Road. Some options to this plan will be noted as they occur.

Signing

Mainline Exit Ramp. Traffic guide sign applications on these exit ramps must be consistent with the prior mainline signing plan. In addition, motorists may not expect a split exit ramp design prior to reaching the intersection; therefore, the cross street guidance information of route designation (if numbered), local street name (if previously signed), cardinal directions, and destinations (if appropriate) should be provided prior to reaching the interchange gore. SPUIs having dual left-turn lanes or one-way frontage roads should also have highly visible lane use assignment signing provided. Overhead signing is recommended with dual-dual turning lanes or frontage road systems which should have U-turn lanes. Figures 51 and 66 provide examples of good lane use signing along the off ramps.

Additional mainline exit ramp signing should be provided to warn exiting traffic of the approaching signal ahead and warn wrong way operating vehicles. The SIGNAL AHEAD sign, W3-3, should be placed on both sides of the exit ramp to better warn left turning traffic about an upcoming signal not adequately visible. Experience suggests that the traffic signals at overpass SPUIs with frontage roads are usually visible and, therefore, these warning signs may not be needed (see, for example, Figure 51).

At least one set of WRONG WAY signs, R5-9, should be used to sign the exit ramp against wrong way operations. Two signs should be used, one on each side of the ramp, because prohibited movements could enter the ramp from turning roadways on each side of the ramp. These signs are placed upstream of the DO NOT ENTER signs, R5-1. WRONG WAY signs are often placed on the back side of other signs needed for traffic control of the normal exiting traffic, as suggested in Figures 79 and 80, for the dual W3-3 signs. Additional signage may be used across the gore of the large refuge islands described below.

Island 1—Exit Ramp Refuge Island to Cross Street. Figure 81 presents a graphic window on the recommended TCP for this island and surrounding area. A signing issue is: Does the cross street divisional island protect the right-turn lane against wrong-way entry from the cross street left turns? In any case, flush
islands will require wrong way entry protection using R5-1 signs. Another key issue is: Will the right-turn movement be a "free right turn" or will it be signalized? Higher traffic capacity of the SPUI depends on having free right turns. Typically, recommended regulatory, warning, and guide sign applications include the following:

1. Regulatory signs: DO NOT ENTER, R5-1; two signs should be used to guard left-turn lane; and possibly two signs to guard the right-turn lane, depending on the cross street divisional island and Island 1 designs. LANE-USE, R3-8a; may be used to define dual left turn lanes and travel path, and to permit or restrict U-turns. These are usually placed on the back of R5-1 signs. Upward pointing arrows should be consistent with all other arrow indications, including signal lens arrows for left turns. ONE-WAY ARROW, R6-1; should be used with R5-1 or under post-mounted signals. Use alone on one-way frontage roads (Figure 46(b)). WRONG WAY, R5-9; a minimum of two signs should be used to guard exit ramp. These may be conveniently located on the back of dual W3-3 signs. One may be added to the W12-1 sign at the nose of the large island. If overhead lane assignments are used on the off ramp (Figure 66), then they may be added to the backsides.

Figure 80. Segment of traffic control plan.
2. **Warnings signs:** **DOUBLe ARROW**, W12-1, **+ OBJECT MARKER OM-1** may be used to define a large refuge island gore points to approaching left and right turns. Field applications suggest that a conventional road or cross street guide sign assembly also appears to provide equivalent gore delineation plus guidance. The W12-1 sign and a route turn assembly should not be used together because their arrow pointers are not consistent. One points down to warn and the other points up to guide.

3. **Guide signs:** Either a route directional assembly, M1-4 + M6-2, or directional sign, D-1 or D-3, depending on the route designation of the cross street, has been effectively used to both delineate the bifurcation of the exit ramp and to provide useful guidance information. A **WRONG WAY** sign has been used on the backside of these signs.

**Island 2 — Interior Mainline or Bridge Parapet Nose.** A true island exists only when U-turn lanes are present. This area serves to delineate the exit-ramp left-turn path into the SPUI and the cross-street left-turn path onto the mainline entrance ramp. Its size depends on the size of the mainline highway. If one-way frontage roads and a U-turn lane are present, additional signing will be required. Any sign placed under a large bridge will be somewhat difficult to discern by cross-road traffic. Green guide signs are more difficult to read in shadow and should not be used underneath the bridge.

1. **Regulatory signs:** **DO NOT ENTER**, R5-1; protects off-ramp left turns from wrong way entry. Place one on each side of the off-ramp left-turn lane at the stop line. **LANE-USE**, R3-8a; may be used to define dual left turn lanes and travel path, and to permit or restrict U-turns. These are usually placed on the back of R5-1 signs. Upward pointing arrows should be consistent with all other arrow indications, including signal lens arrows for left turns. **ONE WAY ARROW**, R6-1; generally used with R5-1 or signal. **NO RIGHT TURN**, R3-1; may be used on the nose to restrict cross street right turns from wrong way entry into the left-turn approach.

2. **Warning signs:** No need evident.

3. **Guide signs:** None recommended in this area for overpasses. For underpasses, may consider using for guide signs on bridges.

**Island 3 — Cross Street Right Turn Refuge Island.** This island serves to define the outer paths of the cross street right turns.
and the outbound left turns from the opposing direction. It is usually clear of the overpassing bridge but its surface may not be readily visible to the far side cross street left turns in underpass designs.

1. Regulatory signs: None usually recommended. Some designs providing large islands have used a wrong way R5-9 sign beyond a left turn exit directional assembly at the nose to protect cross street approach traffic from wayward exit ramp left turns.

2. Warning signs: MERGE, W4-1 or ADDED LANE, W4-3, is used as appropriate for exit to on-ramp geometric design at junction of left-turn and right-turn lanes. Additional warning signs are used along the entrance ramp to identify lane drops, if any, and merging traffic.

3. Guide signs: Some guidance device for cross-street left turns should be provided at the nose facing the far-side crossstreet left turns. The device may be a left-turn route directional assembly or a left-turn traffic signal. Use a 45 deg upward pointing directional arrow in the direction of the turn, consistent with all other turn indications. Directional turn assemblies for cross-street approach-traffic left turns and right turns have been used at the nose of large islands, but they are not generally recommended in urban areas because of their ineffectiveness.

Island 4—Cross Street Median Divisional Island for Left Turns. This island is the common extension of the cross street median along the approach to the SPUI. For divisional islands of appropriate size, it should contain, at most, only two signs, back to back, at the nose.

1. Regulatory signs: LANE USE CONTROL, R3-8a; may be used on the divisional median island to define the desired left turn usage. The sign provides positive guidance for dual left turns. It is normally a backside sign to the following KEEP RIGHT sign (see Figures 20 and 77). The R3-8a sign diminishes the need for additional lane use signing for the cross street placed in the intersection, either on the bridge facia or on span wires with the traffic signals. In any use, all arrows should have consistent left turn directional orientation. STOP HERE ON RED, R10-6; may be used instead of R3-8a sign at an underpass to clearly identify the desired left turn stopping position. KEEP RIGHT SIGN, R4-7, should be used on the outbound nose of this island to define departure paths on the cross street. It is not used with narrow medians or undivided roadways where overhand lane use and directional turn assignments are provided by structures, mast arms, or span wires at these SPUIs (see Figures 44 and 45).

2. Warning signs: None normally used.

3. Guide signs: May be used to support overhead guide sign structures. May have a ground-mounted guide sign for left turns on very wide medians. Good designs are shown in Figures 49(a) and 49(c).

Island 5—Center of SPUI Intersection Island. Sometimes a center island is used to protect an overhead signal cluster on overpasses and to better delineate left-turn paths for all designs. The center island does not appear to be needed for underpass designs and should have at least 100 sq ft surface area and be well lighted in overpass designs where used.
plans used for SPUI3 and SPUI4 interchanges are presented in Figure 83 (also refer to Figures 34 and 35 for other SPUI4 examples).

The SPUI3 phasing sequence shown in Figure 83(a) is almost always used. In two cases, the lead-lag phasing sequence has been used. The recommended traffic controller unit (timer) is a programmable “eight-phase, dual-ring, microprocessor-based, full-actuated” timing unit. Phases not used are simply deleted using programmed omits. Modern closed-loop or Type 170 signal systems can be selected, as desired, for their remote monitoring and control capabilities.

There are several topic items in SPUI signalization that merit special attention. These include timing the red clearance interval, control of off-ramp right turns, and the issue of pedestrian crossings of the cross arterial street. Field observations suggest that most other aspects of the signal timing are rather routine traffic-actuated control requirements. One exception would be if airport runway lights were added to complement the conventional pavement marking system.

A critical and difficult signal timing task for SPUI3s (and SPUI4s) is the task of programming the red clearance intervals. The “from-to” phase red clearances should provide safe clearance between traffic movements legally traveling through the control area of the intersection and the next conflicting controlled movement. The trade-off is between longer clearances to provide safer clearances and the need to minimize phase lost time to provide higher capacity. Because the turning paths of the SPUI are often more than 150 ft, red clearances longer than for normal intersections will probably have to be used. See Refs. 17 and 28 and Chapter Three of this text for further guidance on the subject of signal change intervals and red clearances.

The issue of signalizing the right turn from the off ramp to the cross street is also important for several reasons. If pedestrians are present, some agencies may have to signalize the right-turn movement to provide controlled passage. The field survey in general did not detect the operational need for this treatment. In fact, in one case signalized right turns were removed because of their negative impacts on cross-street right-turn capacity and overall interchange capacity. The apparent concern is that a signalized right turn greatly expands the legal definition of the intersection control area, thereby significantly increasing the red clearance legally required and traffic capacity lost. These losses in capacity can be observed in Figure 63 where roughly another 100 ft of intersection clearance would be added to the separation distance scale because of the signalized right turns.

A potential operational problem related to the question of signalizing the off-ramp right turns is possible inadequate capacity, particularly with single, right turn lane designs. As discussed in Chapter Three, the off-ramp right turns do not have a parent phase to provide protected entry, whereas the cross street does. This may produce a situation where the off-ramp right turns simply do not have adequate YIELD-entry merging capacity during high-volume conditions. In addition, the erratic nature of the entry may produce a high accident profile in the downstream merging and weaving area. Rear-end accidents at the merge may also be a problem.

Should this operational problem arise, it can be treated without signalizing the off-ramp right turns using the following control techniques. A queue detector is located in the off-ramp right-turn lane and connected to the adjacent cross-street left-turn phase. This delayed-call queue detector should be located perhaps 50 ft upstream from the stop line (to detect the presence of the second or third vehicle stopped in queue). A delayed call of perhaps 6 sec would be adequate for normal 6 ft by 6 ft inductive loop detector design. If the queue remains over the loop for 6 sec or more during the cross street left turn red, a call is placed for the left turn phase to provide “protected” right turns. If the left turn phase is already green, the “delay inhibit” or defeat feature of the detector-controller system (sometimes called the Pin J feature monitoring the On state of the left turn phase) should be used to turn off the delay feature during green, so that the right turn calls are immediately recognized to extend the cross-street left-turn phase until gap out. These features will provide additional movement capacity only when needed by just monitoring the queueing status of the right turn. Single vehicles stopping in line to make a right turn will still enter under YIELD control.

Some consideration needs to be given to the problem that
pedestrians may have in crossing the arterial at the SPUI3 (see Figure 42 for a previous discussion of this issue). Basically, the three-phase SPUI3 does not provide a through phase on the ramps for which to conveniently overlap a pedestrian crossing phase. The design of a pedestrian crossing phase is complicated by the fact that all six SPUI3 movements will conflict with a total pedestrian crossing movement from shoulder to shoulder. In this case, no traffic phase could simultaneously operate. Pedestrian signal control only between the refuge islands is less undesirable because it requires smaller crossing time and provides the possibility of driving one nonconflicting left turn traffic phase. Use of a separate pedestrian signal phase overlapped with a blank through phase is suggested.

Only one SPUI3 in the United States is known to have the above pedestrian crossing signal for the cross street at the intersection. Most designs are simply silent with no crosswalks provided for the cross street but they are usually used parallel to it. Pedestrian signals may or may not have been used parallel to the cross street.

The physical location of the traffic signals depends primarily on whether the SPUI is an overpass or underpass. Overpass designs of SPUI3s usually place the cross street signals on the bridge, as depicted in Figures 55(b) and 56(a). In earlier SPUI3 designs, one signal was usually placed on the bridge over the off-ramp left-turn lane(s), but more recent designs place one signal over each left-turning lane (see Figures 2(a) and 55(b)). A dual signal cluster for the off-ramp left turns is still usually hung over the center island to provide redundant forward signal visibility from the stop line. In one restricted design case, a state mounted, dual, off-ramp left turn signal faces horizontally on the lower bridge flanges. Other sites have avoided placing any signals to the underside of the bridge by using pedestal-mounted signals (for example, see Figure 47(b)). For the overpass SPUI3, other signals may be desired depending on site visibility along the off ramps and turning lanes. One leading signal head has been placed in the divisional island of the off-ramp to provide advanced visibility. Where used, it should be placed to the left of the centerline of the off-ramp, preferably near the left side of the island. If pedestrian signals are used, the signal may be combined with the pedestrian signal and the R 6-1 signs in a neat assembly, as shown in Figure 55(b). Some designers have added a backside left turn signal for the opposing left turn when no central cluster signal is used. Longer yellow and reduced red clearance intervals may be desired for these far side left turn signals through the use of external timers to minimize the chances of a late arriving motorist stopping within the intersection.

Underpass designs typically have used much simpler signal designs. Most have used some form of span wire pattern with dual signal indications as a minimum, usually one for each lane. Figures 3, 18, and 45 show typical field examples. However, in some urban areas where span wire designs are seldom used, pedestal or post-mounted signals are used. Far side signals will be required to control cross-road and off-ramp left turns when no center of intersection left turn signal is present.

All SPUI4s observed in this study had one-way frontage roads and were all underpass designs. Almost every site had a different signal design scheme, as noted in Figures 33 to 35. Most were not affixed to the bridge, but some were. Local designers apparently made their own decisions and no consensus was noted. The large steel bridges often used may have had some influence on the final signal design. A controlling parameter is that the one-way frontage road through movements cannot be signalized from the bridge; therefore, some form of external support is needed, whether it is span wire or not. If pedestrian signals are used, steel poles with mast arms probably will be used to simplify the design. The bridge may still be used for signalizing the cross street approaches (see Figure 48(a)) and some form of left turn signals will be needed for the off-ramp left turns, either cluster signals (see Figure 54), horizontally mounted heads, or far side arrangements. Be advised that no phasing should ever suggest that passing motorists should stop within the intersection control area. Some SPUI4 phasing sequences (see Figure 35) were claimed to be superior to others in this regard and to have lower clearance intervals. However, these claims were not examined in this study. To be sure, lead-lag split phasing will separate any opposing left turn conflicts but at some loss in interchange capacity. This may be desirable with restricted left turn geometrics.

The designer of signal systems should always be aware of the MUTCD guidelines for signal systems given in Part 4-B therein (28). The MUTCD states that the primary consideration in signal face (head) placement shall be visibility. In particular, general visibility requirements of signal faces are provided as related to 85 percentile approach speed (Table 4-1 in MUTCD). The MUTCD notes that dual left turn off ramps, as at SPUI3s, should be treated basically as through lanes for visibility analysis, requiring at least two signal faces of which both should be visible for the distances given in Table 4-1, therein, as related to approach speed. Where suitable visibility requirements of Table 4-1 cannot be met, a suitable sign(s) shall be erected to warn approaching traffic. MUTCD Part 4B-11.2a should not apply in restricting the desired use of up-left pointing, left-turn arrows on an advanced left turn signal mounted nearby on the right-side refuge island at SPUI3s because no through traffic flow (or lanes) occurs on the turning lanes that might become confused, an implied possibility in the 12.2 restriction. The desired spatial locations of signal faces are related to intersection geometries and approach alignment (Figure 4-2 in MUTCD). One important design control arising here is the 40-ft minimum distance required from the stop line to the primary signal faces that control the movement. A minimum offset to cross street bridge facia supporting through lane traffic signals is implied. Signal face height requirements are related to their location on the roadway. Signal faces not mounted over a roadway shall be at least 8 ft but not more than 15 ft above islands; whereas, the bottom of the housing of a vehicle signal face suspended over a roadway shall be at least 15 ft but not more than 19 ft above the pavement grade at the center of the roadway. Signals placed underneath an overpassing bridge over an adequate center island are governed by the former mounting height, normally 14 to 15 feet. Other signal design requirements pertinent to SPUI applications are given in Part 4-B of the MUTCD.

Pavement Markings and Embedded Pavement Marking Lights

As many of the previous figures demonstrate, a wide variety of pavement marking designs have been used to mark the desired turning paths of vehicles traveling through the SPUI. The wide open space underneath an overpassing bridge is the principal area of concern, primarily for the left turns. Dual left turn lanes
offer greater need for positive guidance of turning paths. In spite of initial concerns expressed by local engineers, lane tracking problems associated with SPUI pavement markings have not been as big a potential safety problem as have been restricted geometric designs of the turning lanes and use of conventional road signing in high volume urban conditions.

To alleviate some understandable concerns by decision-makers with the first two SPUIs ever built, airport runway lights were embedded in the pavement to ensure that everything had been done to make them work safely when opened to traffic. There is no objective evidence that these lights were ever needed or have improved the overall safety of the interchange. In several cases where they have been installed, they have been allowed to become inoperative, with no noticeable increase in traffic accidents reported. Field observations reveal that even the newest pavement marker lighting systems are nominally ineffective in the daytime (see Figure 52(b) for an early pavement marker application).

Further design details of these devices will be provided later in this section.

The main guidelines that can be offered for pavement markings is to use the system that field experience has shown works best in the local area for similar circumstances. SPUIs generate considerable traffic volumes over a concentrated area coming from several directions; therefore, frequent maintenance should be expected to retain a reasonable percentage of the initial markings' visibility.

Some observations on the marking of left-turn lanes are drawn from the field survey. About every conceivable marking design for left-turn paths has been tried, from solid wide lane lines on all sides to only a dotted line for the center line of dual turn lanes. At least at the opening of the SPUI, it would appear that there should be at least one lane line marking each left-turn lane throughout the central area.

With single left turning lanes, the inside lane line should receive priority for marking; with dual left turning lanes, the center line should receive highest priority. There does not appear to be a need to mark the outer lane lines of well-designed turning paths, although most agencies apparently do. Too many lane lines in the central area may confuse passing motorists. However, wide stop lines are encouraged to define the starting points of the turning maneuvers.

Pavement marking lights have been used in SPUIs to delineate primarily the paths of the left turning movements. The pavement marker lighting systems all used the Federal Aviation Administration's standard runway marker lights. Systems used FAA L-868 bases and L-852 B light fixtures. Costs were about $1,000 per unit installed with a typical installation having about 50 lights embedded in the pavement with a large number of backup spares. Only left turn lanes have been lighted. Figure 84 shows an example of the first ones installed in Clearwater, Florida.

The most recent product specifications for the highway guidance lights, now made almost exclusively by Crouse-Hinds Inc., follow. The newest lampholder assembly is 12 in. in diameter and holds a 62-W prefocused quartz-halogen projector lamp with a rated life of 1,000 hours. Lens screens are available in green, red, or yellow to delineate lines in a variety of colors. All SPUI operations use the green filter. The green color does not meet MUTCD standards for white lane lines (28) but the color is noticeable at night.

The new lampholder fits on top of a 16-in. base buried beneath the pavement in a 16-in. diameter hole. Enclosed in this base may be a 120/10 V electrical transformer and related conductors to operate the lamp. Openings in the base allow conduit entry so that all lamp wiring may be drawn underground to a common service cabinet. Timed dimmer switches may be devised to adjust voltages and sequence the display following green onset. The transformers apparently can be moved to a roadside cabinet if the timed serial onset of the individual lights is not used following green onset. All lamps are turned off at the end of the phase.

Most early users had difficulty keeping their pavement marking lights operating. Invading moisture was a constant problem. Some newer designs provide a small drip current in the lamps to keep them warm and dry. Recent solid-state designs have wattage control timing that has improved the overall reliability.

However, pavement debris still routinely covers many lights because of the recessed design (to protect from snowplows) of the lampholders. Street sweepers routinely fill the cavity. Snow cover and snowplowing operations are also other considerations in northern climates. Thus, providing diligent maintenance has been a challenging task made somewhat hazardous by the fact that the markers are firmly embedded in the pavement in the middle of a busy intersection, which cannot be easily barricaded for service.

Several transportation agencies have considerable experience with the lights and consultation with them is encouraged to obtain the benefit of their expertise. The City of Clearwater, Florida, has gone through two generations of these systems and has the longest experience record with them. They recently rebuilt their initial system and seem to be happy with it. Colorado DOT and the City of Colorado Springs have had cold weather experience with the lights and have made several modifications to the design. CDOT removed the electrical transformers normally found in the mounting base to a roadside cabinet. Suggestions by several users to eliminate the base entirely and use only a covered lampholder assembly specially designed to minimize dirt and debris retention have been seriously proposed. Other users encourage the use of Portland cement concrete (PCC) pavement under the bridge to minimize the need for frequent repaving and improve brightness under the bridge. This spot PCC paving should be considered in urban areas.

No studies have been conducted as to the cost effectiveness of these lighted marker systems. They are known to be relatively expensive and difficult to maintain by inexperienced technicians,
however. They should not be considered, when used in combination with high wattage wall-packs, as replacements for good lighting underneath an overpass in the central area of the SPUI. They may be beneficial in guiding motorists along broken-back curves (small-large-small radii) sometimes used on off-ramps where economics dictate that restricted geometric features must be used at that particular location. Our observations and discussions with operating agencies do not indicate that pavement marking lights are needed for SPUIs having nominal design features, standard pavement markings, and good roadway lighting.

**ROADWAY LIGHTING GUIDELINES**

Roadway lighting is normally used at SPUIs to identify the physical features of the interchange at night and to provide a safe and efficient operational environment. Most engineers have used conventional roadway lighting systems without the use of pavement marking lights. Only 31 percent of the SPUIs in this study’s data base have pavement marking lights installed in any form. Conventional roadway lighting is normally used with special emphasis given to the central area of the SPUI and to route junction points. High-mast (tower) lighting is also in use at a few overpasses. Area lighting underneath overpassing bridges is considered an important part of the roadway lighting design.

**Design Considerations**

Lighting design for a SPUI should be sensitive to the special aspects and requirements of this interchange and to local practice. For example, some states do not presently light urban freeways or interchanges using roadway lighting by policy to save energy and money. Special lighting of a SPUI would be inconsistent with this policy. However, anyone who has seen a well-lighted SPUI would understand the apparent benefits provided and the trade-offs made.

Existing roadway lighting also affects lighting options. The field survey reveals that a new SPUI should be lighted if the mainline (freeway) is lighted for both overpasses and underpasses. If the SPUI were not lighted, the existing overpass lighting would cast a dark shadow under the bridge at the most critical operational point. Existing underpass lighting cannot efficiently light the pavement surface of an elevated bridge deck. The light sources (luminaires) in both cases would produce glare and an undesirable backlighting of traffic signs. Underpass lighting is particularly prone to excessive glare sources unless high-mast (tower) lighting is used. Thus, the SPUI should be lighted if either the mainline or cross street is lighted.

Most SPUIs surveyed were well lighted both on the mainline and cross-road. Good lighting was also typically provided on all ramps and junction points. Average maintained levels of horizontal illumination in the range of 1 to 2 foot-candles (ft-c) were measured at 10 sites using a digital photometer. Variability in light intensity (illumination) in both horizontal and vertical planes was the principal problem observed at the sites. Lighting under the bridge using only wall-pack units, as shown in Figure 85, create hot-spots (5 to 6 ft-c) and significant glare to off-ramp traffic and, unless highly diffused and combined with ceiling lighting attached to the bridge, is not judged desirable for SPUI applications.

Figure 85. Example of wall-pack units that may produce glare.

Uniform distribution of light within the intersection area is a desirable objective for a SPUI lighting system. This is much more difficult to achieve with mainline overpass designs. Here, the overpass bridge casts a shadow from the mainline and cuts off light emitted from nearby cross-road light sources directed toward the central area of the SPUI underneath the bridge. It should be noted that the central area of the SPUI is the most critical area of the interchange, unlike traditional tight diamond designs, where this area is mainly a connection between intersections.

**Design Guidelines**

The following lighting design guidelines are provided to aid lighting engineers in providing an optimal driving environment for SPUIs. Technical knowledge of roadway lighting systems and standard design practice is assumed; however, it is also recognized that many engineers may not be familiar with all aspects and issues of SPUI design.

In all cases, the most important lighting design principles are uniformity of light and minimization of glare. The level of horizontal-plane illumination should be consistent with the class of the interchange facility and surrounding environment (see Table 8 of FHWA’s “Roadway Lighting Handbook” for details [29]). Field measurements of illumination indicate that engineers are providing average maintained levels of horizontal illumination in the range of 1 to 2 ft-c external and 0.6 to 1.2 ft-c underneath the bridges of overpasses. These levels of illumination appeared to be adequate, given that reasonable uniformity of light distribution is provided. However, it appears that some engineers have tried to use the wall-pack units to make up the difference in illumination and to add more vertical-plane illumination under the bridge, perhaps for pedestrians. These units, as typically used, may produce severe glare to off-ramp left turns at night.

For overpasses, the crossroad lighting system should be designed such that the central area underneath the bridge is well lighted. A dark shadow band paralleling the center line of the bridge should not be permitted to occur on the pavement underneath the bridge. A good design can be achieved with some
special attention given to the selection and location of the lighting fixtures located on both sides of the bridge along the cross road.

Figure 86 illustrates the design problems and objectives. The luminaires should be positioned both horizontally and vertically such that light rays from the closest light will travel at least 10 ft beyond the center of the bridge (measurement is made along the center line of the cross road). This is achieved by carefully analyzing the effective cutoff angle to the light ray created by the lower flange of the exterior bridge girders. A 20-ft overlapping area, as a minimum, is desired for the closest light fixtures. A box layout of four 250-W high-pressure sodium luminaires centered along the cross road on each side of the bridge seems to provide the desired illumination. The closest luminaires would be located within the ramp refuge islands, if the islands are of adequate size. Again, location of the luminaires and their mounting height affect the resulting light distribution cast underneath the bridge.

Side-fire luminaires strategically positioned behind the ramps along the right-of-way line also enhance this design. These light fixtures should illuminate an area at least 30 ft along the center line beyond the center of the SPUI. In this case, the bridge flange and the vertical wall of the exterior bridge abutment form cutoff points of the light rays. The secondary luminaires can be designed to light the signs on the center island and the vertical walls of the bridge abutments. This careful attention to lighting detail was noted at the SPUI shown in Figure 86 where illumination is good under the bridge, yet no lighting whatsoever is used under the bridge, no pavement marking lights are used, and the nighttime driving environment is excellent. The light beige color of the SPUI also enhanced its nighttime visibility.

Use of "wall pack" lighting units along the vertical walls of SPUI bridge abutments, as shown in Figure 85, should be discouraged. To be sure, these units have been routinely and effectively used by engineers to light overhead signs and roadways within overpasses and tunnels. The survey also indicated that wall-pack units are also frequently used at SPUIs with mixed results. A SPUI has one operational difference that is significant in this case. The four inverted left turns have to directly face the bridge abutments and, consequently, drivers stopped on the off-ramps waiting for the traffic signal would have to stare directly into the glare of the wall packs for a considerable period of time. If wall packs are used, they should be highly diffused for pedestrian benefits and used only with area lighting under the bridge and external roadway lighting systems. They should not be used alone as the sole source of illumination.

Finally, the lighting engineer should work with the bridge engineers to prepare a quality ceiling lighting system under the bridge. Illumination levels under the bridge should be according to desirable agency standards, or Ref. 29, but on the order of 1 ft-c horizontally. Provide as much overlap between lighting elements placed between the bridge beams without introducing direct glare to motorists. Consider the cross section of the bridge beams and panels in locating the lamps. Align the lamps directly over the through lanes in a consistent pattern along the lanes. Field observations suggest that the walls and under side of the bridge should be painted a uniform pastel color to enhance the driving environment. Ensure that all exterior electrical conduit on the bridge is painted the same pastel color. Figure 87 provides examples that follow these guidelines.
CHAPTER SEVEN

COST EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS GUIDELINES

This chapter describes a recommended cost effectiveness analysis process for single point urban interchange (SPUI) applications. It provides general guidelines for assisting the planner in selecting the most desirable interchange in the project development stage of the planning process. This cost effectiveness analysis has a twofold concern. First, the process focuses on estimation of: (1) project costs, (2) right-of-way acquisition costs, and (3) operation and maintenance costs. Second, user costs associated with traffic operations are estimated. These user costs provide a basis for assessing the operational benefits of a particular design. Benefits and costs are used together to determine whether or not the proposed design is a better selection economically than a competing alternate design.

The following sections address key aspects of cost estimation and operational benefits analysis in the context of cost effectiveness. Critical design factors that impact cost estimation of SPUIs are discussed. Primary and secondary cost components are identified and their relationship to total project cost described. Key user cost elements are presented and a typical approach to quantify them is discussed.

The cost effectiveness analysis process is illustrated using the case study approach. An at-grade intersection (AGI) is compared to a SPUI with the major road over the cross road as the competing design. The potential impact of alternate designs compared to the SPUI is considered. The intent is to present a qualitative assessment of criteria that are considered critical discriminators when evaluating a SPUI compared to other feasible competing designs, possibly even including other SPUI design options.

The cost effectiveness analysis process should be implemented during the early stages of project development when evaluating different design solutions. As a consequence, the cost estimation process and the analysis of user costs presented are applicable to broad-based project development and not to detail design. The process and relevant techniques presented are generally limited to the conceptual planning phase of project execution where basic design decisions are made.

KEY COST ISSUES

Highway planners are faced with a variety of issues when evaluating the relative merits of alternate designs to handling traffic flow through an intersection. The relative merits of an alternative must be quantified in terms of total cost of the alternative versus the benefit it provides to the user. The comparison of several alternatives should consider the incremental cost and associated incremental added value to the user for each alternative. While this decision process is complex, it is essential to selecting the best solution for either new construction or reconstruction of an existing interchange.

The research indicates that the SPUI is a likely design solution in four distinct situations. It is a viable solution when an at-grade urban intersection is at or near its practical capacity and fully developed within the physical constraints of its existing location. In this case, a two-level interchange is the only real alternative to achieve a sufficient increase in capacity over a reasonable design life to warrant the sizable cost of a new interchange. SPUIs also are effectively used in new freeway construction where the freeway intersects with a major arterial or cross street. When an existing interchange on a freeway requires significant modification or rehabilitation, a SPUI is a likely design solution. Finally, when an arterial is upgraded to expressway standards, the SPUI is an interchange which may serve the need.

In all of the foregoing situations, there are critical factors that influence the selection of the type of interchange such as site topography and existing conditions, traffic volumes, and interchange layout. The range of candidate choices includes the SPUI, the tight urban diamond interchange (TUDI), and possibly the partial cloverleaf (parclo).

For the SPUIs studied in this research, the diamond interchange would probably be the primary alternate design concept. Where congestion relief is the primary driving factor for considering an urban intersection upgrade, then perhaps two alternate design concepts should be evaluated. The alternatives would be a SPUI and a TUDI.

Both of these two-level interchanges require a substantial initial investment. They also can provide a 50 to 100 percent increase in capacity over a 20-year design life in comparison to the existing at-grade condition. This large increase in capacity is necessary to generate sufficient user benefits to justify the sizeable cost of either interchange. In most cases, the benefits of the grade separation solution will be much higher than the associated initial construction costs when compared to a highly congested AGI, thereby easily demonstrating the economic viability of either the SPUI or TUDI. This relationship is schematically illustrated in Figure 88.

The graph in Figure 88 shows an increasing incremental benefit-to-cost ratio on the horizontal axis and increasing construction cost on the horizontal axis. A fully built out and congested AGI (existing condition), and two competing design solutions, a TUDI and SPUI, are plotted in their probable relative positions on the graph. According to Figure 88, the investment in construction cost is large for both the TUDI and SPUI compared to the AGI. However, the incremental increase in benefits due to significant increases in capacity also will be large and would more than likely easily justify the cost of construction of either design in the congested AGI conditions set forth above. Thus, both the TUDI and SPUI will have an incremental benefit and cost ratio that is greater than one as shown on the graph. The actual B/C ratio is likely to be on the order of eight-to-one for this case.

Figure 88 makes one other significant point. SPUIs are typically more costly to construct than TUDIs (9, 30, 31). Thus, selecting the SPUI over the TUDI would require that the addi-
tional construction expenditure be justified through either an increase in operational benefits via reduced user costs, i.e., the SPUI handles a greater traffic capacity, or a reduction in right-of-way cost, or a combination of both. The net result must be an incremental B/C ratio greater than or equal to one to select the SPUI over the TUDI. This is shown on the graph as a double arrowed line connecting the horizontal line through the TUDI and the horizontal line through the SPUI. In the final analysis, the selection of the SPUI may be considered as a trade-off between the increased cost of the bridge structure and a reduction in right-of-way and user costs. The reduction in user costs will be reflected in the potentially higher capacity of the SPUI compared to the TUDI.

The design team should not automatically select one interchange solution without considering the other option whether it be a SPUI or TUDI. The choice should be based on the best B/C ratio for the design that meets the projected traffic capacity requirements and fits the site conditions in which the interchange will be built. Both should be considered competitive alternatives.

The intent of this chapter on cost effectiveness is to provide guidelines that would assist the design team in evaluating the SPUI as one alternative design solution. It is assumed that most readers are familiar with and have considerable knowledge of the more common tight urban diamond interchange. Therefore, the majority of the sections are limited to discussions solely related to cost estimation and the analysis of user costs for SPUIs. The illustrative case study, however, will be based on upgrading an at-grade intersection with a SPUI as the design alternative. The techniques and guidelines presented are generally applicable to evaluating other designs. All competing designs should be considered by the design team in the context of Figure 88.

Cost-effectiveness analysis is one structured methodology for selecting the appropriate interchange. This approach most often compares alternatives. There is usually a base case, i.e., an existing condition, and one or more viable alternatives that could replace the existing facility. The relative worth of each proposed alternative can be determined by using the benefit/cost (B/C) method. This method provides the basis for selecting the best alternative, given the estimated user benefits and total cost associated with each alternative as their designs dictate.

An evaluation of this nature normally occurs in the early or conceptual planning stages of a project. At this stage planners are developing alternate design concepts. These concepts are converted into a sufficient level of design detail to estimate both user costs and initial project costs. Thus, the context of the discussions herein is from this conceptual planning perspective.

The primary purpose of this chapter is to describe a methodology for evaluating the cost effectiveness of Single Point Urban Interchanges. To achieve this purpose several objectives are delineated as follows: (1) to identify critical design and location parameters that impact the cost estimation and benefits analysis of SPUIs; (2) to understand how these key parameters influence cost estimation for both evaluating total project costs and user costs during conceptual planning; (3) to illustrate the cost effectiveness methodology using a case study approach; and (4) to discuss qualitative selection criteria that might discriminate between feasible competing designs and the SPUI. The sections to follow will address each of these objectives.

PROJECT DEVELOPMENT AND COST EFFECTIVENESS

Two principal components of the cost effectiveness process are the estimation of initial project costs and user costs. At the conceptual planning level of project development, the estimation process is correlated to the design information available, accuracy desired, and the constraints imposed by the site location.

Two types of estimates are commonly used during early project development. They are the preliminary or "order of magnitude" estimate and the comparative estimate (32). The order of magnitude estimate attempts to bracket the probable cost within a rather large range. This estimate is based on limited data and only on a general definition of project scope. Reference projects that have similar scope and site conditions are used to approximate the cost of the new project. This type of estimate produces the lowest degree of accuracy.

It is often difficult to meaningfully compare alternatives using the order of magnitude cost estimate. Moreover, because of the unique nature of the SPUI design, it may be difficult to locate projects with similar characteristics. For those agencies whose history with SPUIs is limited such an estimate process may not be feasible or desirable for comparing alternatives.

The comparative estimate is best suited for cost-effectiveness analysis. This type of estimate requires both quantities and unit costs for key parameters that describe the project. These key parameters are linked to specific design factors and site conditions. In comparative estimating, an increased level of design information is required. The accuracy of the estimate improves and the opportunity to compare alternate designs is enhanced. It is important, therefore, to understand the relationship between critical design elements and key parameters needed for cost estimation.

In developing the SPUI conceptual design, there are several key factors that predominately influence the characteristics of the design and, hence, costs. They are: (1) the right-of-way available, (2) the topography and existing conditions at the interchange site location, (3) the geometrics of the SPUI, (4) the traffic volume, and (5) the structural features of the bridge. These
factors were discussed in detail in Chapters Two through Six. The interrelationships among the design factors, key estimating parameters, and cost are described in the next section.

**MAJOR INITIAL COST COMPONENTS**

The design, construction, and operation of any project can generally be characterized by its major facility components. One characterization that is particularly useful for cost estimation during conceptual planning is the relative weight of each component in terms of its contribution to total cost. The components that have the largest impact on cost are given the closest scrutiny when developing a specific conceptual design and estimating costs.

At the conceptual planning level, most major facility components are estimated based on a single key facility parameter, such as surface area of bridge deck. The nature of each key parameter is specified so that sufficient design information is developed to quantify the parameter. The estimated cost of a facility component derived from a parameter must encompass all aspects of constructing the component.

The following section describes major cost components that an agency should evaluate in the cost-effectiveness analysis process. Three major cost components are covered and include right-of-way, construction, and engineering and design and contract administration. Specifics of each component are described in detail with some indication of the likely range of expected costs as relevant to SPUIs. Potential variations in significant cost components are discussed including probable causes of these variations. Unusual construction problems associated with SPUIs that influence cost also are highlighted.

In this section reference will be made to different elements of cost. When discussing total project cost this total covers all project costs for right-of-way, engineering and design and contract administration, and construction. Construction costs cover those items of work typically incorporated into a contractor’s bid.

**Right-of-Way**

The amount of existing right-of-way available may restrict the design. It may determine the boundary limits of the interchange in both directions. If the proposed interchange cannot be built within existing right-of-way, the area of new right-of-way taken is a critical estimate parameter. The magnitude of this area is determined by the proposed geometric design of the interchange.

The cost of acquiring new right-of-way is a significant factor in the planning of any interchange. The cost of a partial taking of open urban land for an interchange can vary from as little as $1.00 to $2.00 per square foot to as much as $50.00 per square foot in a highly traveled and populated urban area. If buildings or other properties are in the potential right-of-way area, the cost per square foot may be much higher than $50.00 per square foot and can exceed $1,000 per square foot in special cases where major buildings are taken. Clearly, cost of right-of-way can be the controlling factor in the general economic feasibility of the proposed project.

Cost per square foot is only one element, however. A second critical element affecting total right-of-way cost is the additional right-of-way parcels required beyond the existing right-of-way. The parcels are dependent on specific site location and are influenced by the geometrics of the SPUI. Specifically, the cross road right-of-way of the arterial includes the width of traveled way plus a 10-ft easement on each side of the cross road. The total cross road right-of-way is then a function of the number of through lanes and left turn lanes as specified in the design.

The major road right-of-way is a function of the separation distance between the SPUIs on ramps and off ramps. The larger the separation the more right-of-way area required and, hence, a possible increase in cost for acquiring the land. Finally, the use of retaining walls will impact the area of right-of-way needed. Retaining walls will reduce right-of-way area at the expense of added cost for retaining walls versus the use of sloped embankments.

Area of right-of-way is further influenced by factors that may constrain design layout such as: requirements for traffic maintenance during construction, access to business in and around the interchange, topography, and whether or not a complete parcel must be purchased. Moreover, the SPUI may require new right-of-way in all four quadrants. Therefore, all of the preceding factors should be considered in each quadrant of the interchange.

Because most of the SPUIs described in this report are constructed in an urban setting, it is likely that the cost of new right-of-way acquisition will be a significant determinant of overall cost effectiveness. This cost component has high variability and can be as much as 40 percent of the total cost of some urban projects. In some cases where the SPUI can fit into the existing right-of-way, its impact on project economics is not as significant.

**Construction**

Construction costs typically include those costs for labor, material, equipment, and support, including overhead and profit, required to build permanent facilities. In this study, cost data were gathered and analyzed to identify key construction cost components of SPUIs. Estimates prepared by consultants and bid sheets with costs from actual construction projects were gathered and reviewed. Several site visits were made. This analysis resulted in the identification of approximately ten major components of SPUIs most frequently evaluated when preparing a conceptual construction cost estimate. The specific components identified are the bridge deck and its support structures; pavement for the major road, cross road and ramps; earthwork; retaining structures; and other items such as signalization, lighting, drainage, traffic control, mobilization, signing and so on.

The construction cost data gathered were dissected by major components. Percentages of total construction cost by each component were determined. Because the percentages varied rather drastically, a percent range was developed by major component. These results are delineated in Figure 89. As shown in Figure 89, the primary construction cost components are the bridge, pavement, earthwork, and retaining structures (if used). These four critical components account for 65 to 75 percent of the total construction cost of the SPUI.

Another significant point gleaned from Figure 89 is the apparent wide variation in the cost percentages for each component. This variation is a function of the specific design selected, materials of construction, and site location characteristics. For in-
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Figure 89. Key construction cost components for SPUIs.

Bridge

Bridge cost is most often the single largest construction cost component. It can vary from between 25 to 40 percent of the total construction cost. The structural features of the bridge significantly influence other design features of the SPUI. As a consequence, the bridge is perhaps the most important SPUI cost component, especially in relation to other two-level grade-separated interchanges. Bridge cost, when expressed as a percent of total construction cost, is likely to be higher for the SPUI than for the TUDI, being significantly more costly for overpasses.

The bridge cost component for conceptual estimating typically includes the bridge deck, superstructure, substructure, and all miscellaneous items attached to it, such as guard rails, wing walls, and concrete traffic barriers. The key estimating parameter is the square area of bridge deck. Unit costs for SPUI bridges can vary from $60.00 to $100.00 per square foot of surface area depending on bridge depth, bridge length, use of a single or multispans bridge, the type of bridge (I-beams or trapezoidal box girder), and whether concrete or steel construction is specified. An appropriate design, the selection of construction materials, and an accurate cost analysis are crucial to properly evaluate bridge costs for SPUIs.

Bridge configuration depends on whether the major road is over or under the cross street. The existing site conditions will then determine which configuration is selected. In new construction, site topography is the key determinant. Alternatively, if the SPUI replaces an existing interchange, the new design will generally follow existing grade profiles.

If the major road is over the cross road, the bridge can either be single span or multispans. The center span can be large and can vary between 180 to 280 ft for single span bridges. Total bridge length for multispans bridges can reach more than 500 ft. The long center span of the SPUI correspondingly increases bridge thickness. This increase creates potential structural fabrication and construction problems that might have a significant impact on construction costs. Careful attention to construction sequencing, material delivery, and traffic control must be evaluated and the estimate adjusted to local conditions as appropriate.

When the major road is under the cross road, the bridge center span decreases markedly because a center bent can be used. Total bridge length of between 90 and 194 ft was found in this research for underpass designs having one or two spans. The largest single open span was 194 ft. Because of the inverted left turn lane configuration of the design, bridge construction for this type of SPUI increases in complexity. As an example, flared ends at the left turn movements off the exit and entrance ramps have a curvature that impacts the main supporting girders. These girders are more difficult to fabricate or construct because of their curvature in comparison to a underpass bridge for the tight diamond (see Figure 61 for an example of a SPUI underpass design under construction). This requires special consideration when estimating bridge cost for the underpass SPUI and should be reflected in the unit cost. A larger area simple platform bridge design may be cheaper than a smaller but more complex shape.

Four types of bridge designs are common to SPUI construction: (1) steel plate girder, (2) steel trapezoidal box girder, (3) concrete cast-in-place box girder, and (4) steel or precast concrete I-Beam.

The first three are most often used on overpass designs, while the last type of bridge is more commonly associated with underpass designs. Generally, the concrete box girder is the least costly of the first three types and on the order of 10 to 20 percent less than the steel bridge. This percentage differential will vary with economic conditions, site location, required maintenance of traffic, suppliers of material and other related factors. Finally, the steel trapezoidal box girder is often used to reduce bridge depth. However, this type of steel bridge is more costly to fabricate, transport to the site, and install in the field because of its shape and manner of connection. Figure 90 shows a steel trapezoidal box girder under construction for a multispans SPUI bridge with frontage roads.

Because of the criticality of the bridge component, the design team may want to develop rough drawings of the girder system. This would allow for more detailed pricing of individual bridge components. It also may provide a better comparative base if concrete and steel are both viable construction materials. This approach requires more engineering time and cost to create the requisite design information. If little historical data are available
on SPUI-type bridges, developing additional bridge design and construction data may be a wise investment.

Research suggests that the type of bridge structure selected is often a function of material availability, demonstrated local construction expertise, and preference of the agency building the interchange. As an example, most SPUIs constructed in the Phoenix area are concrete box girders using a soffit fill method of construction. This technique requires an earthfill under the proposed bridge deck. The fill is compacted up to just below the bottom of the bridge deck. Typically, a 3-in. to 4-in. lean concrete layer is poured on top of the fill. This provides a flat working surface for constructing the concrete box girder. After the bridge is completed the fill and lean concrete layers are removed. This method is believed economical locally because of an ample supply of good fill material plus the expertise of local contractors well versed in using soffit fill construction. The availability of excellent aggregate for concrete also is a factor and is dependent on geographical location.

Construction access and traffic control are two other factors influencing bridge type selection, especially in a reconstruction scenario where traffic flow must be maintained through the intersection. If the area around the interchange has sufficient available right-of-way, temporary “frontage” roads can be built in such a way as to divert traffic around the area of bridge construction. This may allow full access to the bridge during construction as opposed to building the bridge structure in stages in order to maintain traffic flow through the major and cross roads. Temporary roads for traffic control are costly. They are required if concrete box girder construction is used. If steel is used proper staging of bridge construction can minimize the impact on traffic, particularly when an existing bridge is present. Traffic can be controlled to allow bridge construction to continue through its entire erection sequence with the exception of a minimal interruption to set the steel girders which may require road closure over a weekend.

Careful analysis of the traffic control problem is necessary because of its potential impact on cost. Traffic control also influences the construction schedule, depending on the particular circumstances of the site and type of bridge selected. A traffic control plan should be developed early in the conceptual planning stage if greater precision is desired in cost estimation.

**Pavement**

Pavement costs for the major road, the cross road, and the entrance and exit ramps represent a second significant cost component. This cost component can vary between 10 and 25 percent of the total construction cost. At the conceptual estimate level, pavement cost includes the preparation of subbase, the paving material itself, i.e., asphalt or concrete, and medians.

Pavement costs are estimated as a function of the total square feet of road surface area and the unit cost per square foot of surface area. The square foot of pavement area is determined by the width of the road, less curbs, and the length. The unit cost would cover subbase and all paving construction. Unit costs are likely to vary depending on the thickness of the pavement, the type of paving, i.e., jointed concrete or continuously reinforced concrete paving, availability of materials and volume of current construction. A typical range of unit costs for pavement construction can vary from $1.75 to $6.00 per square foot.

Pavement costs may be somewhat less for SPUI compared to other two-level grade-separated interchanges because of a fewer number of lanes on the cross street. This decrease would be offset somewhat by an increase in ramp pavement due to the curvature required of SPUI ramps.

**Earthwork and Retaining Structures**

The remaining two primary cost components are earthwork and retaining structures associated with the major road. These two components can comprise between 10 and 20 percent of the total cost of construction. Earthfill is used to prepare the incline ramp for the major roadway from where the major road deviates from existing grade to the beginning of the bridge structure on either side of the bridge. The cost of earthfill will be greater for the single span SPUI compared to tight diamonds due to an increased vertical alignment, as noted in Figure 65. If the major road passes under the cross road, earthwork consists of excavating existing soil and removing it from the site. Variations in costs also are due to the type and availability of materials, soil characteristics, haul distances, location of fill and volume of soil required. Unit costs range from $2.00 to $14.00 per cu yd.

The major road is often bordered by a concrete retaining structure unless sufficient right-of-way is available to use sloped
embankments. Retaining walls can be cast-in-place or precast reinforced earth panels. Cast-in-place walls are more costly than precast walls but provide more flexibility for future utility work.

Earthwork costs are comprised of purchased fill or soil removed, the hauling of the materials to and from the construction site, and the compaction of the material in place. Earthwork costs are based on cubic yards of soil moved.

The quantity of fill will increase substantially if sloped embankments are used in lieu of retaining walls. In this case, the cost of earthwork increases. Consequentially, more right-of-way area will be required which can increase project cost. However, these cost increases are offset by eliminating the retaining wall. The net impact on cost is influenced by the unit cost associated with right-of-way acquisition, assuming sufficient right-of-way is available to allow this alternative. In many urban settings, aesthetics may be the dominant factor in selecting a retaining wall even when the retaining wall is more costly. Conversely, large elevated designs may be rejected because of their perceived negative impacts on aesthetics.

If retaining walls are the only option, because of cost prohibited right-of-way acquisition, the combined cost of earthwork and retaining walls is likely to be closer to 30 percent of the total construction cost. In comparison to tight diamonds, the use of retaining walls for overpass SPUIs would increase construction cost. This is due to the SPUIs increased vertical alignment, which adds height to the retaining wall, and correspondingly increases the roadway fill material required in relation to the tight diamond.

At the conceptual planning phase of project development, the estimated cost of retaining walls is based on the outside surface area of the wall. This area is a function of wall height and the length of the wall from its starting point to the bridge abutment structure. The maximum height is driven by vertical alignment, as determined by minimum vertical clearance, bridge depth and design speed, previously shown in Figure 65. Retaining wall unit costs range from $15.00 to $45.00 per square foot of wall area, depending on site location, type of wall (precast or cast-in-place), height of wall, and wall thickness.

Other Construction Items

Many other project items will influence the cost of SPUI. These additional items represent the remaining 25 to 35 percent of the total initial construction cost. The major items include: signalization; lighting; curbs and gutters; drainage; traffic control; mobilization; minor items such as signing, stripping, landscape; and demolition. Individually, these items represent a small percent of the total construction cost (see Figure 89); however, together they can have a major cost impact.

Signalization includes the signal heads, signal supports electrical distribution, controllers, and pavement markers. Primary power and a transformer are required at each intersection to operate the various signals. Signalization is often estimated based on the number of heads with an allowance included for primary power and the transformer. The latter allowance depends on whether there is existing power available such as in the case of reconstruction. Signalization could be as much as 1 to 4 percent of the total construction cost.

Lighting includes light poles, all luminaires, electrical distribution, lighting panels, and connections. This cost category is frequently estimated based on the number of light poles. Lighting typically runs between 2 and 5 percent of total construction costs. Lighting for SPUIs would probably be more costly when compared to other similar interchanges. This is due in part to the lighting required under the bridge. The longer and deeper bridge girders make it more difficult to light the conflict area under the bridge.

Curbs and gutters are typically referenced in terms of height of the curb and width of the gutter such as 6 in. by 24 in. The cost of curb and gutters is estimated on a lineal foot basis to include forming, reinforcing steel, and concrete. This cost category is 1 to 2 percent of the total construction cost.

Drainage covers those elements required to remove storm water from the bridge and roads. This cost category can vary significantly from as low as 3 to 5 percent to as much as 20 percent of the construction cost. It is dependent on several critical design and location criteria. If, for example, the project is considered new construction, the design could require installation of a major storm sewer system including main headers and feeders from various collection points. This could be further compounded if either the major road or the cross road is depressed below grade. In this latter case, pumping may be necessary to lift storm water into a main header system. There also could be existing storm sewer and other utility lines that may have to be relocated. A design may prove totally infeasible if it requires major utility relocation.

If the project is considered reconstruction, a new storm sewer system may or may not be required, depending on whether the existing system can carry the additional needed capacity due to the larger surface area for water runoff. The problem of existing storm sewer lines would have to be examined closely to determine if they can accept added demand. Similar problems would occur if either road was depressed. This would necessitate relocation or installing new sewer lines and perhaps the addition of a pump station.

Drainage is a site-specific item and must be evaluated closely to determine the appropriate historical percentage used to estimate its cost. Because the percentage can vary substantially, other estimating techniques might be warranted depending on site circumstances. As an example, a preliminary conceptual design could be developed to better scope the problem. This design could provide rough quantities for estimating purposes.

Generally, drainage cost would be similar for the SPUI in comparison to competing designs. However, if the cross road must be depressed because of the desire to maintain an existing profile grade line and increased bridge thickness, drainage costs for the SPUI would increase and probably would be higher than for a tight diamond design for the same situation.

Traffic control during construction is another category that can vary depending on the design and specific site location. This cost category includes the construction of temporary roads, signs, signals, and so on, if a SPUI is changing an existing intersection to a grade-separated interchange. The extent of traffic control is a function of the type of bridge, method of construction, and right-of-way available. This cost category is typically estimated as a percent of total construction cost, normally 6 to 8 percent. However, if traffic control is extremely complicated the percentage can be much higher. Depending on the situation, a traffic control plan may be developed to better estimate the cost. This may be advisable for the SPUI case due to its unique feature of the long center span.
Mobilization covers those costs incurred by the contractor to set up the site to commence construction. These costs are typically estimated as a percent of the total construction cost (between 3 and 5 percent).

Minor items such as striping, signing, sidewalks, and landscaping are generally included as a percent of total construction costs (1 to 3 percent). Two large overhead guide signs on the cross road may be needed only for the SPUI because of its special advance left turn operations. Discretionary use of pavement marking lights would add approximately $100,000 to the project cost. While minor in terms of their impact on total construction costs, signing and striping can have a significant impact on traffic operations of the SPUI. Careful attention to the design of these two items is important in the conceptual planning phase to properly evaluate user costs.

Demolition is required if the project involves reconstruction. This may include the removal of existing structures or breaking pavement and disposing of it. The cost of demolition will vary with specific site conditions and the distance required to haul the materials to a disposal site. Pavement demolition can be estimated on a square area basis, while bridge demolition can be estimated using a per ton or square area approach. Careful analysis of the existing conditions must be made to estimate a reasonable cost for this category. As with drainage, any major differential in the required demolition (or salvage value) of existing infrastructure that one design alternative accrues over another can be very important to the economic analysis and should be provided.

Contingency

Contingency is a cost category that covers the uncertainties associated with an estimate. The percent contingency added to an estimate during any phase of a project is related to the type and nature of the information available and the risks associated with the project. This includes the status of the design, the location of the project, and the historical cost data base used to convert the design into a reliable cost estimate.

Typically, conceptual planning estimates for highway construction can be as much as 15 to 25 percent higher than the contractor's low bid (32). This variation includes a high percent contingency. The percent contingency used on most conceptual estimates of the nature discussed in this report is between 15 and 20 percent depending on the information available about the site and supporting design details developed. It might be argued that the percent contingency added to the SPUI estimate should be higher when compared to other similar interchanges. This would result from the uncertainties associated with unique bridge construction and traffic control especially where an agency has little experience with the large center spans common to overpass SPUIs. The agency may not have historical data relevant to SPUIs, thus, adding more estimate uncertainty.

Engineering and Design and Contract Administration

The total initial cost of any project should include the cost to perform engineering and detailed design through the development of construction plans and specifications. Once the project is let out for bid and awarded to a general contractor, an engineering group must supervise and inspect construction. This also includes drawing interpretation, processing contract modifications, verifying quantities placed and so on. At the conceptual planning phase of a project, these two cost components are estimated as a percent of total construction cost. This percentage is typically between 8 and 10 percent.

The nature of the SPUI design process combined with bridge complexity would likely increase the engineering and design costs in relation to the tight diamond interchange. Because these costs are a percentage of the total construction cost and SPUI construction costs are customarily greater than the tight diamond, more costs would probably be estimated for engineering and detailed design of SPUIs.

ANNUAL MAINTENANCE AND OPERATING COST COMPONENTS

An integral part of cost-effectiveness analysis is the estimation of on-going agency costs once the SPUI is constructed and operational. Two categories of cost are considered, operating and maintenance. Operating and maintenance costs are recurring or annual costs. They continue over the estimated useful life of the project.

Operating costs cover electricity to operate the signals and luminaires. Maintenance costs include general maintenance of traffic signals and luminaires, signs, striping, curbs and landscaping, resealing of joints for concrete pavements, repair of guard rails, and painting of the bridge structure as required.

Operating costs can be estimated by determining the kilowatt hours of electricity used by the signals and lights. This can be approximated based on a count of the number of signal heads and luminaires used in the design. Based on the kilowatt-hour consumption by each item, the total anticipated use per year and the cost per kilowatt-hour, an estimate of operating cost can be developed. This estimate is an annual cost. It is likely that the SPUI has higher operating costs compared to other interchanges because of the additional lighting requirements and marking wear.

Maintenance cost can be estimated based on past history for the type of bridge and road pavement materials specified. Assumptions must be made on frequency of repair and cost at the time of repair. Past history is the best possible source for these cost data. Historical data may not be available on SPUIs since they are a relatively new type of interchange. It may be necessary to use similar types of interchanges for the purpose of estimating maintenance costs. Maintenance costs are estimated on an annual basis.

Often operating and maintenance costs for conceptual estimates are derived as a percentage of initial construction cost. This percent may vary between 5 and 10 percent. This approach provides the total cost of operating and maintaining the interchange on a present worth basis. The percentage method is suitable provided there are no unusual features that may distort these costs.

MAJOR USER COST COMPONENTS

The major user cost components that are usually included in a benefit-cost analysis include operational time costs, vehicle
operating costs, and accident costs. Each of these costs is typically calculated for an existing (or do-nothing) alternative and for one or more improvement alternatives. Benefits are calculated as savings in user costs as compared to the existing or do-nothing alternative which typically performs poorer with time due to increasing volumes.

**Time Costs**

Total travel time is calculated as the sum of the time that it would take a vehicle to go through an intersection or interchange at a uniform speed (the mid-block or approach speed) plus the signal delay for vehicles that are required to stop. The signal delay includes the added time that vehicles take to stop and accelerate back to the mid-block speed plus the time actually stopped (also called idling time). Following the 1985 “Highway Capacity Manual” (22), it is assumed that the total signal delay equals 1.3 times the stopped or idling time. The recommended value of time per vehicle-hour in 1990 dollars is $12.69 for passenger cars (using $9.76 per person-hour and an assumed occupancy rate of 1.3 persons per auto) and is $23.02 for trucks, based on updated figures of time recommended values from NCHRP Project 7-12 (33); also see Ref. 34.

**Vehicle Operating Costs**

The operating cost equations used for highway segment and intersection calculations were estimated from Zaniewski (35), updated to 1990, and are given in the following.

**Vehicle Operating Costs for Idling.** Vehicle operating costs for idling are given for the two vehicle types, passenger cars and trucks, in cost per hour of idling time:

Idling Costs, Passenger Car = $0.94/vehicle-hour
Idling Costs, Truck = $0.97/vehicle-hour

**Vehicle Operating Costs for Stops.** The vehicle operating costs for passenger cars and trucks are estimated as the excess costs of stopping from and returning to a uniform speed as compared to traveling the same distance at the uniform speed. These stop-start cycling costs are estimated as functions of the uniform speed from which the stop is made. The equation for passenger cars is:

\[ PCYC = 1.2206 + 0.14948 * S + 0.01028 * S^2 \]

where \( PCYC \) = excess passenger car cycling cost for a 10-mph speed change ($/1000 cycles), and \( S \) = uniform speed in miles per hour. The equation for trucks is:

\[ TCYC = -9.8845 + 3.3657 * S + 0.09396 * S^2 \]

where \( TCYC \) = truck cycling cost from speed \( S \) to speed zero in dollars per 1,000 stops ($/1000 cycles); and \( S \) = truck approach speed in miles per hour.

**Vehicle Operating Costs for Speed Changes Other Than Stops.** Some analysts may want to calculate the cost for slowing down when traveling through an intersection, for those vehicles that do not stop. For calculating the vehicle operating cost associated with these speed changes, equations for excess cost for making 10-mph speed changes are included. The excess cost of making 10-mph speed changes for passenger cars is:

\[ \log(PCYC1) = 0.9869 + 0.0324 \cdot S - 0.0001 \cdot S^2 \]

where \( PCYC1 \) = excess passenger car cycling cost for a 10-mph speed change ($/1000 cycles), and \( S \) = uniform speed prior to making the speed change in miles per hour and is usually assumed to be the approach or mid-block speed.

The excess cost for making 10-mile per hour speed changes for trucks is:

\[ \log(TCYC1) = 3.0784 + 0.0562 \cdot S - 0.0004 \cdot S^2 \]

where \( TCYC1 \) = excess truck cycling cost for a 10-mph speed change ($/1000 cycles), and \( S \) = uniform speed prior to making the speed change in miles per hour and is usually assumed to be the approach or mid-block speed.

**Vehicle Operating Costs at Uniform Speeds.** Two vehicle operating cost equations are provided for estimating vehicle operating costs for travel at uniform speeds. The equation for passenger cars is:

\[ \log(PVOC) = 5.6370 - 0.02750 \cdot S + 0.00033 \cdot S^2 \]

where \( PVOC \) = passenger car running costs per 1,000 vehicle miles, and \( S \) = uniform speed in miles per hour. The equation for trucks is:

\[ \log(TVOC) = 6.7904 - 0.03464 \cdot S + 0.00041 \cdot S^2 \]

where \( TVOC \) = truck running costs per 1,000 vehicle miles, and \( S \) = uniform speed in miles per hour.

**Accident Rates and Costs**

Although an attempt was made to evaluate accident rates at existing SPUI interchanges, several difficulties were encountered as applied to this study. Accident records are not available for an extended period for the limited number of SPUIs. Also, many of the existing SPUIs differ either in design or operation from the specific designs recommended in this report. Therefore, it was decided that no specific recommendations could be made on accident prediction for SPUIs as compared to conventional diamond interchanges. At this time, it is recommended that accident rates for all interchanges be estimated from the same standard rates, as discussed below.

Accident costs are calculated by multiplying the accident rate times the cost per accident. Accident rates for highway segments
are taken from the Highway Performance Monitoring System Analytical Package (36). Accident rates for intersections and interchanges are based on a study of accidents in Texas from 1981 to 1986 (37). It was not possible to distinguish among interchange configurations because of the way the data are coded and the small number of accidents at interchanges. Costs per accident were taken from a study on accident costs by Rollins and McFarland (38). The accident rates and costs are given in Table 8.

The formula for using the rates for intersections and interchanges is given below. Note that the equation predicts the number of accidents per year even though the traffic is stated in daily terms, because the estimates were developed in this form.

\[ AY = ACR \times \frac{ADT}{1,000}/LN \]

where: \( AY \) = number of accidents per year, \( ACR \) = accident rate from Table 8 for a given type of intersection or interchange, \( ADT \) = total average daily traffic entering the intersection or interchange, for all directions of travel, including turning traffic, and \( LN \) = number of main lanes (not including separate turning lanes) from all directions for the intersection or interchange.

**COST-EFFECTIVENESS METHODOLOGY**

This section illustrates the cost effectiveness methodology as applied during the conceptual planning stages of a project. Because benefit/cost analysis requires a base case to compare with an alternate design, an at grade intersection (AGI) is selected as the base case. A SPUI with the major road over the cross road is selected as the alternate design. Assumed design and traffic operations data are developed and described for each case.

The purpose is to use the case study design to demonstrate the cost effectiveness evaluation process. This process includes estimation of initial project costs, on-going agency costs, and user costs. These data are key inputs for the benefit/cost analysis. The concept continues to focus on the key cost components that influence cost effectiveness with particular emphasis on SPUIs. The reader of the report will be further sensitized to the critical nature of the key factors and their impact on cost effectiveness. This analysis process can be readily applied to other types of interchanges such as the tight diamond, or TUDI.

**Design Definition for Case Study**

The base case for the illustrative study is an AGI of two major arterials in a developing suburban environment of a large city. It is assumed that the AGI is an existing signalized intersection, has already been upgraded to almost its maximum practical size, and the traffic demand is approaching the capacity of the upgraded intersection.

A plan view of the existing AGI is presented in Figure 91. The major road includes six lanes of through traffic and dual left turn lanes. The minor cross road has four lanes with left-turn bays. Existing traffic volumes have been recorded for the AGI for all 24 hours. The total entering volume in 1990 was about 82,000 vpd. The 1990 p.m. peak-hour traffic movements are depicted in Figure 91. Table 9 provides 1990, 2000, and 2010 projected traffic volumes for all movements for the 7 to 8 a.m., 12 to 1 p.m., 5 to 6 p.m., and 9 to 10 p.m. hourly time periods. Traffic growth was assumed to be about 3 percent per year. The assumed traffic volumes would cause significant congestion in the afternoon peak since the average volume-to-capacity ratio on the existing intersection is about 1.02. The morning rush will also experience major delay, but is slightly undersaturated with a v/c ratio of about 0.95.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>HOUR</th>
<th>NORTHBOUND</th>
<th>SOUTHBOUND</th>
<th>EASTBOUND</th>
<th>WESTBOUND</th>
<th>CYCLE LENGTH</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>830</td>
<td>1357</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>309</td>
<td>309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1245</td>
<td>1778</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>584</td>
<td>584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1633</td>
<td>2115</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>743</td>
<td>743</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>2477</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>950</td>
<td>950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

A plan view of the proposed new 6-2-2-1 SPUI design is shown in Figure 92. As this is a high-growth area of the city, an efficient, high-capacity design is proposed. Consequently, the major road over the cross street will have six lanes for through traffic. Likewise, the minor cross road will be upgraded to a six-lane facility regardless of the type of interchange selected. Dual left turn movements onto and off of the access ramps are incorporated into the design to provide sufficient capacity for design year 2010. Single-lane right turns are shown for entrance and exit to and from the access ramps. Traffic volumes have been forecasted for the SPUI for each hour of the design year, four hours of which are presented in Table 9, for the 3 percent traffic growth rate.

The SPUI configuration selected represents a composite of desirable features found in those existing SPUIs analyzed in the field survey. The design is considered to be realistic. The conceptual design of the SPUI, as shown in Figure 93, is expanded to include boundary limits and a profile of the major road as delineated in Figure 94.

The design sequence to derive the SPUI configuration shown in Figure 94 is as follows. The bridge length is first determined. As noted previously, bridge length is a function of the number and width of turning lanes, median width of the cross street, separation distance of the entrance and exit ramps, and sight distance. These design variables are used to calculate the bridge length for the SPUI presented.

Bridge depth together with the minimum vertical clearance height of the structure from the cross street is used to determine the profile grade line of the major road. The thickness of the bridge is a function of its length, construction materials, and design loads. A quick and simple method to estimate bridge depth is to use Figure 65 from 1989 AASHTO bridge design manual (25). This is not precise but may be sufficient for conceptual estimating. It was the approach used to determine bridge depth for the SPUI in Figure 94.

The new profile grade lines (PGLs) for both the main highway and the arterial are then established using standard vertical curve equations and an appropriate design speed of 60 mph in this case. The point where the distance between the bridge and the arterial is the smallest is the critical point that controls vertical alignment and, hence, the profile grade line. In the SPUI shown in Figure 94, this point is located at the edge of the major road and the center of the arterial.
The new profile grade lines, the additional road area needed to accommodate projected traffic volumes, horizontal transitions necessary to tie into existing pavements, and the maintenance of traffic all interrelate to define the boundary limits of the SPUI. These limits may be confined by existing or new right-of-way required and the cost of right-of-way. In this example, right-of-way was determined by the location of the ramps and cross streets. It is assumed that sufficient right-of-way can be acquired. This may not be the case in actual practice.

As delineated in Figure 94, the match lines for the major road and the cross-road arterial are provided on the plan. The distance from where the new realigned major road deviates from the normal at grade section until it returns to the normal at-grade road is approximately 2,600 ft. The cross street distance for the SPUI estimate is 1,820 ft from where the cross street changes to six lanes and returns back to the current lane configuration of the existing cross street. Retaining walls are incorporated into the design as shown on the profile in Figure 94. The maximum height of the major road is approximately 27 ft. This height is comprised of a 17.5-ft clearance and a bridge thickness of 9.5 ft. The bridge structure for the SPUI consists of a single span steel plate girder design with an approximate span of 240 ft. The maximum grade of the major road is assumed to be 4 percent based on a 60-mph design speed for freeways. The right-of-way boundaries are shown on the plan as dotted lines.

Figure 95 provides typical cross sections of both the major road and the cross-road arterial. These sections give dimensions for lanes, medians, shoulders and so on. The location of the cross section is noted in Figure 94. Pavement construction is continuously reinforced concrete for the major road and jointed concrete for the cross road and ramps.

Estimation of Initial Costs

The cost estimation process that is illustrated provides a basis for the comparative analysis of alternative designs during the conceptual planning stages of a project. The conceptual estimate is an estimate that is developed with limited design information. As a result, key parameters are employed to derive project costs. The type of information available at this stage of the decision-making process normally includes existing topography (terrain, existing roadway alignment, drainage, utilities), forecasted traffic volumes, existing available right-of-way, and the level of commercial development in adjacent areas.
Cross-Section A-A (Major Road)

Cross-Section B-B (Cross Road)  
(Before Taper)

Cross-Section C-C (Cross Road)  
(After Taper)

Figure 95. SPUI major and cross-road cross-sectional views.
A dependable cost estimation of any project cannot be performed in isolation. Existing conditions, traffic volumes, and the physical characteristics of a site must be understood so that an accurate forecast of the future needs of the intersection are obtained. Conceptual estimating should involve several professionals. The team should include a designer, estimator, and someone with practical construction experience or someone with a combination of these experiences. Construction experience is important, especially when estimating SPUIs, because first-hand knowledge of the SPUI may be limited.

The conceptual estimate will produce results that are within 15 to 25 percent of the actual costs. This is a typical accuracy range for a parametric-type estimate based on conceptual designs. It is desirable for the estimate to be on the high side. The reason that the estimate should be higher than the actual construction costs is to ensure that sufficient financing is available to complete the project. This range may seem unreasonable, but given that each design alternative will be evaluated in the same manner and that different designs are compared to each other on an incremental basis, any systematic error will have a minor effect on the net result. Each feasible design will be compared to a standard base design. This base case design could be either an existing condition or another alternative design. In the example presented, an at-grade-intersection is the base condition and the proposed SPUI is the alternate design.

Key Parameter Evaluation

Figure 89 identifies key cost components that are considered when estimating the construction cost of a SPUI. They will be used to illustrate the conceptual estimating process applied to the SPUI shown in Figure 94. The major components include: (1) bridge; (2) pavement for the highway (major road), ramps, and arterial (cross street); (3) earthwork; (4) retaining walls; (5) signalization; (6) lighting; (7) curbs; (8) mobilization; (9) traffic control; (10) drainage; (11) minor items such as striping, signing, sidewalks, and landscaping; and (12) demolition. In addition to construction costs, right-of-way, engineering and design, contract administration and contingency costs are estimated. The sum of all cost components represents the total project cost.

The first seven components are estimated based on a single key parameter that is quantified and priced from an appropriate unit cost representative of the type, time, and location of construction. The next five components (items 8 through 12) are estimated on a percentage basis where the percent is derived from historical data such as provided in previous sections. Demolition, when required, is quantified using the appropriate parameter. Right-of-way is always quantified because of its critical impact on total project cost and design features. The remaining three components are estimated as a percent of total construction cost (items 1 through 12). Specific techniques and example calculations are described in the section to follow.

The Estimation Process

The estimated project costs presented are considered typical for open shop construction in the Southern United States. These costs are estimated in first quarter 1990 dollars. The estimate also assumes that site restrictions and typography will have a minimal effect on costs, that is, there are few unusual site characteristics that would inflate the unit cost of any of the construction components. This infers that the unit costs used in this estimate are mid-range costs. Costs for any given site could vary in either direction from the mid-range costs that are incorporated into this estimate. Another basic assumption is that the interchange is being built as part of other ongoing reconstruction, therefore, unit costs would reflect some volume discount.

At the conceptual level, the final component cost, i.e., the quantity times its unit price, encompasses all of the costs associated with that component. For instance, the bridge quantity is defined as the horizontal surface area of the bridge deck. The quantity and the respective unit price are used to estimate the cost of the total bridge including the cost of the superstructure and substructure.

Quantities for the key components of the SPUI, along with a few minor items, are calculated using the design information in Figures 93, 94, and 95. The results are presented next.

Bridge. The cost of the bridge structure is estimated using the horizontal area of the bridge deck, in square feet, and a unit cost that reflects steel plate girder construction. The horizontal area is derived by measuring the adjusted length of the bridge. This adjusted length is the length from bearing seat to bearing seat plus 4 ft. A typical dimension for a bearing seat is 1.75 ft. The total width of the bridge out-to-out is determined by summing the width of all traveling lanes, medians, shoulders, and two 1.75 ft sections for concrete traffic barriers. The adjusted length and the width are multiplied together to calculate the horizontal area in square feet.

The adjusted bridge length is 242.75 ft for the SPUI case. The out-to-out width of the major road is 111.5 ft. This results in an adjusted bridge area of 27,000 sq ft. The estimated unit cost for a steel bridge of this size and type is $85.00 per square foot. The potential range of unit costs for bridges of this class can vary from $70.00 to $100.00 per square foot depending on bridge span, depth, type (plate or trapezoidal box girders), location, construction access, and other related factors. The final item cost reflects all elements of costs associated with the bridge.

Because the bridge is a critical component in SPUI cost estimation, it would be prudent to determine whether a concrete box girder is a feasible alternative. Unit costs for these types of bridges can range from $60.00 to $75.00 per square foot in some locations.

Pavement. The cost of pavement is estimated using square area of pavement. The horizontal lengths and widths are measured from the conceptual design drawings and appropriately multiplied together. This produces the quantity of pavement in square feet. The pavement is separated into three unique categories: the highway (major road), the ramps, and the arterial (cross road). This enables pricing to be based on different pavement designs. The pavement design for the highway is assumed to be a 12-in. continuous reinforced concrete pavement (CRCP). Nine-in. jointed concrete pavement (JCP) is assumed for the arterial and ramps.

The quantity analysis resulted in an estimate of 266,000 sq ft of highway, 190,000 sq ft of arterial, and 134,000 sq ft of ramps. The potential range of unit costs for pavement is between $1.75 to $6.00 per square foot. The unit costs used in the estimate are $4.00 and $2.00 per square foot for CRCP and JCP, respectively. The final item cost reflects all the costs associated with the
sections of retaining wall under the bridge is determined by the overall width of the highway times the height of the retaining wall at the bridge.

Because of the symmetry of the design, retaining wall area of one quadrant is first calculated and then multiplied by four. The two sections under the bridge are added to derive the total quantity of retaining wall area.

The total area of the retaining wall is 67,000 sq ft. The unit price for precast retaining walls ranges from $15.00 to $25.00 per square foot. The unit price used in this estimate is $20.00 per square foot. Cast-in-place retaining walls are generally more expensive and can be as much as $45.00 per square foot. The final item cost reflects all the costs associated with erecting retaining walls, i.e., placement of the footers, attachment of the wire mesh, and compaction of the cement stabilized sand.

**Signalization.** The cost of signalization is calculated by multiplying the number of signal heads that the project requires by the appropriate unit price. Based on the inspection of other SPUIs 12 heads are deemed to be appropriate. This quantity is then multiplied by the unit price to produce the final item cost. This final item cost reflects all the costs associated with construction of the signal system, i.e., foundation, pole, wiring, transformer, detectors, signals. The unit price estimated for the traffic actuated signalization is $10,500 per head.

**Lighting.** The cost of lighting is estimated based on the number of poles that a SPUI might typically require and the appropriate unit price. A typical height of the light poles would be between 40 and 50 ft. Based on the inspection of other SPUIs 34 poles are determined to be appropriate. This quantity is determined by that portion of the project that would typically be illuminated and the area each light pole illuminates. This quantity is multiplied by the unit price to produce the final item cost. This final item cost reflects all the costs associated with construction of the lighting system, i.e., foundation, pole, wiring, and so on. The unit cost for lighting is based on $5,700 per pole.

**Curbs.** The cost of curbs is calculated from the lineal feet of curb and the appropriate unit price. The quantity of curb that is required is measured directly from the conceptual design drawings. A total of 12,000 lineal feet is calculated for the curbing. It is assumed that 6-in. by 24-in. curbing is used. The final item cost reflects all the costs associated with construction of the curb. Curb unit costs can vary from $8.00 to $12.00 per lineal foot. Ten dollars a lineal foot is used in this estimate.

**Mobilization.** This category covers the costs associated with the contractor moving equipment and personnel onto and off of a project. Four percent of the sum of the previous seven cost elements is used.

**Traffic Control.** The degree of additional paving, signing, striping, maintenance of detours, and traffic handling are all reflected by traffic control costs. Traffic control costs are affected by the area of right-of-way available, the type of bridge selected, whether the intersection is at capacity, the number of phases that the project requires, and whether complex turning movements are necessary. Seven percent of the sum of the first seven cost elements is considered adequate. Since steel bridge construction is used, it is assumed that proper staging of construction can occur without the need for a significant detour system. It might be prudent to devise a bridge erection plan to confirm such an assumption in actual practice, especially when there is limited familiarity with SPUI construction.

**Minor Items.** Typical items contained in this category include...
striping, signing, sidewalks, and landscaping. Three percent is determined to be appropriate for this SPUI. This percent is applied to the sum of all previous cost elements.

**Drainage.** Drainage may include the installation of storm sewers, pump stations, inlets, and all related work that is needed to carry water away from the interchange area. It is assumed that the drainage for the project would be a gravity flow type and that the existing storm sewers will be able to handle the added demand. Ten percent is used for this illustration. This percent is applied to the sum of all previous cost elements exclusive of minor items. Because of the site-specific nature of drainage requirements the percent selected can be determined only after careful study of the project site conditions.

**Demolition.** Demolition of existing pavement is required for the case study example. The cost of demolition includes breaking existing pavement and removal to an existing dump. The total area of pavement to be removed is estimated at 409,000 sq ft. A cost of $1.25 per square foot is applied. This assumes a haul distance of approximately 20 miles. Demolition is project specific and generally applicable to reconstruction projects. This category should be analyzed closely in actual practice. This particular case study assumes that additional utility line relocation is not required. Every site should be carefully evaluated to detect if utility lines must be relocated.

**Engineering and Design.** The detailed design and initial survey of the project are included in this cost. Nine percent of total construction cost is used for engineering and design.

**Supervision and Administration.** This category includes the cost to the organization or state agency that is responsible for inspecting the construction of the project and the reporting of progress and scheduling. Nine percent of total construction costs is used for supervision and administration.

All items that are estimated on a percentage basis assume that the case is average in every way. Unfortunately, this rarely occurs in practice as each individual project will have its own unique characteristics. An appropriate percent should be used from an agency’s own data base of projects.

**Right-of-Way.** The area that is needed to construct the case study SPUI is taken from the conceptual design drawings. This area is superimposed onto the area currently being used by the AGI. The difference between the two is calculated. This difference includes a 10-ft easement and is the incremental amount of right-of-way that is needed to implement the SPUI design. The AGI is assumed to be at the existing available right-of-way. The total right-of-way for the SPUI and AGI is 867,000 and 481,000, respectively, given a 386,000-sq ft difference.

The incremental right-of-way area calculated is considered a clean quantity, which will never be the true case. The quantity is based on square feet and the cost is derived on a dollar per square foot basis. The cost of land is highly dependent on the location, area required, and specific economic viability of any given parcel of land. A typical price of open urban land varies anywhere from $1.00 to more than $50.00 per square foot. This can cause the viability of any design to wane and a sensitivity analysis often is warranted. The unit cost for right-of-way is $7.00 per square foot, and this assumes moderate land cost without significant problems in obtaining the area needed. This is seldom the case in practice, thus, local knowledge of right-of-way costs and availability of land at a given site should be investigated and used in specific project estimates.

**Contingency.** This item covers those unforeseen items and other uncertainties associated with the development of the conceptual design where there is lack of specific details. The percent contingency selected for the case is 20 percent of all project costs including right-of-way. The summary of all project cost items is presented in Table 10 based on the quantities calculated and the respective unit cost presented. The estimated total project cost for the SPUI is $16,304,000.

Table 11 provides the percent weight by cost of each category to the total cost of construction (see column three). The four primary cost categories (bridge, pavements, earthwork and retaining walls) represent 70.6 percent of the total cost of construction with the bridge having the highest percentage at 25.0 percent. These data compare favorably with the ranges presented in Figure 89. This type of comparison is a typical methodology for verifying an estimate against known standard ratios. Table 11 also shows the percent weight of all items to total project cost, excluding contingency, in the last column. The cost of additional right-of-way represents 19.8 percent of the total. This percentage appears reasonable.

### Cost Impact of Other SPUI Design Considerations

The SPUI estimated in this case study reflects one set of design features. Because project site conditions differ depending on location, alternate SPUI designs may be considered in practice. Table 12 attempts to capture the impact different design considerations might have on project costs. Seven major design considerations are identified in Table 12 as the major roadway, bridge type, bridge span, retaining walls, ramp separation distance, drainage,
and vertical alignment. Six major project cost components (right-of-way, bridge, retaining walls, earthwork, drainage, and pavements) are evaluated for each design consideration in terms of the potential impact on total project cost. This assessment is intended to be qualitative in nature and to provide an indication of the possible direction of change in project cost due to a change in a design consideration. It is offered as a guide to help identify potential cost impacts because of design changes made to the base case SPUI. Table 12 does not include the effects of changes in user costs as a result of a change in design. This impact also must be considered.

The SPUI described in the case study is defined as the base case in Table 12 and is denoted as "B". The intersection of a design consideration and a key cost component is described either by more cost ("+") or less cost ("−") or similar cost ("S") when compared to the base case design. The key cost components are ordered from left to right by the relative magnitude of impact on total project cost. Thus, a change in the right-of-way and bridge cost components will have the greatest potential impact on total project cost.

One application of Table 12 is illustrated with ramp separation distance. This is a design consideration that influences the geometric features of the SPUI. Its proper evaluation is crucial to operational efficiency, bridge configuration, and right-of-way acquisition. The critical measure is the separation distance between the SPUIs on ramps and off ramps as determined by the longest out-to-out dimension between ramps. This distance may be constrained by existing right-of-way available along the major road. If right-of-way is plentiful and relatively inexpensive, ramp separation distance may be wider. A more robust ramp radius of curvature will result in a shorter bridge center span with potentially lower bridge costs. A shorter bridge span reduces bridge thickness and, hence, vertical alignment. This will reduce earthwork and retaining wall cost. A wider ramp separation distance also may improve operational efficiency because of better sight distance for drivers making left turns off of the ramps.

Table 12 provides a qualitative assessment of the project cost impact of a change to ramp separation distance. The base case SPUI has an ideal separation distance. According to Table 12 if the separation distance is wider, i.e., increased, the estimated cost of right-of-way would correspondingly increase, bridge costs would decrease and retaining walls, earthwork, drainage and pavement costs would increase. The overall impact would likely be a net increase in total project cost. However, the magnitude of the increase will depend on quantities and unit costs for each item and, in particular, the unit cost of right-of-way acquisition when new right-of-way must be acquired.

Table 12 also can be used to assess the potential effect of changes to several design factors. As an example, assume the base design is changed to: (1) a trapezoidal steel box girder, using sloped embankments in lieu of retaining walls; and (2) a narrow ramp separation distance. These design adjustments, right-of-way costs increase when sloped embankments are specified, but decrease as ramp separation distance narrows. The net impact on project cost may be offsetting. A narrow ramp separation distance increases the bridge span and thickness and the corresponding cost of the bridge. The trapezoidal box design might reduce bridge thickness, but the fabrication and construction of the trapezoidal box elements are assumed to be more costly. The net impact on bridge cost is a potential increase. Retaining wall cost is deleted and replaced with increasing earthwork cost. Narrowing the ramps would reduce the earthfill required. The net impact of these changes to earthwork and retaining wall design is likely to be a decrease in cost, because construction of retaining walls is usually more costly in relation to earthfill operations. The overall impact of all three changes to the base design may be a slight increase in total project cost. This would have to be verified by quantity evaluation and adjustments to the appropriate unit costs.

If there is an increase in total project cost, there should be a reduction in user cost associated with the design change as reflected in greater capacity. This reduction in user cost translates into increased benefits due to improved operational efficiency. This incremental increase in benefits should be greater than the incremental increase in cost to warrant the change to a wider ramp separation distance or other changes to key design considerations.

Several general comments can be made about the information in Table 12. At the conceptual planning level, four design considerations should be critically evaluated. They are bridge type and materials of construction, bridge configuration, retaining wall requirements, and ramp separation distance. The four design considerations are interrelated and their impact on project cost is complex. The direction of change in project cost due to changes in design should be understood and carefully evaluated. The best approach is to develop quantitative data to analyze the magnitude of the impact of design changes related to the four key considerations. Moreover, the design team also should consider the benefits derived from such changes. Increases in project costs should be justified by corresponding increases in user benefits, i.e., benefit/cost greater than one. This approach will pro-
duce the most cost-effective SPUI design for the given site conditions. The techniques described in this chapter should provide a method for making such evaluations.

Estimation of Annual Costs

The estimation of operating and maintenance costs was derived from data collected from several state transportation department. These data are considered approximate in nature and are believed to be representative of operating and maintaining SPUIs. The operating cost estimate includes the cost of operating the signals and lights. The electricity consumed by the lights and signals is the primary operating cost. Maintenance costs include: the signals and lights (changing light bulbs, burned out components, etc.); rescaling pavement joints; bridge painting and replacement of guard rails; and upkeep of signs, pavement markers, and striping.

Operating costs are estimated by determining the kilowatt-hours of electricity used by the signals and lights. This is approximated based on the number of signal heads and luminaires for a given interchange design. Based on the kilowatt-hour consumption of each item, the total anticipated use per year and the cost per kilowatt-hour, an estimate of annual operating cost is determined.

Maintenance costs are estimated based on empirical data collected from similar bridge designs and pavement designs that are available. The frequency of repairs and cost at the time of repair for the pavement is assumed to occur at 10, 20, and 28 years. The costs at the time when maintenance occurs is determined and
Table 13. Average daily traffic for different traffic movements and roadway, by year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Traffic Movements</th>
<th>Through</th>
<th>Left-turn</th>
<th>Right-turn</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>33,733</td>
<td>8,127</td>
<td>6,242</td>
<td>48,102</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cross Street</td>
<td>18,902</td>
<td>6,288</td>
<td>8,117</td>
<td>33,307</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>45,224</td>
<td>10,922</td>
<td>8,389</td>
<td>64,645</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cross Street</td>
<td>25,403</td>
<td>8,451</td>
<td>10,909</td>
<td>44,763</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>60,862</td>
<td>14,667</td>
<td>11,359</td>
<td>86,888</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Cross Street</td>
<td>34,140</td>
<td>11,358</td>
<td>14,665</td>
<td>60,163</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 14. Hours of delay and number of stops per day for each alternative, by year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>At-Grade Intersection</th>
<th>Single-Point Urban Interchange</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hours of Delay</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>567</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>1,056</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>2,519</td>
<td>436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Number of Stops</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>52,315</td>
<td>22,569</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>75,059</td>
<td>31,235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>131,297</td>
<td>43,221</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 15. Distance traveled in study area per vehicle by type of movement and alternative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>At-Grade Intersection</th>
<th>Distance Traveled Per Vehicle, Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>2,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Street</td>
<td>1,820</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Single Point Urban Interchange</th>
<th>Distance Traveled Per Vehicle, Feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>2,602</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Street</td>
<td>1,820</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Summation of the Initial Costs

The initial costs required for the benefit/cost analysis are summarized as follows for both cases:

- **Base Case—At Grade Intersection**
  - Project Costs: Not Required
  - Operating and Maintenance Cost: $440,000

- **Alternate Case—SPUI with Major Road Over**
  - Project Costs: $16,304,000
  - Operating and Maintenance Cost: $640,000

These initial costs reflect 1990 costs.

Estimation of User Costs

- **Assumptions.** It is assumed that all vehicles are traveling at 35 mph for the approach or mid-block speed, i.e., $S = 35$ mph. It is assumed that the proportion of trucks for calculating weighted vehicle operating costs and values of time is 10 percent.
- **Average daily traffic.** The average daily traffic for 1990, 2000, and 2010 for the different movements are as given in Table 13.
- **Estimation of delays and stops.** The amount of delay and the number of stops can be estimated by several different methods. The TRANSYT-7F computer program was used in this study to estimate delay and stops for the intersection and the SPUI. TRANSYT-7F has several advantages, including the ability to evaluate many different types of design alternatives. TRAFNetsim and Highway Capacity Software could have been used.

The amount of delay and the number of stops was estimated for the example problem for each alternative at three points in time, for the years 1990, 2000, and 2010 and these totals are given in Table 14. It is assumed that the ADT values for these 3 years apply to the beginning of the year 1990, the beginning of year 2000, and the beginning of the year 2010; therefore, there are 10 years between successive estimates. Amount of delay and number of stops per day are multiplied by 365 to obtain annual values (rates per year at the three points in time).

Care should be taken not to overestimate the amount of delay predicted by the computer program for overloaded traffic movements. As a guideline, a projected hourly turning movement volume should not exceed 1.2 times the capacity of the phase to serve that movement. Motorists are presumed to divert to other facilities if congestion becomes too severe. The values given in Table 14 were constrained by this guideline.

**Estimation of distances traveled.** The overall length of the study area is 2,600 ft along the main route arterial and 1,820 ft along the cross street. The distances traveled through the study area per vehicle for each vehicle movement are estimated by measurement from the preliminary design dimensions and are given in Table 15.
Table 16. Distance traveled per day, for all vehicles, by type of movement and alternative.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>Daily Vehicle Miles of Travel, vm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Through</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>At-Grade Intersection</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 1990:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>16,611</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Street</td>
<td>6,515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Daily Vehicle Miles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2000:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>22,324</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Street</td>
<td>8,756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Daily Vehicle Miles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2010:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>29,970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Street</td>
<td>11,768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Daily Vehicle Miles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Single Point Urban Interchange</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 1990:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>16,624</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Street</td>
<td>6,515</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Daily Vehicle Miles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2000:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>22,341</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Street</td>
<td>8,756</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Daily Vehicle Miles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year 2010:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arterial</td>
<td>29,993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross Street</td>
<td>11,768</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Daily Vehicle Miles</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The distance traveled in the study area in vehicle miles per day is calculated by multiplying the average daily traffic by the above travel distance in ft for each movement and dividing by 5,280 ft per mile and is given in Table 16.

Cost of delay. The hours of delay per day given previously are multiplied by 365 days per year and the average time cost per vehicle-hour to obtain the annual delay cost, which are summarized by year in Table 17.

The weighted average cost per vehicle is calculated using the assumed 10 percent trucks and 90 percent passenger cars with the values of time per vehicle-hour given previously for each vehicle type, $12.69 for passenger cars and $23.02 for trucks.

Vehicle operating cost of idling. The hours of idling time are equal to the hours of signal delay divided by 1.3. To obtain the annual cost of idling, given in Table 18, the daily hours of idling are multiplied by 365 days and the weighted cost for idling of $0.943 per vehicle-hour.

Vehicle operating cost for stops. The excess cost of stopping per year is calculated by multiplying by 365 days per year and by the weighted average cost of stopping of:

Excess cost of stopping from 35 miles per hour:
- Passenger cars = $19.05 per 1,000 stops
- Trucks = $223.02 per 1,000 stops
- Weighted average = $39.45 per 1,000 stops or $0.0395/veh stop

The number of stops per day given previously is multiplied by 365 and by $0.0395/veh stop to obtain the annual cost of stopping shown in Table 19.

Vehicle operating cost at uniform speeds. The total daily vehicle miles for each alternative for the years 1990, 2000, and 2010 are summarized in Table 20.

The vehicle operating cost per year for operating at uniform speeds through the study area is calculated by multiplying the above miles per day by 365 days per year and by the vehicle operating cost per mile for operation at 35 mph, the assumed mid-block or approach speed, which is $188.23 per 1,000 miles/
Table 21. Annual vehicle operating cost at uniform speeds, by alternative and year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Alternative</th>
<th>1990</th>
<th>2000</th>
<th>2010</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>At-grade Intersection</td>
<td>$2,398,000</td>
<td>$3,223,000</td>
<td>$4,332,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SPUI</td>
<td>2,370,000</td>
<td>3,186,000</td>
<td>4,285,000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 22. Accident rates and annual number of accidents, by alternative and year.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Total ADT((000)/ Total Lanes</th>
<th>Rates</th>
<th>No. of Accidents</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PDO</td>
<td>Injury</td>
<td>Fatal</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At-Grade Intersection</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>8.1399</td>
<td>0.4648</td>
<td>0.2145</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>10.9408</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>14.7051</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Single-Point Urban Interchange</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Year</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990</td>
<td>6.7833</td>
<td>0.0879</td>
<td>0.0518</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2000</td>
<td>9.1173</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2010</td>
<td>12.2543</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
<td>&quot;</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 23. Accident cost per accident, for intersections and interchanges, by accident severity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Cost/ Accident, Urban Area, by Severity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PDO</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intersection</td>
<td>$1,380</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interchange</td>
<td>1,310</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

1,000 miles, or $0.18823 per mile. The results are given in Table 21.

Accident costs. The number of accidents is calculated using the equation and rates presented earlier, and the results are given in Table 22. Table 23 presents 1990 costs per accident for intersections and interchanges in urban areas, by severity.

Multiplying these accident costs by the number of accidents per year from the preceding table gives the annual accident costs given in Table 24.

For each of the two alternatives, the different types of user costs are added to obtain total annual motorist costs, as summarized in Table 25.

Salvage value. There is very little good information on the salvage value that should be used for highway projects such as highway interchanges. However, the Highway Performance Monitoring System has developed weighted average service lives to be used in calculation of life-cycle costs. These weighted average service lives range roughly from 40 to 70 years in length for different types of urban highway improvements (39). With straight-line depreciation, this would indicate that from 50 percent to 71 percent of the value of the facility would remain at the end of a 20-year analysis period. In this example, the bottom range of these values is used and it is assumed that the salvage value for an interchange at the end of a 20-year analysis period.
is 50 percent of initial cost. This is discounted to the beginning of the analysis period to obtain the present worth of the salvage value.

**Present Worth of Total Benefits.** Given benefits for any years the benefits for a period can be estimated using a nomograph or formula given in the 1977 AASHTO Manual (40). Also, following this manual, which recommends a discount rate of 3 to 5 percent when costs and benefits are calculated in constant dollars (future costs and benefits are not inflated), a discount rate of 4 percent per year is chosen for use in this report. The AASHTO Manual uses the following formula for calculating total benefits for $n$ years, given the benefits for the first year and last year of the period of length $n$ years.

\[ f = \left( e^{(r - i)n} - 1 \right) / (r - i) \]

where: $f$ = the factor that is multiplied times the first year's benefits to estimate benefits for the entire period of $n$ years; $n$ = the length of time being considered; $r = \ln (a)$, where $\ln$ indicates the natural logarithm and $a$ is the ratio of the benefits in the last year being considered to the benefits in the first year considered; and $i$ = the discount rate, which is assumed to be 0.04 (or 4 percent per year).

To estimate benefits for the example problem, this formula is used separately for the first and last 10 years. For the first 10 years, the following calculations are made:

\[ B_1 = \text{first year benefits} = \$2,548,000 \]
\[ B_2 = \text{second year benefits} = \$4,884,000 \]
\[ n = 10 \text{ years} \]
\[ a = \$4,884,000 / \$2,548,000 = 1.9168 \]
\[ r = \ln (a) / 10 = 0.065066 \]
\[ f = (e^{0.065066} - 0.04)10 - 1) / (0.065066 - 0.04) = (1.284873 - 1.0) / 0.025066 = 11.365 \]

Benefits for the first 10 years = $fB_1 = 11.365($2,548,000) = $28,958,000.

For the second 10 years, the following calculations are made:

\[ B_1 = \text{first year benefits} = \$4,884,000 \]
\[ B_2 = \text{second year benefits} = \$12,358,000 \]
\[ n = 10 \text{ years} \]
\[ a = \$12,358,000 / \$4,884,000 = 2.5303 \]
\[ r = \ln (a) / 10 = 0.0928338 \]
\[ f = (e^{0.0928338} - 0.04)10 - 1) / (0.0928338 - 0.04) = 13.1755 \]

Benefits for the second 10 years = $fB_2 = 13.1755($4,884,000) = $64,349,000. The total benefits are equal to $28,958,000 plus $64,349,000, or $93,307,000.

**Benefit/Cost Analysis**

The benefit cost ratio is calculated using the following formula:

\[ B/C = B / (IC + MC - SV) \]

where: $B =$ present worth of benefits over the analysis period of 20 years, which were calculated as $93,307,000; $IC =$ initial capital cost for the interchange, which was estimated as $16,304,000; $MC =$ present worth of maintenance and operating costs over the analysis period, which is the increase in maintenance and operating costs for the interchange as compared to the intersection, or $200,000 ($640,000 - $440,000) for the 20-year period, in present worth terms, as calculated previously; and $SV =$ the present worth of the salvage value for the interchange net of any salvage value for the existing intersection; as discussed previously, this is calculated by assuming that the salvage value of the interchange at the end of 20 years is 50 percent of the initial cost ($8,152,000), which is discounted to the present by dividing by $1 + 0.04)^{20}$ (= 2.191123), to give a present worth of the salvage value of $3,720,000.

Using these assumptions, the B/C ratio for the interchange is:

\[ B/C = ($93,307,000) / ($16,304,000 + $200,000 - $3,720,000) = ($93,307,000) / ($12,784,000) = 7.30 \]

This calculation indicates that the SPUI will provide 7.30 times as much benefit as cost over the 20-year period. The net benefit for building the SPUI is $93.3 million minus $12.8 million, or $80.5 million.

**ALTERNATE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS**

During the conceptual planning stages of the project, the design team will most probably analyze other alternate designs. As an example, the SPUI is often compared to the tight urban diamond interchange (TUDI). Generally, there are several key discriminating factors that impact the cost effectiveness of various designs when compared to each other.

The functionality of the interchange within the context of the overall system plan immediately discriminates between the potential options available. The key discriminating factor is traffic capacity. Capacity almost automatically specifies the general category of intersection a design team would consider for a given intersection. As an example, if capacity and the system plan dictate a freeway-to-freeway interchange, a cloverleaf or directional interchange is probably the only choice. The SPUI is not an option in this scenario. The same scenario can be applied to a SPUI compared to an AGI. Unless the AGI is fully built out, upgrading an existing AGI would likely be the best choice. As a consequence of functionality, the comparison of the SPUI with the TUDI or, perhaps, a parclo is really the only comparison of interest.

This section provides a qualitative assessment of critical discriminators between the SPUI and two alternate designs, the TUDI and parclo. This assessment portrays the impact these discriminators might have on cost effectiveness. A matrix has been developed to portray the qualitative assessment and is shown in Table 26. The left column reflects key selection criteria that influence the cost effectiveness of a project. Two types of feasible alternate designs are listed across the top (TUDI and parclo). The base case design for comparative purposes is the SPUI presented in the case study discussed in previous sections (see Figures 93 and 94). The intersection between the selection criteria and the other feasible alternate designs reflects a change in project or user cost to the base case SPUI when comparing it to the other two design choices.

In Table 26, the base case SPUI and the other alternate designs are assumed to have similar traffic handling capacity, the
Table 26. Qualitative cost comparisons between SPUI and other feasible design alternatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Selection Criteria</th>
<th>Feasible Design Alternatives</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tight Urban Diamond Interchange</td>
<td>Parclo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacity Handling</td>
<td>Similar*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Right of Way</td>
<td>More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bridge Structure Costs</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Earthwork</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Retaining Walls</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Drainage</td>
<td>Similar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pavement</td>
<td>Similar/More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Operating And Maintenance Costs</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work Zone Traffic Control</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signalization</td>
<td>Similar/More</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Striping</td>
<td>Less</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>User Costs</td>
<td>Similar/More</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*All designs are assumed to have similar capacity.

intersection between selection criteria and feasible design alternatives represents a directional change in cost of the TUDI or parclo compared to the SPUI. For example, given that the traffic capacity is the same for all three designs, the cost of right-of-way will be more for both the TUDI and the parclo when compared to the SPUI. The intent of Table 26 is to provide the designer with indicators of the potential impact of various selection criteria on cost. It is offered as a guide to the designer for gaining a better understanding of key differences between designs as related to cost. However, the impact must be quantified to verify true differences given specific designs and site conditions.

The two most significant discriminators between the SPUI and a comparable TUDI are right-of-way and bridge cost. SPUIs typically take less right-of-way area than the TUDI. Thus, if new right-of-way must be acquired, in a comparative analysis such as presented in this chapter, the net impact would be an increase in overall project costs for the TUDI, as shown in Table 26. The magnitude of the difference would depend on the additional incremental area of right-of-way taken and its associated cost. This is a very site-specific problem.

Conversely, bridge costs for the SPUI would increase in relation to the TUDI. Because of an increase in the vertical alignment of the SPUI bridge, other related costs will increase such as earthwork and perhaps retaining walls. Correspondingly, the cost for the TUDI bridge will be less. An incremental increase in SPUI construction cost must be offset by a decrease in right-of-way costs. If this incremental cost delta between the SPUI and TUDI is small, the SPUI must significantly reduce user cost to produce a sufficient benefit to make the SPUI economically attractive compared to the TUDI. As shown in Table 26, TUDIs typically have higher user costs.

Because right-of-way and bridge design are critical discriminators, careful analysis of these elements would be requisite for the specific location of the project. An analysis of user costs as derived from traffic capacity evaluations for both designs also would be critical. Thus, the approach to the design of operations and geometric features of the interchange will determine the potential differential in user costs. Finally, incremental benefits due to a reduction in user costs compared to incremental project investments will determine which design solution is economically the most attractive.

Although the parclo may be selected for other reasons, it may be best suited for the situation where only two of four quadrants have right-of-way available for developing an interchange. This can occur when access on two adjacent quadrants is constrained by either buildings or railroad tracks. Thus, the parclo is more often selected when it fits this unique site situation. Table 26 illustrates the qualitative impact that selection criteria have on cost when comparing a parclo to the SPUI.

CHAPTER EIGHT

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

GENERAL CONCLUSIONS

1. This research was one of the first comprehensive studies of the Single Point Urban Interchange (SPUI) conducted in the United States. Consequently many of the study findings and conclusions are statements of discovery about various aspects of SPUIs. These results cover historical development, geometric and bridge design, traffic operations, and general applications. The study findings are based on the field survey of 36 SPUIs visited in the summer of 1989, subsequent capacity studies conducted in 1990, and a synthesis of the literature and related experiences gathered by the research staff to date.

2. In general, the SPUI interchange was found to be a safe and efficient interchange that probably cost somewhat more than a TUDI to construct. The SPUI is being widely implemented throughout the country with numerous local studies of its effectiveness underway to better quantify its features.
Historical

1. The first SPUI built in the U.S. was completed on February 24, 1974, in Clearwater, Florida, by the Florida Department of Transportation. The primary planning and engineering for the project was provided by Greiner Engineering of Tampa, Florida.

2. The second SPUI built was completed on September 9, 1975, in Moline, Illinois, by the Illinois Department of Transportation. The preliminary engineering for the project was provided by DeLeuw, Cather & Company of Chicago, Illinois. Both of the pioneer interchanges are still operating today and providing good traffic service.

3. There are perhaps 50 SPUIs operational today in the United States in at least 18 states with many others under construction. As a result, engineering expertise with SPUIs is rapidly growing at many of the agencies and firms.

4. SPUIs have been built in several other countries, including Germany, Greece, and Canada by other organizations.

Applications

1. Two design types of SPUIs exist. The basic and more prevalent type is the SPUI3, which does not have frontage roads. The secondary type is the overpass SPUI4, which has been used while upgrading some arterials to expressway standards. This design provides continuous one-way frontage roads that are conveniently used as detour routes during bridge construction, and then leaves them in to provide local access to adjacent property in the final design. Alabama, Georgia, and Florida have used the SPUI4 in this manner.

2. A major application for SPUIs (three-phase with no frontage roads) has been for congestion relief whereby the new SPUI3 provides up to twice the available traffic handling capacity as the congested at-grade signalized intersection it normally replaced, usually at the intersection of two principal urban arterials.

3. Other important SPUI applications have included capacity upgrades of outdated signalized interchanges, general usage with new freeway construction, and reconstruction of urban arterials along a corridor to expressway standards.

4. The SPUI is basically a two-level diamond interchange having a single signal for serving all four inverted left turns. From an evolutionary development viewpoint, however, it is best thought of as evolving from a congested high-type single signalized intersection where the mainline through-roadway has been transformed into a median flyover and where all mainline approach turns have been given a single right-hand-side exit while remaining anchored to their original single signal location and inverted left-turn operation.

5. A well-designed SPUI is a safe and effective high-capacity two-level signalized interchange. Its safety record suggests that it is as safe as a competitive tight urban diamond interchange (TUDI), and some evidence indicates that it may be safer. The SPUI3 appears to be as adaptable to variable traffic patterns as is a TUDI.

6. A well-designed SPUI contains adequate capacity to handle the projected traffic demands, reasonable design speeds for the turning roadways, adequate sight distances, an expressway level signing system, and good illumination for nighttime conditions.

Design Attributes

1. There are two interchange bridging options—the mainline overpass and underpass. The overpass design is the more prevalent type. Many important design parameters depend heavily on the type of grade separation with bridge design being the principal one.

2. Two types of mainline overpass bridges are common. Typical design parameters include: (a) a single-span bridge about 220 ft long with a depth of about 9 ft, or (b) a three-span bridge about 400 ft long with a center span of 180 ft and a depth of about 7 ft. Steel plate girder, steel trapezoidal box girder, and concrete cast-in-place box girder designs are used in overpass bridge construction. Selection of bridge type depends heavily on local conditions.

3. One type of mainline underpass bridge is common: a two-span bridge about 140 ft long having twin 70-ft spans about 3 ft deep supported on a mainline median pier. Platform deck girder bridges with a flared deck on each end to serve the left turning roadways are commonly used. Complex, hourglass-shaped, cast-in-place concrete bridges have been used in some aesthetically sensitive urban areas.

4. Dual left turning lanes are generously applied. The percentages of SPUIs in the field survey that used dual left turning lanes on both approach legs of the off ramps and cross street for overpass and underpass designs were as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPUI</th>
<th>Overpass(%)</th>
<th>Underpass(%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off-ramps</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross street</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Nominal left-turn paths have an average radius of about 200 ft. The average left-turn radius, in feet, in the field survey for various types of SPUIs was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SPUI</th>
<th>Overpass(ft)</th>
<th>Underpass(ft)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Off-ramps</td>
<td>210</td>
<td>296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cross street</td>
<td>204</td>
<td>195</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6. Generous application of sight distance along the turning ramps using the latest design concepts presented in the AASHTO Green Book provide the best operating environment. Multispan (three or more spans) bridges offer more sight distance and visibility for a given center clear span with overpass designs.

**Operations**

1. The 200-ft nominal left turn radius at SPUIs promotes a high quality of turning operations. Triple trailer trucks can make the left turn, two abreast from a stop following green onset, without any noticeable effect on left-turn saturation flow or operational safety beyond those expected for single-lane operations.

2. The average left-turn saturation flow, $S_{lt}$, in passenger cars per hour green per lane, pcphgl, for nominal, left turn lane widths can be estimated by the following equation, as a function of its average turning radius, $R$, in feet—

$$S_{lt} = 3,600 / (1.50 + 1.11 / R^{0.247}) \text{ pcphgl}$$

- With a maximum value of 2,000 pcphgl, occurring for radii exceeding about 200 ft. Saturation flow was observed to consistently increase with increasing left-turn radius up to this level. Saturation flow for 12-ft wide through lanes is about 2,000 pcphgl for all interchange types.

3. The 95 percentile free turning speed in miles per hour, mph, of left turning vehicles on green may be estimated from the related average left turn radius, $R$, in feet as:

$$V_{95} = 4.53 R^{0.335} \text{ mph}$$

4. The dominant traffic signal control observed was isolated traffic actuated operation. Conventional three-phase control was used for SPUI3 (no frontage roads) and variations of four-phase control was used for SPUI4 (frontage roads). Dual left turns leading was the dominant arterial phasing sequence used, although lead-lag phasing was observed.

5. The large open central control area of the SPUI impacts traffic operations to some extent. The following operations were noted:
   - A slight hesitancy sometimes occurs by through drivers not promptly moving into the intersection following green onset.
   - Reduced operational quality occurs when high-speed off-ramp vehicles are tracking a broken back left turn in the central control area, i.e., curves having a central left-turn radius of the compound curve exceeding 300 ft, when used with overpass designs.
   - Drivers sometimes have difficulty finding the on-ramp left-turn slots if the outbound roadway is not readily visible, especially for underpass designs. The ideal cross-road alignment for underpasses would have a slight sag vertical curve at the middle of the SPUI with slightly elevated ramp connections, i.e., a swale effect with corner drainage.
   - Some undesirable left-turn operations are being made by cross street motorists traveling through the SPUI. The incorrect maneuver typically begins by drivers not making the advance left turn bay maneuver, then trying to complete the left-turn maneuver from the median through lane during the latter portions of the through phase either in advance, over, or beyond the center island. Similar left turn bypass maneuvers have been observed with SPUI4 frontage road operations.

6. The wide open central control area of a SPUI does not permit TUDI-like phase overlaps. Thus, larger red clearances, on the order of 3.4 sec per phase, and related lost times per phase typically result. Bigger central intersection control areas result in larger lost times and corresponding reductions in average phase capacity per lane.

7. The average phase capacity per lane of a SPUI3 is probably higher than a TUDI when the average arterial stop-line to stop-line separation distance is 265 ft or less. Typical SPUI3 spacings range from 190 to 260 ft for six-lane overpasses, depending on the width of the mainline roadway, design speed of the turning ramps, and the center span of the bridge. Multispan bridges used with overpasses and underpass designs, in general, will have slightly shorter stop-line to stop-line separation distances because sight distance obstructions are less in the central control area.

8. Off-ramp right-turn operations require special design attention, especially where mainline off-ramp volumes are high and traffic patterns are nearly balanced. Off-ramp queueing of right turns can be a problem if the queueing overlaps and interacts with the adjacent left turns. Likewise, downstream right-turn operations may not have time to weave across a wide arterial into a left turn bay unless the distance to the downstream intersection is sufficient. While this general downstream access problem exists for all interchange forms, it is ironically exacerbated by output flow from the SPUI3's efficient three-phase signal operation.

9. The three-phase signal operation used at a SPUI3 does not have a protected cross street pedestrian phase. Consequently, almost no operating agency provides marked crosswalks here to suggest or encourage pedestrian crossings at the interchange parallel to the mainline highway. Crossing at the next downstream intersection is implied.

10. High-quality illumination exceeding 1.0 ft-c is desired under overpass SPUIs. Uniform light distribution is highly desired. Use of wall-pack units on overpass bridge abutments to provide some of this illumination typically produces excessive glare and is deemed undesirable for this purpose.

11. The novel use of airport runway lights, or variants thereof, as pavement markers does not appear to be cost effective because of their high initial cost, potentially complex maintenance problems, and a lack of demonstrated effectiveness above conventional pavement marker systems used with nominal SPUI designs. Sand and other debris often block the recessed light sources. Ironically, street sweeper operations contribute to this problem rather than solve it. A redesigned lampholder assembly that has no recessed outer surfaces would improve its effectiveness at SPUIs.

**Economic Aspects**

1. SPUIs cost more than TUDIs to construct. Generally, the longer clear spans for SPUIs require greater bridge depth that results in additional earthwork, more extensive retaining walls and longer vertical realignment of the intersecting roadways. The right-of-way cost is generally less for SPUIs because of its geometric features and adaptability.

2. The validity of economic analysis may be questioned unless due care is taken to ensure that equivalent operational conditions are being compared between alternatives, or unless the incremental benefits provided by the added investment are appropriately credited to the design option. Because the SPUI will likely cost
more than the TUDI but may provide higher benefits, an incremental benefit-cost analysis is suggested.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A series of general application guidelines are recommended regarding SPUI use based on the results of this research. These guidelines address basic planning and design issues. A summary of SPUI location guidelines concludes the planning section. More specific application guidelines have already been provided in Chapters Four to Seven of this report.

Planning Guidelines

1. The SPUI3 and TUDI should be considered as viable competitors to provide major added capacity needed for congestion relief in growing urban areas at signalized at-grade intersections that have been fully expanded to their practical maximum size. Typical benefit-to-cost ratios exceeding 6:1 should be expected for a needed project using either alternative.
2. The SPUI3 and TUDI should be considered as viable competitors for all two-level diamond-type interchange projects on all new urban freeways without frontage roads.
3. A SPUI3 should be given special consideration when left-turning volumes exceeding 600 vph are expected, or when significant large truck operations are expected from off ramps having left-turn volumes exceeding 300 vph.
4. A SPUI4 and a TUDI should be considered as viable competitors when upgrading a high-volume urban arterial along a corridor to expressway standards. Further studies would be needed to justify expanding the scope of a SPUI4 to freeway applications.
5. A multidisciplinary team should be formed early to ensure that the preliminary design for a SPUI follows a systems approach that considers all pertinent planning, design, construction, and operations aspects identified in this report. Trade-offs between bridge length and traffic operations impacts should be carefully assessed before any final design decisions are made. Proposals to shorten bridge length for economic reasons to lengths that produce broken-back left-turn lanes or unreasonably low design speeds for the turning lanes can result in operationally deficient sight distances and reduced safety and, therefore, should be avoided where feasible.
6. The cost-effectiveness methodology in Chapter Seven, or a more refined method, should be used to guide the interchange selection process. All relevant life cycle costs should be included. Special care should be given to the estimation of the principal cost components in SPUI design to include: (a) right-of-way availability and acquisition cost; (b) bridge design options, fabrication and construction issues; (c) highway realignment requirements and impacts; (d) drainage and utility relocation needs; and (e) traffic control during construction.
7. The following is a summary of general application guidelines for use when considering whether to select a SPUI at a particular site. (a) SPUIs may be a good interchange candidate at sites having: restricted right-of-way, high volumes with major congestion, high left turn volumes, high volumes of large trucks, and/or high accident locations. (b) SPUIs may not be a good interchange candidate at sites having: severe skew angle, wide overcrossing roadway, adverse grade conditions on cross road, moderate to high pedestrian volumes across the cross road, and/or high through volumes and low turning volumes on the cross road.

Design Guidelines

1. Use the highest design standards possible. In SPUI design, every effort should be made to use design standards that exceed minimum levels at all times. As a design goal, desirable standards should be selected.
2. All SPUIs should be designed as if they were major interchanges and not expanded intersections, per se. Guide signing and roadway lighting should be upgraded to levels approaching freeway interchange standards.
3. Use dual left turn lanes on all approach legs of the SPUI.
4. For overpass SPUI3 designs, the first design alternative considered should be a multispans bridge having a 6-2-2-2 configuration with the bridge superstructure being readily expandable by at least two mainline through lanes at some future date without having to widen the abutments. The 6-2-2-2 SPUI3 configuration would have a six-lane (6) divided urban arterial cross section at grade to the SPUI with dual turn lanes for both the arterial (2) and off-ramp (2) left-turn movements, and dual right turn lanes for both (2) off-ramps. A single deceleration lane for right-turn operations from the cross street is acceptable even for relatively high volumes. However, an acceleration lane for off-ramp traffic onto the cross arterial is not necessarily recommended unless sufficient distance (greater than 1,200 ft) is available to the next downstream intersection. Direct entry merging for this maneuver provides good operation in restricted designs.
5. Generous storage length should be provided for left and right turn queueing at the off-ramp junction to the cross street. The queues of these turning operations should not be permitted to interact. Significant rear-end accidents may otherwise occur.
6. Signalizing the off-ramp right-turn operations should be avoided. Delayed-call right-turn queue detection should be provided for high-volume conditions having fairly balanced traffic patterns. Right-turn volumes from the off-ramp exceeding the complementary cross street volume by 100 vehicles per hour per lane, vphpl, should warrant this detector treatment when the right-turn volume exceeds 300 vphpl.
7. Pedestrians should be encouraged to cross the street at the first downstream signalized intersection at SPUI3s.
8. The option of using two horizontally mounted traffic signals should be considered, in the central area underneath the bridge of overpass SPUIs for off-ramp left turns, in place of vertically mounted signal clusters now often used over the central island. Horizontally mounted signals are commonly used in some parts of the country in urban conditions.
9. A high-quality lighting system should be provided for the SPUI, both along the roadways, and underneath any overpassing bridge structure. High-glare wall-pack lighting units should not be attached to any vertical wall of an overpass bridge abutment.

Economic Analysis

1. Some reliable form of economic analysis should be used to guide the design option formulations and the selection of the
100

most cost-effective design. The procedures herein are recommended for evaluating agency and user costs, and for selecting the most cost-effective design alternative.

2. As many proposed applications will be for capacity improvements of congested urban intersections, several types of grade separations would be expected to provide attractive benefit-to-cost ratios, on the order of 6:1 or greater, because of the large delay savings that would accrue over a 20-year period with nominal traffic growth rates. The analyst should not be misled by the initial attractiveness that any one design might offer until other design options are evaluated. During these studies, projected hourly traffic volumes on any movement should not be used that exceed the phase capacity by more than 20 percent because unreasonable delays may be predicted by the computer models.
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